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5.0 POSTULATED IMPACTS AND POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Potential environmental consequences that could result from implementation of the waste

disposal alternatives described in Chapter 3 are discussed in this chapter. The consequences

described and evaluated in this chapter are believed to bound the range of consequences that

could reasonably be expected from the adoption of any of the alternatives.

The waste disposal alternatives are as follows:

1. Geologic Disposal of most (98% of activity) Hanford high-level (HLW), transuranic

(TRU) and tank wastes

2. In-Place Stabilization and Disposal of all Hanford high-level, transuranic and

tank wastes

3. Reference Alternative (combination disposal) that combines features of geologic

disposal and in-place stabilization and disposal

4. Preferred Alternative that consists of disposal of some waste according to the

reference alternative and postpones disposal decision and continues present stor-

e	age and maintainence activities for the remaining wastes until further development

y.-R	and evaluation are completed.

The potential environmental consequences of no disposal action (i.e., continued storage and

monitoring) are also evaluated and discussed for the purpose of comparison with the conse-

quences of the disposal alternatives.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Environmental impacts for each of the disposal alternatives and the no disposal action

(continued storage) were assessed for the disposal (operational) and postdisposal periods.

Impacts from disposal operations include the following:

• Radiation doses to the work force and public during routine operations

• Radiation doses to the public in the event of postulated radiological accidents

• Consequences of nonradiological accidents (potential injuries and fatalities) to

the work force associated with industrial and transportation activities

• Consequences of nonradiological pollutants released to the environment

• Ecological impacts

• Socioeconomic impacts

• Resource requirements

• Costs.

Operational impacts were assessed for 100 years of continued storage to provide a comparable

time period for waste disposal plus additional time for surveillance of waste disposal per-

formance. In addition, estimates of impacts of continued storage for each century following
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the initial 100-year period were developed to provide a basis for estimating accumulated

impacts if no disposal action were undertaken. It should be noted that the no disposal

action alternative described in this EIS is intended to represent the no action alternative,

an analysis of which is required by Council on Environmental Quality Regulations

(40 CFR 1500-1517). The no disposal action alternative involves continuous monitoring and

surveillance of defense wastes stored at the Hanford Site. The wastes exist, and the current

action at the Site must continue until final disposal plans are implemented. An absolute no

action alternative is not a reasonable course of.action; however, a no disposal action alter-

native can provide useful information to the decision-making process, Although DOE : does not

intend to adopt the no disposal action as a long-term alternative, this alternative meets the

intent of the National Environmental Policy Act requirement to estimate the impact of taking

no action.

Postdisposal impacts considered include:

• Impacts from disposed-of waste under present climatic and otherwise undisturbed

conditions where disposal systems perform as planned

_	 • Impacts from .disposed-of waste under changed climatic .conditions where disposal

systems perform as planned

• Radiation doses to the public following postulated performance failures of the

 disposal systems, compounding effects of changed climatic conditions.

To describe postdisposal impacts in terms of public health and safety, an assessment is

required for the safe performance of the disposal systems. Toward this purpose, this study

identified and evaluated plausible human-induced events and natural processes that could

affect the performance of the disposal systems and result in release of radionuclides. The

likelihood of occurrence of such events was not assessed (except for human intrusion), but

their potential radiological impacts are reported.

In assessing postdisposal impacts, it is assumed that active institutional controls are

absent at the Hanford Site after the year 2150. This is in accord with the Environmental

Protection Agency rules (EPA 1985) that active institutional control cannot be relied upon to

assure safety from disposed of wastes after 100 years beyond disposal. Absence of active

institutional control of the Hanford Site is assumed for analysis and comparison purposes,

only and does not represent a present or projected DOE plan,

5.1.1 General Observations and Findings

The environmental consequences analyses conducted in this EIS cover all major environ-

mental impact sources, pathways, or significant events. Principal observations of the analy-

sis are as follows:

• In terms of human health and safety, any of the disposal alternatives could be

safely implemented.
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• The geologic disposal alternative is the most costly, with about 13 billion dol-

lars added cost over the reference alternative for HLW disposed of on site and TRU

waste disposed of in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP); offsite disposal of

HLW would add another 0.7 billion dollars. Some construction fatalities could be

expected with this alternative. The geologic disposal alternative also results in

the largest collective radiation dose to workers.

• The in-place stabilization and disposal . alternative has low environmental impacts

and also provides the lowest overall cost.

s The reference alternative provides a balance between cost and environmental

impacts and accords with the Defense Waste Management Plan (DOE 1983a).

• Preferred alternative costs would be about $3 billion to proceed with disposal of

the waste for which adequate information is available on which to base disposal

decisions. Disposal of the remaining three waste classes would cost an additional

$0.5 billion to $12 billion.

• Continued storage is an acceptable short-term option, but no disposal action (con-

tinued storage) is not a reasonable long-term disposal option.

• Most potential natural events and human activities on or near the waste disposal

sites are not expected to significantly affect disposal system performance. Some

events, such as assumed catastrophic floods associated with glaciation, could

-- result in low contamination levels [about 0.05 nCi(Pu)/g] within the Pasco Basin;

however these floods would in themselves create such an overwhelming environmental

impact as to obscure these impacts.

• For the disposal alternatives discussed, all wastes postulated to be buried near

^Y	 the ground surface are covered by a protective barrier. Fires and subsequent wind

erosion therefore would not effect the atmospheric release of radioactive waste,

but could affect the performance of the protective barrier, whose purpose is to

prevent or minimize water infiltration.

5.1.2 Waste Types Considered in Determining Environmental Consequences

Waste types and quantities considered in determining the environmental consequences

reported in this chapter are presented in Chapter 3 and described in more detail in Appen-

dices A and P.

5.1.3 Topics Covered in This Chapter

Results of the environmental impact analysis are reported as follows:

• Environmental impacts from implementation

of the geologic disposal alternative 	 Section 5.2

• Environmental impacts from implementation of the

in-place stabilization and disposal alternative 	 Section 5.3
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• Environmental impacts from implementation of the

reference (combination disposal) alternative	 Section 5.4

• Environmental impacts of no disposal action

(continued storage)	 Section 5.5

• Environmental impacts from implementation

of the preferred alternative 	 Section 5.6

Topics required to be addressed by the NEPA [Section 102(c)] are discussed within each

section. These topics include:

• Irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources

• Unavoidable adverse impacts

• Relationship of alternatives to land-use plans, policies and controls [required by

40 CFR 1502.16(c)]

• Relationship between near-term use of the environment and enhancement of long-term

aF	 productivity.

5.1.4 Cumulative Impacts

Activities taking place or reasonably anticipated to take place on the Hanford Site that

were not within the scope of the action being analyzed in this EIS and that might combine

with the proposed action for a cumulative impact are as follows:

• Ongoing characterization and potential construction and operation of a deep geo-

logic repository for commercial and/or commingled defense high-level and commer-

cial transuranic waste

• Operation of the dual-purpose N Reactor for production of special nuclear materi-

als and steam used by the Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) for the

production of electrical power

• Operation of PUREX and related facilities

• Construction and operation of the Process Facility Modification project

• Operation of the Supply System's Number 2 nuclear power plant and possible opera-

tion of one or more additional units

• Operation of U.S. Ecology's commercial low-level waste disposal site

• Previous and continued disposal of low-level liquid wastes to ground and cribs,

and low-level waste disposed of in near-surface burial grounds, including decom-

missioned defueled naval submarine reactors'

• Decontamination and decommissioning of eight surplus reactors

• Eventual decontamination and decommissioning of the remainder of Hanford's surface

facilities.
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A discussion of cumulative .radiological impacts associated with the above activities is pre-

sented in this section. In addition to the potential for cumulative radiological impacts,

the potential for impacts associated with storage and disposal of chemicals also exists.

Location, species and inventories of many chemicals, particularly as maybe distributed in

soil columns, are not well known and are to be developed. As a consequence, cumulative chem-

ical impacts are not presented but would be additive to the radiation impacts. Socioeconomic

impacts of characterization and construction and operation of a deep geologic repository or

other major construction would not be expected to adversely impact present community capacity

for services; the recent loss of a major work force with termination/mothballing of addi-

tional commercial power reactors left the community with excess capacity for services.

5.1.4.1 Cumulative Radiological Impacts in the Near Term

For purposes of this analysis, projected radiological impacts in the near term are

derived principally from the Hanford-wide monitoring program. Radiological monitoring data

from 1984 (a) operations at Hanford are presented in Section 4.1 of this EIS. The overall

radiological impact of 1984 operations was calculated to be 0.002 rem total-body dose to a.
w	

hypothetical maximally exposed individual residing off site and 5 man-rem to the offsite

'	 population within 80 km (Price et al. 1985). These small impacts are in addition to those

occurring from natural background radiation, which approximate doses of about 0.1 rem per

year total body to an individual and about 34,000 man-rem per year to the same 80-km pop-

ulation. The major component of this radiological impact originates from the remaining pro-

duction facility, N Reactor, located at the 100-N Area on the Hanford Site.

In 1984, airborne concentrations of all radionuclides that could be attributed to

Hanford site-wide operations were projected to result in a dose of less than 0.00001 rem/yr

to the average person living in the Hanford Site vicinity (within 80 km). This dose rate is

substantially below the EPA Standard 40 CFR 61 of 0.025 rem/yr for airborne pathways. Very

low levels of radionuclides attributable to Hanford operations were detected in the Columbia

River; however, downstream concentrations of these radionuclides were projected to result in

a dose of 0.00001 rem/yr, well below the EPA Standard 40 CFR 141 of 0.004 rem/yr for

community drinking water systems.

Samples of agricultural foodstuffs grown in the vicinity of the , Hanford Site havebeen

examined annually for radioactivity since the mid 1950s. The low levels of radionuclides

observed in most foodstuff samples collected in 1984 from farms around Hanford are attributa-

ble to worldwide fallout and natural radioactivity (Price et al 1985).

.Samples of deer, rabbits,. game birds, waterfowl and fish were also collected in 1984

near operating facilities and at locations where the potential for radionuclide uptake from

operations was most likely. Although 60Co, 90Sr and 137Cs, probably from Hanford operations,

(a) Radiological monitoring data are available for 1986 (Jaquish and Mitchell 1987);
however, dose calculations presented for 1986 data employ the ICRP 26/30 dosimetry
method, which gives effective dose equivalent that is not strictly comparable with
dose equivalent used elsewhere in this EIS. .
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were detected in some of these samples, concentrations were low enough that any radiation

dose resulting from consumption of such fish or animals would be within applicable radiation

protection standards (Price et al. 1985).

Projected radiological impacts from on-going Hanford operations, reasonably anticipated

operations and those specified in this EIS as associated with the implementation of disposal

or continued storage of high-level, transuranic and tank waste are summarized in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1. Cumulative Near-Term Radiological Impacts for Hanford Site-Hide
Operations and Reasonably Forecasted Operations

Maximum Annual
Individual	 Total-Body Annual	 Population
Cumulative Dose, a Totgl-Body

rem Dose,	 ) man-rem

On-going Hanford Site-Wide Operations(c)

N Reactor, PUREX, Defense LLW Disposal 0.002 5

WPPSS #2 (d) 0.002 1

U.S.	 Ecology LLW Disposal (e) —0 -0

Additions from Reasonably Forecasted Operations

Geologic Reposi t ory (f) <0.001.. 9

.process Facility Modifications ( 9 ) Project —0 —0

Additional	 WPPSS Nuclear Power Units (d) 0.002 1

Implementation of HDW-EIS Alternatives

Geologic <0.001 30

In-Place <0.001 0.03

Reference <0.001 0.05

Preferred <0.001 0.03-30

No Disposal	 Action <0.001 0.006

(a) For perspective, the annual dose to such an individual from natural background would be

0.1 rem.
(b) For perspective, the dose to the same population for the same period from natural back-

ground would amount to about 34,000 man-rem.
(c) Based on Environmental htonitoringof Hanford 1984 (Price et al. 1985).

(d) Performance of additional units assumed to be the same as reported for WPPSS #2, PFMP

EIS, p. 5.53.
(e) Average annual dose rate including background at U.S. Ecology site fence was 0.18 rem,

at corners of site 0.11 rem; hence, dose due to facility at Hanford Site boundary would

be essentially zero.
(f) See DOE/ET-0029 (DOE 1979), pp. 9.1.7 through 9.1.9; for 122,000 MTHM repository in

basalt and an 80-km-radius population of 2 million people. On a basis of 70,000 MTHM
repository and 340,000 people the dose should be substantially less.

(g) DOE/EIS-0115D (DOE 1986, p. 5.53).

As shown in Table 5.1, if all present and reasonably forecasted activities are included,

cumulative radiological impac
t
s are projected to be substantially less than those permitted
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M
by the EPA (40 CFR 61 or 191; 0.025 rem/yr) and small in comparison with natural background

radiation (0.1 rem/yr). No health effects would be expected from population doses such as

those presented in Table 5.1.

5.1.4.2 Cumulative Radiological Impacts in the Long Term

Long-term cumulative radiological impacts are those that might occur in the distant

future after operating plants have been decommissioned and long after the year 2150

(100 years after disposal) when active institutional control is assumed to be absent. For

purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that disposal sites not in the scope of this EIS are

not provided with protective barriers. Impacts would be expected to be associated

principally with leaching of waste components into groundwater and on into the Columbia

River.

The principal source of impacts in addition to those presented for implementation of the

disposal alternatives and the no disposal action alternative (continued storage) is believed

to be that from defense low-level waste disposal sites. "Low-level wastes" as used here

includes all radioactive defense waste (some 400 individual sites), exclusive of decontamina-

tion and decommissioning wastes, not included in high-level, transuranic and tank waste or in

the secondary wastes such as grouted waste produced during waste processing. Long-term cumu-

lative radiological impacts associated with the disposal alternatives and low-level waste are

presented in Table 5.2. Impacts presented are those calculated to result among downstream

users of Columbia River water for two assumed average annual recharges of groundwater, (from

infiltrating precipitation) and for conditions where protective barriers are effective and

where they partially fail.

As shown in Table 5.2, long-term impacts associated with low-level waste disposal are

larger than those for high-level, transuranic and tank wastes when disposed of according to

the alternatives presented in this EIS. Low-level waste disposal impacts, however, are

smaller than those associated with the no disposal action (the principal reason for large

impacts in the no disposal action alternative is the assumption of tank waste remaining in

liquid form).

Impacts from decontamination and decommissioning of the eight surplus reactors will be

provided in an environmental impact statement now in preparation that addresses alternative

strategies for their disposal. Similarly, impacts from decommissioning other surface facili

ties currently in operation at the Hanford Site will receive separate environmental reviews.

In both cases, impacts will depend upon the decommissioning method ultimately selected.

A waste repository, if it were to be located at Hanford, would also constitute 	 source

of cumulative impacts. Because the repository is largely conceptual at this time, estimated

impacts are based on permissible levels of operation over the 10,000-year period of

interest. The EPA has indicated in the preamble to 40 CFR 191 that when the release limits

specified in Table I of 40 CFR 191 are met, the number of premature cancer deaths over

10,000 years from disposal of wastes from 100,000 t of reactor fuel is not expected to exceed

1,000. Based on that relationship, a geologic repository with a capacity of 70,000 t of
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Integrated Population Total-Body Dose Over 10,000 yr,
man-rem a

Barriers (b) Effective/	 Barrier (b) FailureSrdenario/
Current Climate c	 Wetter Ciimatell

(e) (e)

2,000	 6,000

(f) (f)

`<

L in

(g)

(e)

(e) (e).

	

2
	

200

	

10
	

600

	

10
	

600

	

2-10
	

300-600

	

20,000
	

4,000,000

TABLE 5.2. Cumulative Long-Term Radiological Impacts. for Hanford Site-Wide Operations
and Reasonable Forecasted Operations 	 -

On-Going Hanford Site-
Wide Operations

N Reactor, PURER, WPPSS #2

Defense LLW Disposal
(no barriers)

U.S. Ecology LLW Disposal,
etc,

Additions from Reasonably
Forecasted Operations

Geologic Repository

Process Facility
Modifications Project

Additional WPPSS Nuclear
Power Units

HDW-EIS Disposal Alternatives

Geologic

In-Place

Reference

Preferred(h)

No Dis osal Action
no barriers

a",

(a) All values rounded to one significant figure. For perspective, if the population
within 80.kmof Hanford remained constant for 10,000 years, the integrated
population dose from natural background would amount to 340,000,000 man-rem..

(b) Barriers only for HDW-EIS disposal alternatives.

(c) Assumed average groundwater recharge rate of 0.5 cm/yr for unbarriered areas.

(d) Assumed average groundwater recharge rate . of 5 cm/yr for unbarriered areas.

(e) Long-term impacts, if any, would be associated with decommissioning residuals for
which no basis is presently available. However, residuals would be small compared

to defense low-level waste.
(f) Values not known, but would be expected to be small fractions of defense low-level

waste.
(g) A 70,000-MTHM repository operating in compliance with EPA standard 40 CFR 191 would

result in no more than 700 health effects over 10,000 years. Using the dose-to-
health-effects conversion factors of 100 to 1000 health effects per million man-rem,
the integrated population dose would range from 700,000 to 7,000,000 man-rem. This
should not be construed as aprediction of long-term .impacts from such a repository
at Hanford. Long-term impacts would be developed and presented in an EIS addressing
such a repository if it were chosen.

(h) Impacts are shown as a range since disposal decisions have not been made for single-
shell tank waste, TRU contaminated soil sites,.or pre-1970 buried TRU solid waste.
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commercial waste would not be expected to result in more than 700 premature cancer deaths

over 10,000 years. Based on this same relationship, if all Hanford waste within the scope of

this EIS were to be disposed of in such a repository, no more than 180 (a) premature cancer

deaths would be expected over 10,000 years from these wastes. The upper bound of impacts

from other new DOE facilities and operations, including decommissioning of existing

facilities, will be required as a minimum to fall within applicable regulations.

5.1.4.3 Cumulative Impacts Associated with Transportation of TRU Wastes

The impacts of shipping Hanford TRU wastes to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)

were calculated in this EIS (see Appendix I). Other federal sites will also be shipping

their TRU wastes to the WIPP. The cumulative impacts of transporting TRU wastes to the WIPP

from all federal sites, including Hanford, have been studied (JIO 1985). The cumulative risk

analysis developed in J10 (1985) for transporting TRU wastes to the WIPP evaluated both

radiological and nonradiological impacts.

In considering the cumulative impacts of transporting TRU wastes, the Transuranic Waste

	

„%	 Transportation Assessment and Guidance Report examined several existing documents. For exam-

ple, risk analyses in NUREG-0170 (NRC 1977) concluded that the risk of transporting radioac-

tive material over the nation's highways and rails is small. This generic transportation

	

L4.;	 risk assessment evaluated both commercial and defense related shipments of radioactive mate-

rial. Additional analyses in the final environmental impact statement(FEIS) for WIPP (DOE
r

1980b) address specific risks associated with the transportation of transuranic waste and

high-level waste (for repository experiments) to WIPP. This assessment considered both the

radiological and the nonradiological impacts of contact-handled TRU waste shipments from the

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and the Rocky Flats Plant, remotely handled TRU

	

F-:	 waste shipments from IINEL, and experimental high-level waste from the Hanford vicinity

(Pacific Northwest Laboratory). The WIPP/FEIS did not address transportation of waste from

all generating and storage sites to the WIPP, although typical routes and estimated transpor-

tation distances from various origin sites to WIPP were identified.

Using a dose rate value of 2 mrem/hr at the outside surface of the TRUPACT (assumed in

this EIS for calculation purposes to be the transportation container), the WIPP/FEIS analysis

(DOE 1980b) concluded that the radiological impact of incident-free transportation to the

public is many times smaller than the effects from natural background radiation. The analy-

sis further concluded that the probability of accidents involving TRU waste shipments which

would result in radiological consequences is also small--between 1 in 40,000 years and 1 in

4 million years. And even if such an event should occur in a small or large urban area, its

(a) EPA 40 CFR 191 provides a method (note 4 of Table I) for apportioning release limits
according to fuel burnup level. Although much of Hanford's fuel was irradiated to
substantially less than 5,000 MWd/t, EPA permits this as a minimum value for apportion-
ment. Using 5,000 MWd/t results in a total fuel equivalent for comparison with EPA 40
CFR 191 of 18,000 t. (This is a higher value than the amount of commercial fuel equiva-
lent (3,100 MTHM), derived from the typical defense fuel exposure, for purposes of
estimating geologic repository capacity needed for Hanford defense waste.)
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impact would be less than the 50-year total-body dose commitment (or less than the 10-year

dose to lungs) from natural	 background radiation.

At the present time, no definite estimates of transportation mode mix ratios have been

established.	 Therefore, to allow for the dynamics of transportation costs and the Defense

TRU Waste Program, two bounding cumulative transportation analyses were performed: 'a 100%

truck case and a "maximum rail" case. 	 The maximum rail case acknowledges that not all	 sites

have rail . access and in those instances waste shipments will 	 be limited to the truck trans-

port made.

Calculations were made to determine the hypothetical	 maximum exposure to an individual

from incident-free transportation of waste from each of the storage and generator sites.	 The

cumulative value of all site shipments 	 represents the maximum radiological 	 exposure to an

individual	 living near the . WIPP facility.	 Radiological	 risks were computed as a function of

both the transportation mode mix and the Transport 	 Index	 (TI) value.	 Nonoccupational 	 risks

from annual	 contact-handled TRU waste shipments range from 6.7 to 140 man-rem, while occupa-

tional	 risks are relatively constant and vary from 21 to 28 man-rem. 	 Estimated nonoccupa-

tional	 impacts are dominated by 	 radiation exposure to the public during stop-over time; i.e.,

"wa'J the period when the waste package is stationary for an extended period of time.

1s' The risk contributed from potential	 accidents which may result in the release of radio-

active waste is very small	 and ranges from 0.03% to 0.20% of the total	 radiological	 risk.
C,

The significance of the population doses can be determined by comparing the impact with

doses received by the same population from natural 	 background radiation.	 Estimating the

%171 affected population size as that segment of the public living within a half mile of the ship-
ping routes, a total of approximately 6.25 million persons could be affected by transporta-

tion of TRU wastes. 	 If each person along the routes receives an average of 0.1 rem annually

from natural	 background radiation sources, as discussed in the WIPP/FEIS (Appendix 0 of DOE

1980b), the population dose resulting from natural 	 radioactivity would be 625,000 man-rem.

Thus,	 in comparison, the upper limit of incremental	 risk to the same population exposed to

contact-handled TRU waste shipments is approximately 0.03% of the dose that population would

z. receive from natural 	 sources.	 The radiological	 aspects of transportation would not result in

any health effects	 (cancer fatalities or genetic effects).

Pollutants are emitted during normal transport by the combustion of diesel 	 fuel, by the

passage of a shipment over a dusty road surface, and by tire abrasion. 	 Combustion of diesel

fuel	 generates sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, 	 hydrocarbons, nitrogen dioxide and particu-

lates.	 The passage of a shipment over a roadbed or highway produces fugitive dust, and tire

particulates are generated from the abrasion of tires on the pavement.	 Each pollutant has a

unique character, and each may affect health. 	 Pollutant emissions could result in zero to

one health effect (latent cancer fatality), depending upon whether the geologic repository is

on the Hanford Site or off site.

Injuries and fatalities would be the nonradiological 	 impacts expected from accidents

during transport of Hanford defense wastes to assumed repository locations.	 These injullub

and fatalities are not directly related to the radioactive cargo: being transported; however,
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they would not be incurred if the cargo were not being transported. Thus the number of

estimated injuries and fatalities would be the same even if the cargo were not radioactive

material. Traffic accidents could result in I to 2 fatalities and 10 to 21 injuries,

depending upon whether the geologic repository is on the Hanford Site or off site.

5.1.5 Supporting Material Used in Determining Environmental Impacts

The appendices (Volumes 2 and 3) provide the supporting detail for this EIS. A guide to

their contents and relationship is given in Figure 1 of the Introduction to the Appendices.

Details of methods used for calculating radiation dose and conversion to health effects are

given in Appendices F and N, respectively. Postulated operational accidents are described in

Appendix H, and impacts from transportation are given in Appendix I. The long-term perform-

anceof waste disposal systems is assessed in Appendices R and S.

The Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant, Transportable Grout Facility, and Waste Receiving

and Processing facility are discussed in Appendices C, D and E, respectively.

A description and anticipated performance of a conceptual Protective barrier and marker

system is presented in Appendices B and M.

The status of geohydrologic modeling of the Hanford Site is described in Appendix 0.

Information on releases of radionuclides in the long term from various waste forms is pre-
•;5,,	

sented in Appendix Q. Modeling of nuclide movement in the unsaturated and saturated zones

beneath the waste sites is discussed in Appendix P. The groundwater transport of chemicals

from single-shell tanks is discussed in Appendix U. Methods for estimating air-quality

impacts are described in Appendix T. Inventories by nuclide of various waste forms and their

disposition by alternative are presented in Appendix A.

Details of methods for calculating nonradiological injuries, illnesses and fatalities

are given in Appendix G. Details of nonradiological impacts from construction and opera-

tional activities are presented in Appendix L, and socioeconomic impacts are provided in

detail in Appendix K. The method used for calculating repository costs is discussed in

Appendix J.

5.2 GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVE

In the geologic disposal alternative, it is assumed that at least 95% (by activity) of

single-shell tank waste, at least 99.95% (by activity) of double-shell tank waste, all encap-

sulated strontium and cesium, and all transuranic (TRU) wastes would be removed and placed in

either an onsite or offsite geologic repository. Some low-activity waste fractions resulting

from processing the tank wastes would be incorporated into grout, disposed of in near-surface

grout vaults and covered by the protective barrier and marker system.

5.2.1 Waste Disposal Procedures

Representative procedures for treating and disposing of the six waste classes for the

geologic disposal alternative are described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1 and Appendix B in

detail.
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5.2.2 Summary of Operational Impacts Associated with Geologic Disposal Alternative

Operational impacts associated with geologic disposal are summarized for disposal of all

waste classes in either a hypothetical onsite or hypothetical offsite repository. Strontium/

cesium currently in capsules and tank waste would be disposed of in either a hypothetical

onsite or hypothetical offsite geologic repository and TRU waste would be disposed of in the

WIPP in New Mexico. The distinction among repository alternatives is limited to that associ-

ated with transportation of waste to the repositories and proration of repository costs based

on the fraction of the repository occupied by Hanford wastes.

5.2.2.1 Radiological Consequences from Routine Operations

Radiation doses calculated to result from geologic disposal of Hanford defense wastes

are summarized in Table 5.3 for all waste classes. An estimated total of about

28,000 worker-years of radiation work would be required for geologic disposal of all waste

classes. A total occupational total-body dose of about 15,000 man-rem (including repository

emplacement) would result. (a) Over 60% of the occupational dose total would be received from

disposing of existing tank waste.

	

rp	 Geologic disposal of all waste classes would release to the atmosphere small amounts of

radionuclides from the waste sites and surrounding potentially contaminated soil that could
l ?	

result in radiation doses to members of the offsiteeneralg	 public.. The calculated dose com-

mitment in any one year to a maximally exposed individual (b) is 4 x 10-4 rem, and the calcu-

lated individual lifetime total-body dose is 8 x 10 -4 rem. The collective dose to the 80-km

population in any one year is calculated to total about 30 man-rem, and the total dose to the

public from all operations including transportation to an offsite repository is calculated to

be about 140 man-rem. For comparison the 70-year dose to the population within 80 km from

natural background radiation would amount to 3,000,000 man-rem.

5.2.2.2 Radiological Consequences from Postulated Accidents

Handling and processing of Hanford defense wastes for disposal would create the possi-

bility of accidents. A range of postulated abnormal occurrences has been analyzed for each

'c
waste class, and for each process. Of these occurrences, the accident with the largest

potential consequences was determined (Appendix H). The postulated operational accidents

that would result in the largest radiation doses to the public for each waste class and asso-

ciated process are summarized in Table 5.4.

(a) Regardless of the large differences in operations taking place on theHanford -Site over

the last several decades, the average annual dose to radiation workers has been about

0.5 rem (DOE 1983b). 	 ,

(b) The maximally exposed individual is a hypothetical member of the public whose habits

tend to maximize radiation dose to a given organ. For the case where exposure to

airborne radionuclides results in the highest contribution to dose, this individual is

assumed to reside continuously at the location of highest airborne radionuclide concen-

tration and to eat food grown there.
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TABLE 5.3.	 Estimated Total-Body Radiation Doses from Routine Operations for the Geologic Disposal Alternative

Occupational Maximum Individual
Doses, man-rem Dose Commitments, rem Population Dose Commitments, (a) man-rem

Waste Class
Repository 1-yr 70-yr

Exposure (b)
1-yr 70-yr

Exposure (b)
Transportation

Operations Emplacement Exposure Exposure (offsite)

Existing Tank Waste 9,600 870 3 x 10 -8 5 x 10-6 3 x 10-3 0.3 30

Future Tank Waste 1,100 150 6 x 10 -7 9 x 10-6 0.05 0.7 8

Sr/Cs Capsules 70 78 6 x 10-10 4 x 10-8 6 x 10-5 2 x 10-3 0.8

Retrievably Stored 140 110 1 x 10-6 1 x 10 -4 0.09 9 40
w	 and Newly Generated

TRU

TRU-Cogtaminated
c

750 52 2 x 10-6 2 x 10-4 0.1 10 2
Soil

Pre-1970 Buri?d TRU 2,300 180 4 x 10-4 5 x 10-4 30 30 6
Solid Waste c)

Totals 14,000 1,400 4 x 10-4 8 x 10-4 30 50 90

(a) All dose commitment values have been rounded to one significant figure.
(b). '70-year exposure" implies a lifetime accumulated dose from all operations.
(c) Geologic disposal is taken as an additional protective measure for these previously disposed-of wastes.
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TABLE 5.4. Summary ofDapper-Bound Accidents and Calculated Total-Body Radiation Doses for the Geologic Disposal
Alternative J

Maximum
Individual	 Dose Population Dose

" Commitments, rem Commitments, man-rem.

70-yr 70-yr
" 1-yr Dose 1-yr. Dose

Waste Class Description of Upper-Bound Accident Dose Commitment Dose Commitment(a)

Existing Tank Waste Explosion of ferrocyanide precipitates 	 in 0.2 3 400 7,000
single-she'll	 tank during mechanical 	 retrieval
operations.

Future Tank Waste Pressurized release of liquid waste due to 0.09	 - 0.9 300 2,000
failure of a diversion box valve during
hydraulic retrieval 	 operations.

p	

Sr/Cs Capsules Rupture of a strontium capsule by improper 2	 x	 10 -7 . 3 x 10-6 6 x 10 -4 0.01
handling during retrieval	 operations.

Retrievably Stored and Pressurized release from waste drum rupture 1 x 10-3 0.05 3 100
Newly Generated TRU due to buildup of radiolytic gases.

TRU-Contaminated Soil (b) Deflagration of contaminated material due to 5 x 10-7 2 x 10-5 lx 10-3 0.04
process malfunction in slagging pyrolysis
incinerator.

Pre-1970 Burig	 TRU Deflagration of contaminated material	 due to 5 x 10 -6 1 x 10 -4 0.01 0.3

Solid Waste r) process malfunction in slagging pyrolysis
incinerator.

(a) See Appendix H for details.
(b) Previously disposed-of wastes



The impacts to members of the public from accidents shown in Table 5.4 are not severe.

The total 70-year population dose from the most severe accident amounted to 7,000 man-rem, a

small fraction of the dose this same population would receive from naturally occurring back-

ground radiation i.e., 3,000,000 man-rem.

5.2.2.3 Nonradiological Consequences

Nonradiological consequences include generation of dust from waste retrieval, site prep-

aration, site stabilization, and handling of mined material; combustion products from opera-

tion of surface vehicles, operation of equipment, and transportation of waste; and injuries

and fatalities associated with retrieval, transportation, and disposal of the waste. Details

are presented in Appendices G, L and T.

Releases of nonradiological pollutants (i.e., dust and combustion products) resulting

from geologic disposal are detailed in Appendix L (Table L.1) and are summarized in

Table 5.5. Releases shown in Table 5.5 include those generated on site during waste

retrieval and processing.

TABLE 5.5. Summary of Nonradiological Emissions for the Geologic Disposal Alternative
(over a 20-year time span)

Pollutant

Particulates
sox

CO

HC

NOx

Emissions, t

58,000

3,800

4,800

590

3,400

Air-quality impacts are estimated in terms of maximum ground-level pollutant concentra-

tions . at the site boundary or at publicly accessible locations within the Hanford fenceline

and are summarized in Table 5.6 (Appendix T). Pollutant concentrations are based on histori-

cal meteorological conditions and expected maximum releases of pollutants and thus are only

an indication of what conditions might be. In any case, the values calculated are suffi-

ciently small compared to the standards to suggest that these pollutants would not result in

a significant impact.

Nonradiological pollutant concentrations resulting from transportation of waste to WIPP

or another offsite repository would be extremely small and well below standards shown in

Table 5.6. Transportation emissions are based on round-trip shipping distances of 20 km for

an onsite repository, 5,000 km for the WIPP repository, and 10,000 km for an offsite reposi-

tory. For details on transportation-related air-quality impacts, refer to Appendix I.

The calculated number of injuries and fatalities associated with geologic disposal of

Hanford defense waste is described in detail in Appendix L (Table L.2) and is summarized in

Table 5.7. The number of injuries and fatalities is based on accident statistics for similar

activities and on estimates of manpower requirements.
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TABLE 5.6. Comparison . of Estimated Concentrations of Nonradiological Pollutants in Air for
the Geologic Disposal Alternative with Ambient Air-Quality Standards(a

Concentration, ug/m3

Pollutant	 1 hr	 3 hr	 8 hr	 24 hr	 Annual

CO	 560 (40,000)	 --(b)	 170 (10,000)	 -

NOX	 -	 -	 --	 1.3 (100)

sox	 390	 (665)	 260 (1,300)	 --	 16	 (260)	 1,3 (52)

Particulates (c)	--	 --	 -	 6.9 (120)	 0.3. (40)

(including dust)

(a) Ambient air-quality standards are given in parentheses. See Appendix . T

(b) Dashes indicate there is no applicable standard.

(c) Allowable concentration in excess of background.

TABLE 5.7.	 Summary of Estimated Nonradiological Injuries, Illnesses and

„ Fatalities Associated with the Geologic Disposal Alternative

e1 °;o Injuries	 and Illnesses (a) Fatalities,

TRU to WIPP TRU to WIPP

' Process HLW Onsite	 HLW Offsite HLW Onsite	 HLW Offsite

-' Waste Processing and 520	 520 2	 2

Stabilization

Repository Emplacement 380	 340 2	 2

y>,, Transportation 13	 21 1	 2

Total 910	 880 5	 6

(a) Injuries and illnesses that result in lost work days.

4	 5.2.2.4 Ecological Impacts

Onsite ecological impacts from geologic disposal of all waste classes would be minimal

since much of the area under consideration has already been disturbed as 	 result of radio-

active waste management and other nuclear-energy-related activities. The construction

requirement with the greatest ecological implication is the need for 7 million m 3 of fill

material (soils, gravel and basalt), primarily for protective Barr r construction.

Selection of the borrow area site for barrier construction soil will be conducted in

.accordance with procedures designed to comply with the requirements relating to protection of

archaeological and native American religious sites. The borrow area will be rehabilitated,

following removal of material, using state-of-the-art revegetation practices. These include

site-specific soil cultural practices (e.g., tilling and inoculation) and seeding with native

and other species of grasses.
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The onsite areas of present radioactive waste storage at Hanford have already undergone

some environmental modification, and the additional impact on plants and wildlife from waste

retrieval and deposition in repositories is judged to be temporary and small.

Soil for backfilling and barriers, gravel for tank fill and basalt for barrier construc-

tion would be obtained on site from previously established sources or other onsite areas.

About three miles of new road would be required in conjunction with the basalt quarry loca-

tion on site. Noise, dust, and human activity associated with the implementation of the geo-
logic disposal alternative would extend for about 20 years (Rockwell 1985a).

5.2.2.5 Resource Commitments

Resource commitments for the geologic disposal of all waste classes include energy,

materials, and manpower. Estimated requi rements for each waste class are presented ,in Appen-
dix L (Table L.3); aggregated requirements for all six waste classes are summarized in

Table 5.8. Resources related to predisposal activities are combined with those related to
repository activities. Resources used during predisposal activities (retrieval., packaging,

storage, and transportation) are taken from Rockwell (1985b). Resources used for repository

activities (estimated in DOE 1980a,b) are prorated to that portion of the repository required
for disposal of the particular waste class. Resource use would be expended over about

30 years.

TABLE 5.8. Estimated Resource Requirements for Implementing the Geologic
Disposal Alternative

	

HLW Onsite;	 HLW Offsite;
•	 Resource	 TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP

..^.,..	 Energy

Diesel fuel, m3	120,000	 120,000

Propane, m3 	97,000	 97,000

Gasoline, m3 .	14,000	 15,000

Electricity, GWh	 5,000	 5,100

Coal, t	 520,000	 530,000

Materials

Concrete, m3	300,000	 300,000.

Steel, t	 80,000	 80,000

Stainless Steel, t	 6,600	 .6,600

Lumber, m3	47,000	 47,000

Riprap, m3	4,600,000	 4,600,000

Gravel, m3	720,000	 720,000

Soil, m3	1,800,000	 1,800,000

Manpower, man-yr	 57,000	 58,000
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5.2.2.6 Costs

A .summary of the costs associated with the geologic disposal of Hanford wastes is shown

in Table 5.9. Cost breakdowns are given in Appendix L. Retrieval and processing cost com-

ponents are taken from Rockwell (1987). Transportation costs are taken from Appendix I. For

TABLE 5.9.	 Cost Summary for Geologic Disposal of All Waste Classes`

Millions of $1987(x)
HLW	 nsite; HLW	 ffsite;

Waste Class TRU to WIPP TRU to WIPP

Existing Tank Waste 12,700 13,200

Future Tank Waste 1,700 1,800

Sr/Cs Capsules 210 210

Retrievably Stored and Newly 180 180
Generated TRU

W ,. TRU-Contaminated Soil (b) 470 470

.	 Pre-1970 Burled TRU Solid Waste (b) 1,600 ,1,600
IIJ

Totals 16,900 17,500

LO

 (a)	 Costs were revised from the draft EIS to reflect increased repository
fees.	 Since the above costs were calculated,	 additional costs for
repository fees have been proposed. These proposed costs further
increase the geologic alternative by 20%.	 Additional	 changes in
estimated repository fees can be expected in the future.

(b)	 Previously disposed-of wastes.

waste going to a repository in basalt or another crystalline rock, the repository cost compo-

nent is developed using design and packaging concepts in Rockwell (1983) (see also Appen-

dix J). This repository cost component represents the incremental cost associated with

emplacing capsules and tank waste in a commercial repository. Costs are higher than in the

N#p draft EIS, primarily because of increased estimated cost of repository emplacement. For TRU

wastes, a WIPP repository cost component is estimated based on recentpreconceptual'studies

of salt repositories (Appendix J).

5.2.3 Socioeconomic Impacts

Possible socioeconomic impacts include both growth-related effects (e.g., demand for

housing and schooling, traffic congestion) and social, cultural or psychological effects

related to the hazardous nature of the materials or technology involved (e.g., apprehension

about the nuclear industry in general, concern for the risks involved in safely managing

nuclear materials, and stress resulting from perceived adverse consequences). The growth-

related socioeconomic impacts are influenced primarily by the size and scheduling of the

estimated manpower requirements. Time and manpower needs for construction and for operations

to implement the geologic disposal alternative for each of the six waste classes are pre-

sented in Appendix K. Any growth in employment and population expected from implementing an
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alternative could potentially result in social and public service impacts. These impacts,

which may be either positive or negative, are discussed in this section.

Socioeconomic impacts are assessed for the period . between the proposed start of con-

struction activities and the year 2015. Although some waste disposal activities will con-

tinue beyond then, most of the socioeconomic impacts, if there are any, will be experienced

earlier.

In . this EIS, socioeconomic considerations are limited to those that might be associated

with implementing disposal alternatives at the Hanford Site and do not include the impact of

developing geologic repositories. An EIS to address repository site selection, is expected to

discuss cumulative impacts, including socioeconomic impacts, of the repository program at all

candidate sites, including Hanford.

Implementation of the geologic disposal alternative requires the largest work force

among the alternatives analyzed in this EIS, and therefore would cause the largest growth-

related socioeconomic impacts. From a radiological standpoint, occupational exposure from

this alternative is expected to be several times greatern than those of the otheralterna-

tives., However, the long-term radiological exposures .calculated for this alternative are no

greater than those of the other alternatives. Because the geologic disposal alternative iso-

lates the wastes most completely from humans and the environment, perceived social and eco-

nomic risks from this alternative are expected to be lowest.

5.2.3.1 Manpower Requirements

Detailed manpower profiles from data provided by Rockwell (1985b) are presented in

Appendix K. Between the years 1990 and 2015, the average number of workers required per year

.,..	 forthe geologic disposal alternative is estimated to be about 1,920. The peak work force

requirement is estimated at about 3,450 in the year 1993.

It is important to try to estimate the extent to which these work-force requirements are

likely to induce additional population growth in the area and consequently cause pressure on

social services and related indicators of socioeconomic conditions. The outcome depends

largely on the availability of unemployed or underemployed workers already in the area who

are qualified and available to work on these jobs. Also important is the timing of poten-

tially.:concurrent major projects that also place demands on limited labor supply.

The main determinant of socioeconomic impacts can be traced to the match between the

pressures a project places upon a community (demographic, fiscal, services, and social) and

the ability of the community to meet those pressures in a planned, orderly, cost-effective

way. For the geologic disposal alternative as for each of the other alternatives, the work-

force requirements and likely population in-migration are small compared to recent Hanford

Site experience, and these effects can be expected to be spread across several large communi-

ties in Benton, Franklin, and Yakima Counties. The projected manpower requirement for the

geologic disposal alternative represents less than 10% of the projected bi-county employment.
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Actual work-force requirements and patterns of - in-migration would be monitored after imple-

mentation begins. Experience at other large sites indicates that preliminary manpower esti-

mates tend to underestimate actual peak work-force needs, due mostly to scheduling problems

during construction.

5.2.3.2 . Employment and Population Impacts

During the period of constructing Washington Public Power Supply System's nuclear power

reactors from 1973 to 1981, employment in the Hanford area grew rapidly at an overall average

rate of about 8.3% per year. After mid-1981, however, the sudden and unexpected curtailment

of these major construction projects initiated significant losses of around 10,000 jobs

within a few years. The area is beginning to recover with gradual increases in employment

and population, but at a rate much lower than that experienced in the recent past.

Historical and projected baseline employment and population growth is presented in

Appendix K. Employment includes both the direct primary employees working on the waste man-

-	 agement activities and the indirect secondary workers in the community who provide services.

The total population forecasts include both the workers and their dependents. The average

employment for the geologic disposal alternative between the years 1990 and 2015 is about

4,220 workers per year. At the peak employment years almost 7,600 workers are expected. As

a percent of the projected baseline employment, this is about 8% (10% during the two peak

years). For comparison, the Washington Public Power Supply System total employment accounted

for about one-third of the bi-county baseline employment in 1981.

The potential population impacts of manpower needs can be estimated similarly. It. is

reasonable to assume that some portion of the work force would be derived from the existing

local labor pool (unemployed or underemployed workers). A likely population impact estimate

can be based on the assumption that half of the needed work force comes from the local area

and half from another region. This leads to the conclusion that population growth induced by

^.w	
the geologic disposal alternative will be less than 4% of the projected bi-county baseline

population, which is also small when considered in historical perspective. Economically and

demographically these activities can be expected to benefit the region.

5.2.3.3 Community Services

The potential socioeconomic impacts of the employment and population growth expected are

given in detail in Appendix K. New population moving into the bi-county area for employment

in these activities will require housing and community services that include transportation,

health care, schools, police and fire, water and sewer, and recreation facilities. Since the

area will be recovering from the significant employment and population losses of the early

1980s'at the time of the heaviest manpower requirements, most of these services should have

excess capacity to meet these needs.

5.2.3.4 Housing

Housing demand under a high baseline condition would require about 3,000 units during

peak employment years (Appendix K). Given that housing construction is likely to pick up
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again as the local economy begins to recover, and that many of the jobs will be taken by

local workers who already live in the area, adverse housing impacts would appear to be

unlikely.

5.2.3.5 Local Transportation

Traffic congestion is another major aspect of the Tri-Cities region that has been par-

ticularly sensitive to population increase and to the traffic volume associated with activi-

ties on the Hanford Site. The total amount of increased traffic to the Hanford Site expected

will be substantially lower than that associated with the Washington Public Power Supply Sys-

tem's peak_ construction period. Recent and continuing highway improvements in the area will

alleviate many of the past problems. Given the assumed moderate growth in baseline condi-

tions, adverse local transportation impacts are unlikely.

5.2.3.6 Education

There is currently sufficient capacity to absorb any growth in the student population

likely to be caused by construction and operation associated with the geologic disposal

alternative. The total excess capacity was estimated at around 4,700 student positions in

`4D	 these schools in 1982. No negative capital cost impacts are therefore anticipated.

5.2.3.7 Utilities and Other Services

Given the largely unanticipated Washington Public Power Supply System. cutbacks in 1981,

community services capacity had expanded beyond residents' immediate needs. As the region

undergoes the projected decline and recovery, all community services will be affected,
-.,

including staffing levels and space utilization requirements of such services as health,

social services, education, and public safety. However, given adequate lead time and notifi-

cation regarding future development, the affected departments and agencies probably can ade-

quately adjust to changing conditions resulting from waste management activities.

5.2.3.8 Fiscal Conditions

In light of the Tri-Cities' fiscal adaptability, shown during the high growth of the

1970s, the less-steep growth curves projected for construction and operation of the geologic

disposal alternative probably will create no serious problems in management or financing for

the area. As was true in the high-growth period of the 1970s, the proposed waste disposal

activities probably would fiscally benefit the local communities.

5.2.3.9 Social Conditions

During the last decade,a highly skilled labor force, from construction workers to pro-

fessionals, has settled around the Hanford Site in anticipation of continued growth and

employment opportunity. The unexpected closure of two major Supply System construction proj-

ects in mid-1981 was a major impact. Offsetting the significant decline in employment and

population is the recovery now under way, to which disposal management activities could con-

tribute positively. .Since the geologic disposal alternative results in the largest number of

jobs, its positive impacts would be substantially greater than those from the other

alternatives.
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Social conditions refer to both individual and community well-being and, in the case of

the Hanford Site, include the "cultural .community" of neighboring Indian tribes, Because the

implementation of any defense waste disposal alternative is projected to result in reduced

long term impacts on the environment and somewhat reduced adverse health and safety conse-

quences over the long term compared with the no disposal action alternative, adverse social

impacts, if any, are also expected to be insignificant. See the section on social conditions

(K.5) in Appendix K for further discussion.

5.2.4 Assessment of Long-Term Impacts

The primary performance objective of waste disposal systems is to provide reasonable

assurance that radionuclides and inextricably intertwined chemicals in biologically signifi-

cant concentrations are isolated and thus provide for long-term protection of public .health

and safety. The degree to which that objective would be expected to be met is presented in

this section for the geologic disposal alternative. Impacts  are examined where 1) present

conditions remain unchanged, 2) disposal systems are disrupted by postulated natural events,

and 3) disposal systems are disrupted by intruders.

The analysis in this section draws upon the description of wastes and geologic disposal

alternative as provided in Chapter 3 and upon analyses of radiological consequences developed

$	 for appraisal of performance of the alternatives in Appendix R. Appendix R, in turn, is

based on a protective barrier and marker system described in Appendices B and M; hydrologic

modeling of the water pathway in Appendix 0, description of modeling of source releases and

inventories of radionuclides in Appendix P; information on hydrologic transport of chemicals

in Appendix U; and probabilistic analysis in Appendix S.

Key findings disclosed in the analyses are as follows:

,,.^„	 • The only important pathway for radionuclides and inextricably intertwined chemi-

cals to the affected environment is via groundwater.
.,,,. 

• For wastes disposed of near the surface on the Hanford Site, the consequences to

the offsite population would be negligible compared with consequences from natu-

rally occurring radiation sources.

• The conceptual protective barrier and marker system described in Appendix B, when

operating as designed, would prevent translocation of nuclides by burrowing ani-

mals and plant roots, inhibit human disruption of waste sites, and provide backup

assurance that no significant leaching of wastes and water movement of leached

waste to groundwater would occur.

• With a protective barrier in place and 100% effective, the only reasonably postu-

lated mechanism for movement of radionuclides to groundwater involves diffusion of

the waste via soil pore water. This process would require several thousand years

for nuclides to move to the edge of the barrier. Regional non-zero recharge to

groundwater would also be required to transport nuclides on to the groundwater.
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M

e Intruder scenarios, developed for the case where only passive institutional con-
trols exist, predict significant and/or fatal consequences if intrusions were to

take place.(a)

5.2.4.1 Long-Term Impacts Where Present Conditions Remain Unchanged

This section discusses the long-term impacts associated with each disposal system where

present conditions remain unchanged. The expected performance . of the disposal systems is

presented where those systems perform as designed under present climatic conditions, and

without human-induced or . other disruption. The disposal systems are the geologic repository

and the near-surface burial grounds. -

Some wastes (98% of activity) are disposed of in a geologic repository and some wastes,

including the low-activity, high-volume fraction from processing tank contents, are disposed

of on site and near surface in grout vaults. Inventories of key radionuclides and their

location in the geologic .disposal alternative are shown in Table 5.10.

TABLE 5.10. Estimated Inventories (a) of Key Radionuclides (Rockwell 1985) Disposed of in
the Geologic Disposal Alternative, Ci

In Geologic	 In OnsiteBarriered
Radionuclide. .Total Repository Near-Surface Burial

14C 5,300 5 5,300

79Se 1,100 4 1,100

90Sr 120,000,000 120,000,000 2,600,000

99Tc 35,000 34,000 1,300
129I 58 0 58
137Cs 130,000,000 120,000,000 2,300,000
151Sm 1,200,000 1,200,000 39,000
238U 580 510 65
239-240pu (b) 120,000 120,000 1,800

241Am (c) 390,000 390,000 4,800

(a) Values have been rounded 239 therefore may not add.

(b) Includes about 39,000 Ci	 Pu previously disposed of.

(c) Includes about 11,000 Ci 241Am previously disposed of.

It is assumed that geologic repositories (either on site or off site) employed in the

geologic disposal alternative would have been sited in accord with those applicable provi-

sions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (PL 97-425) and, as such, would meet limits

prescribed for environmental protection in the EPA standard 40 CFR 191 (EPA 1985) with a

(a) Fatal doses to intruders might result from the unlikely event of drilling into
encapsulated waste in a geologic repository.
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reasonable degree of confidence. (See also Appendix S,) Conformance with NRC regulations as

set forth in 10 CFR 60 (NRC 1985) would also be required.. As a consequence of assumed

conformance with EPA and NRC regulations and since the selection of a particular geologic

repository is outside the scope of this EIS, no further analysis of long-term performance of

geologic repositories is presented here. Impacts associated with geologic repositories in

general are given in the final environmental impact statements for the management of

commercially generated waste (DOE 1980a) and for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (DOE 1980b).

The residuals from processing of tank wastes for disposal in a repository would be

grouted and disposed of in vaults on the Hanford Site.. A protective barrier and marker sys-

tem would be installed over each of the waste sites. Under present conditions and with pro-

tective barriers in place over the waste sites and working according to design, analysis

showed that there is a diffusion-advection mechanism for migration of radionuclides through

the unsaturated zone to groundwater and the Columbia . River. This phenomenon is described in

detail in Appendix 0. A preliminary investigation has been made of the consequences of such

a phenomenon; using best available values for parameters required for modeling (Appendix 0),

a cumulative total-body dose of about three man-rem over 10,000 years was projected for the

	

my	 population downstream from the Hanford Site.

1 w Chemicals could similarly be transported to the river via similar diffusion-advection

mechanisms as described in Appendix U. Using conservative and bounding values for parame-

ters, the concentration of nitrate ion (NO3) in the Columbia River amounted to only 10-8 of

	

..^-	 the EPA drinking water standard (EPA 1984) of 45 mg/L (based on nitrate). 	 -

	

•^,T-	 Thus the environmental impacts on the general public from residual wastes (both radio-

active and chemical) in the geologic disposal alternative under existing conditions with pro-

-	 tective barriers in place are concluded to be insignificant. (See 5.2.4.3 for discussion of

	

-^-	 groundwater impacts.)

5.2.4.2 Long-Term Impacts Following Postulated Disruptive Events

An analysis was made of postulated natural and man-induced events that might disrupt

confinement of wastes in the geologic disposal alternative. Events identified as candidates

	

""tr
	

for analysis as disruptive events and the determination of their importance in terms of pub-

lic health and safety are provided in Appendix R. Although numerous postulated events were

reviewed, only four were identified as having a reasonable expectation of occurring and

likely to have some consequences for offsite population. These events were impact of large

aircraft into a waste site, return of glaciation, a change to a wetter climate, and partial

failure of a protective barrier.

Impact of Aircraft

Analysis of the impact of a large aircraft into the waste sites resulted in a maximum

70-year total-body dose to the offsite population of less than 0.3 man-rem for an impact into

the waste site that would give rise to the largest dose (single-shell or double-shell tanks,

as is, without barrier protection). Therefore, impacts of falling aircraft were not

considered further. Other falling bodies such as meteorites were considered, but the low
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probability of a meteorite hitting a waste site and releasing some of its contents was felt

to be too small to warrant further consideration as a reasonable disruptive scenario.

Return of Ice Age

A climate .change scenario was examined. that included . the return of an .ice age. In pre-.

vious ice ages, ice dams on upper tributaries of the Columbia River have formed and, when

broken through, have resulted in floods unimaginably large (about 2,000 km3 within.. a. few.

weeks compared to the river's present average annual flow of 100 km 3 /yr). Such floods would

probably either scour out all wastes not disposed of in a deep geologic repository and carry

them to the ocean or would further isolate them with additional deposits of sediments. In

any event, such floods would obliterate most evidence of civilization along the Columbia

River. Studies initiated in support of this EIS effort suggest that recurrence of the

advance and retreat of ice flows sufficient to result in catastrophic floods of this magni-

tude might arise 40,000 to 50,000 years from now. Because most of the high-level, .tank and

TRU wastes are disposed of in a geologic repository, beyond the effects of such a flood, no

attempt was made to quantify impacts from this scenario for the geologic disposal alterna-

tive. See Section 5.3.4.2.

Change in Climate

The change to 	 wetter climate assumed for analysis in this EIS was one that resulted in

' an average recharge. to groundwater of 	 cm/yr on the 200 Areas plateau.	 This is ten times

the 0.5-cm/yr average recharge postulated for the current climate.

Barrier Failure

In order to , assess the consequences if the protective barrier (Appendix M) should fail,

two scenarios have been postulated in which partial 	 failure of the protective barrier occurs

in the year 2500 in conjunction with a climate change. 	 In addition, DOE has determined that

development and evaluation activities must be conducted to provide a final barrier design and

to confirm the effectiveness of the barrier.

Disruptive Failure .Scenario

The first scenario simulates a massive disruption of part of the barrier system. Sev-

eral possible mechanisms for such a failure can be postulated, but the most plausible is that

the barrier topsoil has been bladed off for use elsewhere.

The net effect of this disruptive failure is that enough soil is removed from over the

barrier surface that it acts as a catchment rather than a barrier. Under high precipitation

conditions (30 cm/yr) it is assumed that 15 cm/yr (50% of average annual precipitation)

infiltrates through this disrupted area and that 10% of the barriered waste . volume is so

exposed to infiltration. This catchment effect is in contrast to the 5 cm/yr that would

infiltrate through 200 Areas Plateau soil (with no barrier) under similar meteorological

conditions.
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Functional Failure Scenari

In a second barrier failure scenario an attempt has been made to test a failure of a

large barrier area. There are a number of phenomena that might cause such a degraded per-

formance. The first of these could be wind erosion such that some of the cover soil is

removed. Seismic events could conceivably disrupt the interface between the fines and the

riprap such that some fines would percolate into the coarse material, thus degrading the bar-

rier performance. Subsidence of the underlying wastes is another mechanism that could reduce

barrier effectiveness. Also, the use of construction materials, particularly the topsoils,

that are out of specifications might cause barriers to perform below standard.

The functional barrier failure is defined such that 50% of the waste is subject to

infiltration of 0.1 cm/yr under precipitation conditions of 30 cm/yr.

In the geologic disposal alternative, those wastes placed in a geologic repository would

not be expected to be significantly affected by a climate change, wherever the repository

might be located.

10	 In the case of diffusion and transport to groundwater and the Columbia River, the

^	

move-

V01
	 of radionuclides through the vadose zone would be hastened in comparison with the diffu-

'
sion and transport postulated to occur at a recharge of 0.5 cm/yr. The initial analysis of

LO	 the results of such transport calculations, again employing realistic parameters, indicated a

,t	dose of about 30 man-rem over 10,000 years to the downstream users of the Columbia River

(Appendix 0). No health effects would be projected for such a dose. It is concluded that

impacts to the offsite population, even using highly conservative parameters, are quite

small. A disruptive barrier failure scenario (see Appendix M) combined with a wetter climate

would result in an additional cumulative total-body population dose to the downstream popula-

tion of about 140 man-rem over 10,000 years. The functional barrier failure scenario ' com-

bined with a wetter climate would result in an additional cumulative dose to the downstream

population of about 50 man-rem. The combined dose for functional barriers and disruptive and

functional failures would amount to about 220 man-rem. For comparison the cumulative dose

from natural background to the same population over 10,000 years would be about 3 billion

man-rem. Such a background exposure corresponds to 300,000 to 3,000,000 health effects (see

Appendix N). Thus, by comparison, the combined scenarios do not constitute asignificant

impact.

Applying the diffusion scenario to single-shell tank waste assuming a recharge rate of

5 cm/yr, the movement of chemicals would also be enhanced over that at 0.5 cm/yr. Regard-

less, the large dilution by the Columbia River results in the concentration of chemicals

being small fractions of the limits set by drinking water standards; e.g., the concentration

of nitrate ion (NO3) was calculated as about 2 x 10
-8 of the EPA drinking water standard of

45 mg/L (based on nitrate). As a consequence, for the offsite population, release of chemi-

cals via this mechanism would be also insignificant.
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5.2.4.3 Impacts in the Long Term from Intrusion and Other Activities

In accord with EPA standards (EPA 1985) stipulating that active institutional controls

are not to be relied upon for environmental protection for more than 100 years after dis-

posal, this section presents consequences where disposal systems are disrupted by intruders.

Thus, for this analysis, 100 years after disposal (for convenience, taken uniformly to be the

year 2150 in this EIS), active institutional control is assumed to no longer exist on the

Hanford Site. This leaves passive institutional controls,. such as markers, monuments, and

public records, as the only mechanisms to inhibit intrusion onto the Site and into waste

sites. As is often stated in this EIS, federal ownership and presence on the Hanford Site is

planned in perpetuity, and as long as active institutional control exists, the intrusion

scenarios would be unrealistic.

There is little likelihood for the intruder scenarios to result in the exposure of

offsite population to significant quantities of radiation. Rather, the dose is received by

the intruder and in some cases the intruder's family. Repetitive intrusions could occur with

long time periods between intrusions. Appendices M and S contain an analysis of the

probabilities of such intrusions that might take place on the Site.

The intrusion scenarios analyzed in this EIS (Appendix R) included the following:

• Exploratory drilling that penetrates a waste site (maximum inventory sites for

each waste class)and brings contaminated drilling mud to the surface, resulting

in radiation exposure of the drilling crew.

e She preceding drilling scenario followed soon by individuals residing on or near

the contaminated drilling mud and consuming. garden. produce raised in the contami-

nated .soil.

• Biotin transport of nuclides to the surface by burrowing animals, followed in time

by individuals residing on, and consuming produce from, a garden grown in the con-

taminated soil.

Other scenarios not requiring intrusion into the waste disposal sites included the

following:

Drilling a water well, (a) away from the disposal sites but still on the Hanford

Site, that intercepts a contaminated aquifer; individuals residing near the well

drink contaminated water and irrigate a garden with contaminated water and consume

the garden produce.

• Resettlement of the west bank of the Columbia River in the northeastern part of

the Hanford Site by farm families who drink contaminated groundwater and consume

farm products produced by irrigation from contaminated wells.

(a) In accord with EPA Environmental Standards (EPA 1985), the location of the well is
assumed to be 5 km from the waste disposal site. For all practical purposes, conse-
quences determined at the 5-km well may be applied for other possible downgradient
locations between that well and the river.
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In the geologic disposal alternative, it is assumed that none of the above-mentioned

scenarios would apply to wastes disposed of in deep geologic repositories. Intruder scenar-

ios, however, were developed for analysis of long-time performance of generic deep geologic

repositories (DOE 1980a). As might be anticipated, serious consequences were projected for a

few individuals drilling into waste (substantially less likely at 1,000 m than at 	 few

meters down)and to several dozen persons who might later residenearby on soil contaminated

with drilling mud

All waste sites would be covered by a protective barrier and marker system (Appendix M).

Moreover, ceramic hazard warning markers would have been distributed within the .barrier

itself. Thus reasonable attempts would have been made to dissuade an inadvertent intruder.

The degree to which such passive institutional controls, including county land-use records

and restrictions, would reduce inadvertent intrusion is subjective and judgmental. An

attempt was made to rank the efficacy of the elements of the protective barrier and marker

system; for example, it was estimated that drilling was twenty times more likely in the no

disposal action/no institutional control case than where passive institutional controls exist

-

	

	 (Appendix M). In the following text, however, the intrusions are assumed to take place and

their consequences cited on a "what-if" basis.

Because of warning markers around and within the protective barrier, drilling through a

protective barrier is believed unlikely; however, it is not precluded. In the case of near-

. C-1

	

	 surface disposal of tank residuals stabilized in grout or the residue (up to 5%) left in the

single-shell tanks, drilling through a waste site was analyzed for consequences to the

intruder. The analysis showed that in the geologic disposal alternative, the largest dose

would result from drilling into an emptied single-shell tank and would amount to a maximum

I;
annual total-body dose of 0.02 rem. Such a dose is considerably less than the annual dose

the intruder would have received from natural background and is concluded to be

insignificant.

Where the drilling scenario is followed by residence on or near soils contaminated by

drilling or excavation, the maximum annual total-body dose is determined to be 5 rem. The

dose associated with intrusion involving tank residue was calculated for the tank with maxi-

mum inventory, one of 149 tanks of widely varying inventories. An annual dose of 5 rem is

equivalent to present standards for dose to radiation workers.

In the geologic disposal alternatives, all sites would be covered with the protective

barrier. The final barrier design would be expected to preclude movement of radionuclides to

the affected environment by biota. Assuming (to represent current climatic conditions) a

0.5-cm/yr average annual recharge to groundwater and with a protective barrier in place, an

individual drilling a well into the aquifer between the 200 Areas and the Columbia River in

the year 7500 would receive a maximum 70-year total-body dose of about 0.2 rem. This assumes

he uses the water for domestic purposes and irrigates a garden with it. The principal

contributor to the dose is 
129I from grouted tank waste residuals. If the individual were to

only drink water from the contaminated well, his potential maximum annual total-body dose

would amount to 6 x 10- 5 rem. If the climate were to change corresponding to a5-cm/yr-
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average annual recharge, this full-garden scenario would yield to potential maximum 70-year

total-body dose to the intruder of 0.06 rem. This dose would take place around the year 7200

and would result from 129I in single-shell tank grout residuals. Again, if the individual

were to only drink water from the contaminated well, his potential maximum annual total-body

dose would amount to about 1.x 10 -5 rem.

It was determined that, based on chemical inventories in single-shell tanks (assumed to

be in grouted waste) and an average annual recharge rate of 0.5cm/yr,. groundwater at the

5-km well could contain the following incremental concentrations of selected chemicals

(Appendix U): NO3 1.0 mg/L, chromium 6.0 x 10 -3 mg/L, cadmium 8.6 x 10-8 mg/L, mercury

5.6 x 10 75 mg/L, and fluoride 4.2 x 10-6 mg/L. At a recharge .rate of 5 cm/yr, the following

incremental concentrations are projected: NO3 0.38 mg/L, chromium 2.4 x 10 -3 mg/L,cadmium

4.4 x 10-7 mg/L,mercury 2.2 x 10-5 mg/L, and fluoride 2.5 x 10 -6 mg/L. These concentrations

are all below EPA drinking water standards.

5.2.4.4 Resettlement

Another scenario was considered wherein at some future time the area adjacent to the

west bank of the Columbia River in the northeastern part of the Site is resettled and wells

are dug that reach groundwater. The area in question was inhabited at the time the Hanford
'.d

Site was established (towns of White Bluffs and Hanford). This scenario is restricted to the

+M1;;^ number of 2-ha small farms that could be supplied by the volume of contaminated water avail-

able. On this basis, the number of small farms was limited to 65. It was then assumed that

65 families composed of four individuals each resettled the land and drew drinking and food-

crop irrigation water from wells. (In earlier times irrigation water was supplied to this

area from the Hanford ditch that took its water supply from the Columbia River upstream of

the communities.)

The integrated population dose to, and health effects among, occupants of these small

farms was estimated for both an average annual .recharge of 0.5 and 5 cm. For the geologic

disposal alternative, the integrated population total-body dose was estimated to be

4,000 matt-rem, which implies 0 to 	 health effects for the current climate and about

1,000 man-rem or 0 to I health effect for the wetter climate. (a) Thus it could be conclude d .

that this area could be resettled in the future with minimal risk from the wastes disposed of

according to the geologic disposal alternative described..

5.2.5 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources for the geologic disposal

alternative includes commitments of energy, materials and manpower. Selected resource com-

mitments are summarized in Table 5.11 (see Appendix L for details).

(a) Although waste would be expected to be leached out at a higher rate in the wetter
climate, the larger dilutions more than compensate for the increased leaching. As a
consequence the dose is smaller for the wetter climate.
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TABLE 5.11. Irreversible and Irretrievable Resource Commitments Necessary to Implement
the Geologic Disposal Alternative

HLW Onsite; HLW Offsite;
Resource TRU to WIPP TRU to WIPP

Energy

Diesel	 fuel, m3 120,000 120,000

Propane, m3 97;000 97,000

Gasoline,	 m3 14,000 15,000

Electricity, GWh 5,000 5,100

Coal,	 t 520,000 530,000

Materials

Concrete, m3 300,000 300,000

Steel, (a) t 80,000 80,000

-	 Stainless Steel, (a) t 6,600 6,600
^J=

u	 -(a)	 Partial	 recovery	 (as much as 25%) may be possible.

5.2.6 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Unavoidable adverse impacts on workers and public are summarized in Table 5.12. The

radiological impacts associated with operational aspects of the disposal alternatives for

workers are well within applicable standards, and doses to the public are insignificant in

comparison to those from natural background.

TABLE 5.12. Collective Radiation Doses from Implementing the Geologic Alternative(a)

	

Exposure	 Collective Total-Body
Classification	 Dose, man-rem

Occupational	 15,000

Offsite Population (b)	50

Transportation
TRU to WIPP;

	

HLW Onsite	 45

	

HLW Offsite	 85

(a) Onsite repository for all vitrified tank
waste and capsules. WIPP for all
retrievably stored and newly generated
TRU waste.	 -

(b) For comparison the same population would
receive a dose from natural background
of 2,500,000 man-rem.
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5.2.7 Relationship to Land-Use Plans, Policies and Controls

The federal government preempted the Hanford Site in 1943 for activities in support of

World War II and continued these activities for national defense during the "cold war" of the

1950s. and thereafter. The Hanford Site remains dedicated to continued use for nuclear mate-

rials production, research and development and related activities. The disposal of the waste

associated with these activities is inherent within, and a logical continuation of, the

original preemption.

Implementation of the geologic disposal alternative will not conflict with any approved

national, state, or local land-use policies as they currently exist. Implementation would

not significantly alter the area already committed by previous waste processing and storage

activities. In the case of an onsite repository, waste disposal use is consistent with cur-

rent waste disposal policy, nuclear energy, defense and research and development activities

of the Hanford Site.

Establishment of a National Environmental Research Park (NERP) at the Hanford Site has

made available certain areas on the Site for arid lands ecological research consistent with

DOE's nuclear energy and research and development activities. The operating and waste man-

agement areas . on the Site are specifically excluded from the NERP areas, and all land on the

Site remains available for nuclear-related activities.

No known archaeological sites on the Hanford Site would be affected by implementation of

"	 the geologic disposal alternative.

With regard to disposal of defense TRU waste at the WIPP site, the EIS for that site

(DOE 19801h) presented a comparable discussion of the relationship of the proposed action to

land-use plans, policies, and controls. It was concluded in that EIS that "... the activi-

ties of the WIPP project will comply with all applicable Federal, State, and local require-

ments for protecting the environment."

5.2.8 Relationship Between Near-Term Use of the Environment and Enhancement of Long-Term

Productivity

The Hanford Site has a low biological productivity (see Chapter 4). The land occupied

under any of the alternatives would occupy less than 0.5% of the total Site (about 200 ha)

and would not significantly affect the biological productivity of the rest of the Site. No

agriculture is practiced on the Site because of its exclusionary status and availability of

other land ,better suited for growing crops and grazing livestock.

Future plans for the Hanford Site call for its continued use as an area dedicated pri-

marily to energy and defense activities.

5.3 IN-PLACE STABILIZATION AND DISPOSAL

The disposal of Hanford defense high-level, transuranic and tank wastes by in-place sta-

bilization and disposal involves stabilizing the wastes in place and covering all the dis-

posal sites with protective barriers (see Appendices B and M) as mentioned in Section 5.2.
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In addition to inhibiting biological intrusion, water infiltration , . and human activi-

ties,the barrier is designed to maintain its integrity for thousands of years, reducing the

probability of escape of significant quantities of radioactive wastes. Active institutional

control of the site in perpetuity is assumed; however, in accord with EPA rules (EPA 1985)

governing waste disposal, active institutional controls are assumed to exist for no more than

100 years. Since offsite disposal sites a re not involved and construction efforts would not

be as extensive, environmental consequences are not as varied as for geologic disposal. Sec-

tion 5.3.2 summarizes the total of all consequences for all waste classes for this

alternative.

The final stage for in-place stabilization and disposa l . would be covering each of the

disposal sites with protective barrier and marker systems and recording the location of these

sites in the Benton County, Washington State, and U.S. Government Archives and Records.

5.3.1 Waste Disposal Procedures

Representative procedures for disposing of the six waste classes for the in-place stabi-

Cyr	 lization and disposal alternative are described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2 and Appendix B in

detail.

5.3.2 Summary of Operational Impacts Associated with the In-Place Stabilization and Disposal

Alternative

tm^	 This section summarizes the operational impacts for the in-place stabilization and dis-

.. posal alternative, including radiation doses to workers and to the public from normal opera-

tions and doses to the public from operational accidents;.. nonradiological emissions to the

environment and resulting air-quality impacts; nonradiological accidents, ecological impacts,

socioeconomic impacts, resource requirements, and costs.

5.3.2.1 Radiological Consequences from Routine Operations

Implementation of the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative would require an

estimated 4,800 man-years of radiation work, which would result in a total-body dose of about

2,400 man -rem to the work force. Implementation of the in-place stabilization and disposal

alternative of most waste classes would also release minor amounts of radionuclides from the

waste sites and surrounding potentially contaminated soil to the atmosphere that could result

in radiation doses to members of the offsite general public.. Exceptions are the TRU-

contaminated soil sites and the pre-1970 buried .TRU solid wastes, which are essentiall y .

undisturbed except for placement of a protective barrier and marker system. The calculated

doses are summarized in Table 5.13, The calculated total-body dose commitment in any one

year to a maximally exposed individual is 4 x 10 -7 and the calculated individual lifetime

total-body dose is 1 x 10 -5 rem. The collective total-body dose to the population residing

within 80 km in any one year is calculated to total 0.03 man-rem, and the calculated 70-year

total dose from all operations is about 0.8 man-rem. At this level no health effects are

projected. For comparison, the dose to the same population (420,000) over the same period

from naturally occurring sources would be about 2,500,000 man-rem.
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40	 --(d)	 --	 --	 °-

	

80	 -	 --	 --

	

2,400	 4 x 10-7	1 x 10-5	0.03	 0.8

H

TABLE 5.13. Estimated Total-Body Radiation Doses from Routine Operations for the
In-Place Stabilization and Disposal Alternative

Waste Class

Existing Tank Waste

Future Tank Waste

Sr /CS Capsules

Retrievably Stored and
Newly Generated TRU

TRU-Contaminated
Soil c

Pre-1970 Buried TRU
Solid Wasteslc)

Totals

Occupational
Doses, man-rem

Operations

1,300

720

200

60

Maximum
Off-Site Individual
Dose Commitments, rem

-yr	 70-y r..
Exposure	 Exposure(b)

3 x 10-8	1 x 10-5

3 x 10-7	2 x 10`6

6 . x 10-10	 9 x 10-8

2 x 10-15	 2 x 10-14

Populatioqn Dose
Commitments, ` a) man-rem

1-yr	 70-yr
Exposure	 Exposure(c)

3 x 10-3	0.7

0.03	 0.1

6 x 10-5	6 x 10-3

2 x 10-10	 1 x 10-9

(a) All dose commitment values have been rounded to one significant figure.
(b) "70-year exposure" implies a lifetime accumulated dose from all operations.
(c) Further stabilization is taken as an additional protective measure for these previously

disposed-of wastes.
(d) Dashes indicate that these waste classes have no associated dose under this

alternative.

5.3.2.2 Radiological Consequences from Postulated Accidents

A range of postulated accidents was analyzed for operations in the in-place stabiliza-

tion and disposal alternative for each waste class (see Appendix H). The postulated opera-

tional accidents that would result in the largest radiation doses to the public for each

waste class and associated process are summarized in Table 5.14. The 70-year population dose

from the most severe accident amounted to 7,000 man-rem. As previously noted, that same pop-

ulation would receive a dose of 2,500,000 man-rem from natural background in the same period.

5.3.2.3 Nonradiological Consequences

Nonradiological consequences include generation of dust from site preparation and site

stabilization; . combustion products from operation .of surface vehicles and equipment; and

injuries and fatalities associated with waste stabilization. Details are presented in Appen-

dices G, L and T.

Nonradiological emissions (dust and combustion products) resulting from in-place stabi-

lization and disposal are summarized in Table 5.15.

Air-quality impacts are estimated in terms of maximum ground-level pollutant concentra-

tions at the site boundary or at publicly accessible locations within the Hanford fenceline

and are summarized in Table 5.16. Air-quality impacts beyond the site boundary would be less

than those listed in Table 5.16. Pollutant concentrations are based on historical
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TABLE 5.14.	 Summary of Upper-Bound Asc)dents and Calculated Total-Body Radiation Doses for the In-Place Stabilization
and Disposal Alternative a

Maximum
Individual	 Dose Population Dose
Commitments, rem Commitments, man-rem

70-yr 70-yr
1-yr Dose 1-yr Dose

Waste Class Description of Upper-Bound Accident Dose Commitment Dose Commitment(a)

Existing Tank Waste Explosion of ferrocyanide precipitates in 0.2 3 400 7,000
single-shell tank during waste stabilization
operations.

Future Tank Waste Pressurized release of liquid waste due to .0.09 0.9 300 2,000.
failure of a diversion box valve during

w hydraulic retrieval operations.
A

Sr/Cs Capsules Shearing of a strontium capsule by improper 3 x 10-4 4x 10-3 0.6 10
handling during disposal 	 operations.

Retrievably Stored and Breach of . waste container during package 2 x 10- 3 0.04 5 80
Newly Generated TRU disposal	 operations. -
Waste

TRU-Contaminated Soil( b ).	 .Collapse of voids at waste site during 2 x 10-8 9 x 10-7 . 5 x 10- 5 2	 x	 10.-3.
subsidence-control	 operations.

Pre-1970 Buri	 TRU
Solid Waste )

Collapse of voids at waste site during 3 x 10-7 7 x 10-6 6 x 10-4 0.02
subsidence-control	 operations.

(a)	 See Appendix H for details.
(b)	 Previously disposed-of wastes.



TABLE 5.15. Summary of Nonradiological Emissions for the In-Place Stabilization
and Disposal Alternative (over a 20-year period)

Pollutants.

Particulates

Sox

CO

HC

NO 

Emissions, t

22,000

790

2,200

260

1,200

TABLE 5.16. Comparison of Estimated Concentrations of Nonradiological Pollutants in
Air for the In-Place Stabilization and Disposal Alternative with
Ambient Air-Quality Standardsla/

Concentration, 4g/m3

Pollutant	 1 hr	 3 hr	 8 hr	 24 hr	 Annual

CO	 460 (40,000)	 --(b)	 140 (10,000)	 --

NOx	--	 --	 1.1(100)

w	 S0x	 630	 (655)	 420 (1,300)	 --	 25 (260)	 2.1 (52)

Particulates (c)	--	 --	 --	 32 (120)	 1.3 (40)
-^°	 (including dust)

a) Ambient air-quality standards are given in parentheses, see Appendix T.
b) Dashes indicate that there is no applicable standard.
c) Allowable concentration in excess of background.

meteorological data and expected maximum emissions and thus are only an indication of what

conditions might be. The calculated values are compared to national standards.

For the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative, 110 occupational injuries and

illnesses are estimated, resulting in lost work days but no fatalities. These figures are

based on estimated manpower requirements and on accident statistics for similar activities

conducted by DOE and its contractors.

5.3.2.4 Ecological Impacts

Ecological impacts from in-place stabilization and disposal of all waste classes would

be minimal since much of the area under consideration has already been disturbed as 	 result

of radioactive defense waste management and other activities related to nuclear energy. The

present locations of radioactive waste storage operations at Hanford have undergone some

environmental modification, and additional impacts on plants and wildlife are expected to be

minimal.
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The construction requirement with the greatest ecological impact is the need for 9 mil-

lion cubic meters of fill materials (soils, gravel and basalt)primarily for backfill and

barrier construction. The soil material would probably be obtained from an area located west

of 200 West Area; Gable Butte is the preferred location for the basalt quarry. Both loca-

tions are situated so as to create minimum interference with other activities and would also

produce minimum offsite environmental impacts (Rockwell 1985a). Selection of the borrow area

site for barrier construction soil will be conducted in accordance with procedures designed

to comply with the requirements relating to protection of archaeological and native American

religious sites. The borrow area will be rehabilitated, following removal of material, using

state-of-the-art revegetation practices. These include site-specific soil cultural practices

(e.g., tilling and inoculation) and seeding with native and other species of grasses. The

major environmental impact is judged to be construction of .about 3 miles of new road for the

basalt quarry operation. Existing roads are adequate for hauling the soil. This

construction would avoid disturbing all known archaeological sites referenced in Section

4.8.5.

5.3.2.5 Resource Commitments

Resource commitments for the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative include

e.,y
	 energy, materials, and manpower. Estimated requirements are shown in Table 5.17 (details are

in Appendix L). These resources would be expended over about 5 years.

TABLE 5.17. Estimated Resource Requirements for Implementing the
In-Place Stabilization and Disposal Alternative

Resource

Energy

Diesel fuel, m3

Propane, m3

Gasoline, m3

Electricity, GWh

Coal, t

Materials

Concrete, m3.

Steel, t

Stainless steel, t

Lumber, m3

Riprap, m3

Gravel, m3

Soil, m3 -

Manpower, man-yr

Amount

78,000

3,100

2,500

1,500

73,000

18,000

11,000

30

4,500

6,800,000

850,000

1,600,000

9,500
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5.3.2.6 Costs

Table 5.18 summarizes the costs associated with the in-place stabilization and disposal

alternative (details are in Appendix L).

TABLE 5.18. Cost Summary for In-Place Stabilization and Disposal of All Waste Classes

Waste Class	 Millions of	 $1987	 -

Existing Tank Waste	 1,400

Future Tank Waste	 -	 500

Sr/Cs Capsules	 210

Retrievably Stored and	 68
Newly Generated TRU Waste

TRU-Contaminated Soils (a)	68

Pre-1970 Bur' d TRU.	 140
Solid Waste ?a)

Total	 2,400	 -

(a) Further stabilization is taken as an
additional protective measure for these

"	 previously disposed-of wastes.

5.3.3 Socioeconomic Facts

..

	

	 As previously stated (Section 5.2.3), socioeconomic impacts are influenced by the size

and scheduling of the . estimated manpower requirements for each alternative and by public per-

ception of the hazardous nature of radioactive materials. Time and manpower needs for con-

struction and for operations to implement the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative

u	for each of the six waste classes are presented in Appendix K.

5.3.3.1 Manpower Requirements

Detailed manpower profiles, developed for each alternative from data provided by

Rockwell (1985b), are presented in Appendix K. Manpower requirements for in-place stabiliza-

tion and disposal are relatively low compared with those for the geologic disposal alterna-

tive. Between 1990 and 2015, the average number of workers required per year for the-

in-place stabilization and disposal alternative is estimated to be 270. The peak work force

requirement would be about 600 workers, and it would occur in the year 1995.

The potential socioeconomic impacts created by the size of the work force would be much

less than those created by the geologic disposal alternative.

5.3.3.2 Employment and Population Impacts

Historical and projected baseline employment and population growth is presented in

Appendix K. Employment includes both the direct primary employees . working on the waste man-

agement activities and the indirect secondary workers in the community who provide services.
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The total population forecasts include both the workers and their dependents. The average

total employment expected for the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative between the

years 1990 and 2015 is about 560 workers. At the peak employment years about 1,320 workers

are expected.

5.3.3.3 Community Services

Calculated socioeconomic impacts are small for this alternative. The potential socio-

economic impacts of the expected growth in employment and population are less than those

expected for the geologic disposal alternative. Details are given in Appendix K.

5.3.3.4 Housing

Housing demand under a high baseline condition, would be greatest for the geologic dis-

posal alternative. For the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative it would be con-

siderably-less.

5.3.3.5 Local Transportation

Traffic congestion is another major aspect of the Tri-Cities region that has been par-

ticularly sensitive to population increase and to the traffic volume associated with activ-

ities on the Hanford Site. The total amount of increased traffic to the Hanford Site

,., 	 expected with the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative will be substantially lower

than that associated with the geologic disposal alternative.

w
5.3.3.6 Education

No negative capital cost impacts are anticipated.

5.3.3.7 Utilities and Other Services

Given adequate lead time and notification regarding future development, the affected

^..,	 community service departments and agencies probably can better adjust to changing conditions

resulting from waste management activities associated with this alternative than with the

geologic disposal alternative.

5.3.3.8 Fiscal Conditions

As in the geologic disposal alternative, the proposed waste disposal activities probably
would fiscally benefit the local communities. See Section 5.2.3.8 and Appendix K.

5.3.3.9 Social Conditions

Since the geologic disposal alternative results in the largest number of jobs, positive

impacts from the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative would be substantially less

than those from that alternative. Even though the radiological consequences of in-place

disposal are expected to be very small, there would likely be more public concern for

disposal of wastes near surface than in a geologic repository.
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5.3.4 Assessment of Long-Term Impacts

The primary performance objective of waste disposal systems was previously .discussed

(Section 5.2.4). This section includes examination of impacts of the in-place stabilization

and disposal alternative where 1) present conditions remain unchanged, 2) disposal systems

are disrupted by postulated natural events, and 3) disposal systems are disrupted by

intruders.

As in the geologic disposal alternative, this analysis draws upon the description of

wastes and disposal alternatives of Chapter 3 and upon analyses in Appendix R of radiological

consequences developed for ap p raisal of performance of the alternatives. Appendix R, in

turn, is based on a protective barrier and marker system described in Appendices B and M;

hydrologic modeling of the water pathway in Appendix 0, description of modeling of source

releases and inventories of radionuclides in Appendix P; information on hydrologic transport

of chemicals in Appendix U; and probabilistic analysis in Appendix S.

Rey findings disclosed in the analyses are the same as those discussed for the geologic

disposal alternative (Section 5.2.4) and are not repeated here. However small, the likeli-

hood of intrusion into waste sites leading to fatal consequences is substantially greater in

the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative than in the geologic alternative.

R.^Y7	 5.3.4.1 Long-Term Impacts Where Present Conditions Remain Unchanged

This section discusses the long-term impacts where present conditions remain unchanged.

The expected performance of the disposal system is presented where the system performs as

designed under present climatic conditions and without human-induced or other disruption.

`-	 The disposal system in the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative is all "near sur-
face" (from about 1 to about 15 m below grade), but with the addition of aprotective barrier

over all waste sites and a marker system in place.

in the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative, all waste would be disposed of

on site. Table 5.19 lists inventories of key nuclides disposed of according to this

alternative.

All but one of the large number of waste sites disposed of in this alternative are

located in the 200 Areas plateau, 40 to 70 m above the water table, about 10 km from the

Columbia River. The exception, known as the 618-11 site, is located north of the 300 Area

and about 3 km west of the Columbia River.

The diffusion and transport of waste through soils (described in Appendix 0) was esti-

mated to result in a dose of about 10 man-rem over 10,000 years for the population . downstream

from the Hanford Site. This dose resulted principally from 99Tc in single-shell and double-

shell tank wastes. This dose would not be expected to produce any health effects.

Chemicals could similarly be transported to the river via mechanisms described in Appen-

dix U. Using conservative and bounding values of parameters, the concentration of nitrate

ion M03) amounted to only 10-8 of the drinking water standard of 45 mg/L (based on nitrate).
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TABLE 5 . 19. Inventory of Key Radionuclides . (Rockwell 1985b) Disposed of in the
In-Place Stabilization and Disposal Alternative..

Radionuclide	 Quantity, Ci

14C
	 - 5,300	 A.

79 Se	 1,100

90Sr	 120,000,000.

99Tc	 -	 35,000

1291	 58

137cs	 130,000,000

151 Sm	 1,200,000

238U	 580

239-240
Pu (a)	 120,000

241Am (b)	 390,000

^wtl

(a) ^ 51l jgs about 22,000 Ci

Pu previously
disposed of.

lm.	 (b) Ra ludes about 13,000 Ci
Am previously disposed

5.3.4.2 Long-Term Impacts Following Postulated Disruptive Events

As previously discussed (Section 5.2.4.2), an analysis was made of postulated natura l .

and human-induced events that might disrupt confinement of wastes. Events identified as can-

didates for analysis as disruptive events were: impact of large aircraft into a waste site,

return of glaciation, a change to a wetter climate, and partial failure of a protective

barrier.

Impact of Aircraft

The consequences of an impact of a large aircraft are calculated to be a maximum 70-year

total-body dose to the offsite population of 0.3 man-rem for an impact into a waste site

(single-shell or double-shell tanks) without protective barriers, which would give rise to

the largest dose. Any type of disposal action further reduces the consequence of this

scenario. Therefore, impacts of falling aircraft were not considered further. As previously

stated, other falling bodies such as meteorites were considered, but the low probability of a

meteorite hitting a waste site and releasing some contents appeared too small to warrant

further consideration as a disruptive. scenario.

Return of Ice Age	 -

In the 40,000-to-50,000-year time frame predicted for recurrence of glacial floods, the

total inventory of waste included in the EIS will have decayed to a hazard index about one-

fifth of the hazard index of the uranium from which the wastes were originally generated.
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Although . radioactive decay will have reduced the hazard from these wastes markedly by the

time of the postulated glacial flood in the next 40,000 to 50,000 years, a study was initi-

ated to determine whether the fate of the waste following such a flood could be estimated

(Craig and Hanson 1985). Results of this study indicate that the first wave of such a flood

could reasonably scour out the waste sites to a depth of several meters and then, as flood

waters backed up at Wallula Gap, the water velocity would markedly decrease; and most of the

sediments and wastes would probably be reworked and then redeposited within the Pasco Basin.

If all the 239pu (the radionuclide of principal interest at 40,000 years after disposal)

in the scope of this EIS were entrained uniformly in just the upper 4 m of the sediments of

the 6-km-by-13-km waste disposal area, the resulting concentration of 239pu would be about

0.05 nCi/g. The lifetime total-body dose that might be received by someone residing on such

sediments once the water had receded would be about 0.3 rem; this can be compared to 7 rem

the individual would have received from present-day background levels. If larger areas of

scour and reworking of sediments were involved, as they reasonably might, this concentration

would be further reduced. Because of the low concentrations of plutonium and other radio-

nuclides at that time, radiological consequences of a glacial flood would appear minor

compared to the flood itself whether the action on wastes was scouring, reworking, or

depositional.

Change in Climate

The climate change assumed for this analysis is the same as that assumed in the geologic

disposal alternative, i.e., a wetter climate represented by an average recharge to ground-

water of 5 cm/yr on the 200 Areas plateau. Impacts are discussed in the next section.

Barrier Failure

Although it is reasonable to expect that the protective barrier as finally designed will

remain effective, in order to assess the consequences if the barrier failed, two scenarios

have been postulated in which partial failure of the protective barrier occurs ill the

year 2500 in conjunction with a climate change. These scenarios were discussed in more

detail under the geologic disposal alternative, Section 5.2.4.2.

The diffusion and transport of waste through soils in a wetter climate (described in

Appendix 0) was calculated to result in a cumulative population total-body dose of 12 man-rem

over 10,000 years to the downstream users of the Columbia River. No health effects would be

predicted for such a dose. A disruptive failure of the barrier (Appendix M) could result in

an additional dose to the downstream population of about 300 man-rem over 10,000 years. A

functional failure of the barrier could result in an additional total-body dose to the

downstream population of about 280 man-rem. Thus, at most, diffusion combined with barrier

failures would result in a total-body dose of about 620 man-rem over 10,000 years. Again for

comparison, the dose from natural background to the downstream population over 10,000 years

would be about 3,000,000,000 man-rem. Thus, by comparison, the combined scenarios do not

constitute a significant impact.
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Applying the diffusion scenari o . to single-shell tank waste and a recharge rate of

5 cm/yr, the movement . of chemicals would also be enhanced over that at 0.5 cm/yr. Regard-

less, the large dilution of the Columbia River results in the concentration of chemicals

being small fractions of the drinking water standards; e.g., the concentration of nitrate ion

(NO3) was calculated as about 10
-
8 of the EPA drinking water standard (based on the nitrate

standard, 45 mg/L). As a consequence, for the offsite population, release of chemicals via

this mechanism would result in an insignificant impact.

5.3.4.3 Impacts in the Long Term from Intrusion and Other Activities

The intruder scenarios analyzed for the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative

are the same as those discussed briefly in Section 5,2.4.3 under geologic disposal. For con-

venience they are repeated here.

e Exploratory drilling that penetrates a waste site (maximum inventory sites for

each waste class) and brings contaminated drilling mud to the surface, resulting

in radiation exposure of the drilling crew.

• The preceding drilling scenario followed soon by individuals residing on or near
1-11	

the contaminated drilling mud and consuming garden produce raised in the contami-

V11	 nated soil.

"S	
• Biotic transport of nuclides to the surface by burrowing animals, followed in time

by individuals residing on and consuming produce from a garden grown in the con-

taminated soil.

Scenarios not requiring intrusion into the waste disposal sites included the following:

,' • Drilling a water well near but not on the waste site that intercepts a contami-

nated aquifer; individuals residing near the well drink contaminated water and

irrigate a garden with contaminated water and consume the garden produce.

• Resettlement of the west bank of the Columbia River in the northeastern part of

the Hanford Site by farm families who drink contaminated groundwater and consume

farm products produced by irrigation from contaminated wells.

As in the geologic disposal alternative, all waste sites would be covered by a protec-

tive barrier and marker system and the same type of warning markers would have been distrib-

uted within the barrier itself. Again, , drilling through a protective barrier is not believed

likely; however, it cannot be precluded. If it were to take place, the maximum dose would

result from penetrating cesium capsules and bringing the drilling mud to the surface. The

total-body dose calculated to the intruder for intrusion immediately after loss of active

institutional control was high enough to be fatal (i.e., a total-body dose of 1,000 rem over

a week or two). (See Appendix R.) By 400 years after disposal, the potential maximum annual

dose to the intruder would be about 1 rem .. and no health effects among the intruders would be.^

expected. Calculations indicated that drilling into any of the other waste sites would not

have fatal consequences.
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Where drilling had occurred, persons later might reside and grow gardens on the soil

contaminated by drilling or excavation. With no consideration of probability of occurrence,

drilling into strontium capsules promptly after loss of active institutional control could

result in a potential maximum annual total-body dose to the subsequent intruding resident

gardener of about 30,000 rem. Such a dose would be fatal to the intruder. By 400 years

after disposal the potential maximum annual total-body dose to the intruder would be about

20 rem, and 1,000 years later would be I x 10 -5 rem. Thus, based on this scenario, one would

expect fatalities to intruders early after disposal and marginally significant consequences

after about 400 years.	 -

Assuming a 0.5-cm/yr average annual recharge to groundwater (to represent current

climatic conditions) and with a protective barrier in place, an individual drilling a well

into the aquifer between the 200 Areas and the Columbia River in the year 7000 would receive

a maximum 70-year total-body dose of about 0..1 rem. This assumes he uses the water for

domestic purposes and irrigates a garden . with it. The principal contributor to the dose is

ggTc from double-shell tank grouted waste. If the individual were to only drink water from

«ar-yam	 the contaminated well, his potential maximum annual total-body dose would amount to

1 x 10-4 rem. If the climate were to change corresponding to a 5-cm/yr average annual

recharge, this full-garden scenario would yield a potential maximum 70-year total-body dose

1 , T ,	 to the intruder of 0.1 rem. This dose would take place around the year 6300 and would result

from ggTc in single-shell tank grout residuals. Again, if the individual were to only drink

water from the contaminated well, his potential maximum annual total-body dose would amount

to 3 x 10-5 rem.

Incremental groundwater concentrations at the 5-km well of NO3, chromium, cadmium, fluo-

ride and mercury are calculated to be the same as those calculated for the geologic alterna-

tive (they are disposed of in a roughly equivalent manner in both cases) and are all below

limits established by EPA drinking water standards.

5.3.4.4 Resettlement

The resettlement scenario discussed under the geologic disposal alternative (Sec-

tion 5.2.4.4) was analyzed also for the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative.

Estimates of the integrated population total-body dose to and health effects among farm occu-

pants are 2,000 man-rem and 0 to 2 health effects for the current climate and 2,000 man-rem

and 0 to 2 health effects for the wetter climate assumed in the analysis.

5.3.5 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources for the in- place stabiliza-

tion and disposal alternative includes commitments of energy, materials,. and manpower.

Selected resource commitments are summarized in Table 5.20 (see Appendix L for details).

5.3.6 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Unavoidable adverse impacts on workers and the public are summarized in Table 5.21. The

radiological impacts .associated with operational aspects of the disposal. alternatives for

workers are well within applicable standards, and doses to the public are insignificant com-

pared to those from natural background.
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TABLE 5.20. Irreversible and Irretrievable Resource Commitments Necessary to
Implement the In-Place Stabilization and Disposal Alternative

Resource	 Quantity

Energy

Diesel fuel, m3	3,000

Propane, m3	80,000

Gasoline, m3	2,000

Electricity, GWh 	 2,000

Coal, t	 70,000

Materials

Concrete, m3	18,000

Steel, (a) t	 11,000

Stainless Steel, (a) t	 30

(a) Partial recovery (as much as 25%)
may be possible.

TABLE 5.21. Collective Radiation Doses from Implementing the
In-Place Stabilization and Disposal Alternative

Exposure	 Collective Total-Body

Classification	 Dose, man-rem

Occupational	 2,400

Offsite Population (a)	0.8

Transportation	 NA(b)

(a) For comparison, the same population would
receive a dose from natural background of
2,500,000 ,man-rem.	 -

(b) NA--not applicable.

5.3.7 Relationship to Land-Use Plans, Policies and Controls

See Section 5.2.7 also.

The implementation of the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative will not con-

flict with any approved national, state, or local land-use policies as they currently exist.

Implementation would not significantly alter the area'already committed by previous waste

processing and storage activities.

5.3.8 Relationshi p Between.: Near-Term Use of the Environment 	 Enhancement of Long-Term

Productivity

See the previous discussion under geologic disposal, Section 5.2.8.
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5.4 REFERENCE ALTERNATIVE (COMBINATION DISPOSAL)

As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3, the reference alternative (combinationdis-

posal) combines disposal elements from the geologic disposal and the in-place stabilization

and disposal alternatives. Waste disposal procedures are described in Chapter 3,.Sec-

tion 3.3.3, and operational impacts associated with the reference alternative are summarized

in Section 5.4.2. Postdisposal performance of the reference alternative in terms of public

health and safety is discussed in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.1 Waste Disposal Procedures

Representative procedures for disposing of the six waste classes for the reference

alternative are described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3, and Appendix 8 in detail.

5.4.2 Summary of Operational Impacts Associated with Reference Disposal Alternative

Environmental impacts associated with implementing the reference disposal alternative

for all six classes of waste considered in this EIS are presented in this section.

The operational impacts evaluated for the reference alternative include public and

worker radiation doses from normal operations, public and occupational doses resulting from

operational accidents, nonradiological emissions to the environment and resulting air quality

.7,	 impacts, nonradiological accidents, ecological impacts, socioeconomic impacts, resource com-

mitments, and costs.

5.4.2.1 Radiological Consequences from Routine Operations

Radiation doses calculated to result from implementation of the reference alternative

for disposal of Hanford defense waste are summarized in Table 5.22, For all waste classes a

total of 7,200 man-years of radiation work, including Transportable Grout Facility, Hanford

Waste Vitrification Plant and Waste Receiving and Processing operations, is estimated to be

required to dispose of all the waste classes. A total occupational total-body dose of about

3,600 man-rem could result from these activities. About 90% of the total occupational dose

is incurred from disposing of existing and future tank waste, and less than 10% results from

Transportable Grout Facility, Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant and Waste Receivingand Proc-

essing operations (Appendices C, D, and E). Repository emplacement and transportation of the

waste not stabilized in place would add about 270 man-rem to the occupational dose total.

Operations to dispose of most waste classes would result in some minor releases to the

atmosphere of radionuclides from the waste sites and surrounding potentially contaminated

soil. No releases are anticipated from the previously disposed-of TRU-contaminated soil

sites and the previously disposed-of pre-1970 buried TRU solid wastes, which remain essen-

tially undisturbed. The total-body dose commitment in any one year to a maximally exposed

offsite individual from these releases was calculated to be 6 x 10- 7 rem, and the individual

lifetime total-body dose was calculated to be 1 x 10 -5 rem. The collective total-body dose

to the population residing within 80 km in any one year is calculated to be about 0.05 man-

rem, and the lifetime population dose from all operations is calculated to be about . 1-.0 man-

rem. The major portion of the total-body doses to both the individual and the population is
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TABLE 5.22. Estimated Total-Body Radiation Doses from Routine Operations for the Reference Alternative

Occupational Maximum Individual
Dose Commitments, (a)Doses, man-rem Dose Commitments, rem Population man-rem

Waste Class. Operations
Repository
Em 1.0^ ,cement

1-yr
_Exposure

70-yr
Eosure(b)xp

1-yr
Exposure

70-yr
Exposure (b)

Transport, i	 n,
(offsite)^c^

Existing Tank Waste 1,600 20 3 x 10`8 1 x 10-5 3 x 10-3 0.6 0.8

Future Tank Waste 1,600 -	 26 6 x 10-7 2 x 10-7 0.05 0.4 2

Sr/Cs Capsules 70 78 6 x	 10-10. 4 x 10-8 6 x.10-5 2 x 10-3 -	 0.8

Retrievably Stored 160 110 2 x 10-10 1 x 10 -8 3 x 10-6 1 x . 10-4 40

and Newly Generated
TRU Waste -

TRU-Cogtlminated 40 __(d)
Soillle

Pre-1970 Buri d TRU 150
Solid waste e)

Totals 3,600 230 6 x 10-7 1 x 10 -5 0.05 1 40

(a) All dose commitment values have been rounded to one significant figure.
(b) "70-year Exposure" implies a lifetime accumulated dose from all operations.
(c) Transport of high-level wastes to alternative HLW repository up to 5,000 km from Hanford; TRU wastes to WIPP
(d) Dashes indicate that the waste class has no associated dose under this alternative.
(e) Further stabilization is taken as an additional protective measure for these previously disposed-of wastes.



from releases during handling of existing and future tank waste. For comparison, the dose to

the same population (420,000) over the same period from naturally occurring sources would be

about 2,500,000 man-rem.

Disposal of retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste requires offsite transport

of the waste to the WIPP repository. This operation adds a dose of about 40 man-rem to the

population, including the transportation work force.

5.4.2.2 Radiological Consequences from Postulated Accidents

Implementation of the reference alternative (combination disposal) could result in acci-

dents releasing radioactive materials to the environment. Accidents were postulated for dis-

posal activities, and those accidents that resulted in the largest public doses for each

waste class are summarized in Table 5.23. The largest population dose from these postulated.

accidents amounts to 7,000 man-rem. This dose is small compared to the dose of about

2,500,000 man-rem the same population (420,000) residing within 80 km would receive from nat-

ural background radiation over the operation period of 60 years. The largest 70-yeardose

..	 commitment to any member of the public is calculated to be 3 rem (Appendix H).-

5.4.2.3 Nonradiological Consequences

Nonradiological consequences include generation of dust from waste retrieval, site prep-

aration, site stabilization, and processing of mined material; combustion products from

operation of surface vehicles and equipment, and transportation of waste; and injuries and

fatalities associated with retrieval, stabilization, transportation, and disposal of the

waste. Each impact (except air quality) represents a total that would actually be spread

over a 20-to-30-year period. Details are represented in Appendices G, L, and T.

'	 Nonradiological emissions (i.e., dust and combustion products) resulting from implemen-

--	 - tation of the reference alternative including Transportable Grout Facility, Hanford Waste

Vitrification Plant and Waste Receiving and Processing operations are summarized in

Table 5.24. The contributions from the latter three facilities are minimal (Appendices C, D,

and E). The emissions are those generated on site during retrieval, packaging., storage and

site stabilization. Transportation emissions result from shipping existing double-shell tank

waste, capsules, and future tank waste to an onsite or offsite repository and from shipping

retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste to the WIPP repository. All emissions would

be within applicable standards. The reader is referred to Appendix I for details about

transportation.

Air-quality impacts are estimated in terms of maximum ground-level pollutant concentra-

tions at the Site boundary or at publicly accessible locations within the Hanford fenceline

and are summarized in Table 5.25.

Since these estimated pollutant concentrations are based on historical meteorological

data and maximum expected releases of pollutants, they are only an indication of what condi-

tions might be.
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TABLE 5.23,	 Summary of Upper-Bound Accidents and Calculated Total-Body Radiation Doses for the Reference Alternative(a)

Maximum Individual Population Dose
Dose,	 rem. Commitments, man-rem

70-yr 70-yr
1-yr Dose 1-yr Dose

Waste Class Description of Upper-Bound Accident Dose 'Commitment Dose Commitment(a)

Existing Tank Waste Explosion of ferrocyanide precipitates in 0.2 3 400 7,000
single-shell tank	 during waste stabilizing
operations.

-FutureTank Waste Pressurized release of liquid waste due to 0.09. 0.9 300 2,000
_	 - failure of a diversion box valve during

- hydraulic .retrieval	 operations.

Sr/Cs.Capsules Rupture of a .strontium capsule by improper 2 x.10 -7 3 x 10
-6

6 x 10 -4 0.01
handling during retrieval	 operations.

Retrievably.Stored and Pressurized release from waste drum rupture 2 x 10 -3 0.06 4 100
Newly Generated TRU rupture due to buildup of radiolytic gases. -
Waste

TRU-Contaminated Soil (b) Collapse of voids at waste site during 2 x 10
-8 - 9 x 10 -7 5x10-5 2x	

10-3..

subsidence-control 	 operations.

Pre-1970 Buried TRU Collapse of voids at waste site during 3 x 10 -7 7 x 10 -6 6 x 10 -4 0.02	 -
Solid Waste (b/ subsidence-control	 operations.

(a) See Appendix H for details.
(b) Previously disposed-of wastes.
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TABLE 5.24. Summary of Nonradiological Emissions for the Reference Alternative
(over a 20-year period)

Pollutant

Particulates

sox

CO

HC

NOx

Emissions, t

19,000

1,500

1,900

210

900

TABLE 5.25. Comparison of Estimated Concentrations of Nonradiological Pollutants ipp

Air for the Reference Alternative with Ambient Air-Quality Standards(a)

Concentration, ug/m3

Pollutant	 1 hr	 3 hr	 8 hr	 24 hr	 Annual

CO	 490 (40,000)	 --(b)	 150 (10,000)	 --	 -

NOx	--	 --	 --	 1.2 (100)

Sox	310	 (655)	 200 (1,300) .	--	 13	 (260)	 1.0 (52)

Particulates( c)	-	 -	 --	 2.5 (120)	 1.6 (40)
(including dust)

(a) Ambient air-quality standards are given in parentheses. See Appendix T.
(b) Dashes indicate there is no applicable standard.
(c) Allowable concentration in excess of background.

Nonradiological pollutant concentrations resulting from transportation of TRU waste to

WIPP would be extremely small and well below applicable standards. Details on

transportation-related air-quality impacts are provided in Appendix I.

yws,

	

	 The number of injuries, illnesses and fatalities determined to be associated with imple-

mentation of the reference alternative,_ including those associated with the Transportable

Grout Facility, Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant, and Waste Receiving and Processing facil-

ity, is presented in Table 5.26. No fatalities are estimated for the construction or opera-

tion of the Transportable Grout Facility, Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant, and Waste

Receiving and Processing facility. The number of injuries, illnesses and fatalities is based

on accident statistics for similar activities (Appendix G) and on an estimate of manpower

requirements. The disposal-related: manpower requirements are the sum of manpower for

retrieval, packaging, storage, and site stabilization (Rockwell 1985b) combined with manpower

for repository activities as estimated for existing double-shell tank waste, strontium and

cesium capsules, and future tank waste . (DOE 1980a) and as estimated for retrievably stored

and newly generated TRU waste (DOE 1980b). Repository manpower values are prorated to that

portion of the repositories that the Hanford defense waste would occupy.
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TABLE 5.26.. Summary of Estimated Ronradiological Injuries, Illnesses and Fatalities
Associated with the Reference Alternative

Injuries	 and Illnesses (a)	Fatalities

HLW Onsite;	 HLW Offsite;	 HLW Onsite;	 HLW Offsite;
Process	 .TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP

Waste Retrieval and Processing 	 140	 140	 0	 0

Repository Emplacement	 72	 68	 0	 0

Transportation	 10	 10	 1	 1

Other Operations 	 5	 0	 0	 0

Total	 230	 220	 1	 1

(a) Injuries and illnesses that result in lost work days. 	 -

5.4.2.4 Ecological Impacts

Ecological impacts from implementing the reference alternative for all waste classes

would be small since much of the area under consideration has already been disturbed as a

P y	 result of radioactive waste management and other nuclear-energy-related activities. The con-

struction requirement with the greatest ecological impact is the need for 6 million m 3 of

fill materials (soils, gravel and basalt). Selection of the borrow area site for the barrier

•.	 construction material will be conducted in accordance with procedures designed to comply with

the requirements relating to protection of archaeological and native American religious

sites. The borrow soil area will be rehabilitated, following removal of material, using

l'	 state-of-the-art revegetation practices. These include site-specific soil cultural practices

yyu	(e.g., tilling and inoculation) and seeding with native and other species of grasses.

5.4.2.5 Resource Commitments

Resource commitments for the reference alternative include energy, materials and man-

power. Estimated requirements including resource commitments for the Transportable Grout

y.

	

	 Facility,. Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant and the Waste Receiving and Processing facility

are summarized in Table 5.27 (see Appendix L.for. details). Resource commitments for the

in-place stabilization and disposal elements of the alternative were provided by Rockwell

(19851b). Resources for the geologic disposal elements of the alternative are estimated by

combining resources related to predisposal activities with those related to repository activ-

ities. Resources used for repository activities (estimated in DOE 1980a,b) are prorated to

that portion of the repository . required: for disposal of the particular waste class and type.

These resources will be expended over a 20-to-30-year period.

5.4.2.6 Costs

A summary of the costs associated with the reference alternative is shown in Table 5.28

(details in Appendices I and Q. For each waste class, the retrieval, packaging, and onsite

stabilization cost components were provided by Rockwell (1985a). In this alternative, the
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TABLE 5.27. Estimated Resource Requirements for Implementing, the Reference Alternative

HLW Onsite; HLW Offsite;
Resource TRU to WIPP TRU to WIPP

Energy

Diesel	 fuel, m3 74,000 75,000

Propane, m3 14,000 14,000

Gasoline, m3 4,200 4,200

Electricity,:GWh 3,800 3,800

Coal, t 46,000 47,000

Materials

Concrete, m3 65,000 65,000

Steel, t 14,000 14,000

Stainless	 steel,	 t 1,400 1,400

Lumber, m3 10,000 10,000

Riprap, m3 4,300,000 4,300,060

Gravel, m3 700,000 700,000

Soil, m3 960,000 960,000

Manpower, man-yr 16,000 16,000

TABLE 5.28. Cost Summary for Reference Alternative for All Waste Classes

Millions of $1987(x)
HLW nsite;	 HLW ffsite;

Waste Class	 TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP

Existing Tank Waste	 2,000	 2,000

Future Tank Waste	 1,300	 1,300

Sr/Cs Capsules	 210	 210

Retrievably Stored and	 190	 190
Newly Generated TRU Waste

TRU-Contaminated Soil -(b)	68	 68	 -

Pre-1970 Buri Bd TRU 	 170	 170
Solid Waste`c)

Totals	 3,900	 3,900

(a) Costs were revised from the draft EIS to reflect
increased repository fees. Since the above costs
were calculated, additional costs for repository
fees have been proposed. These proposed costs
further increase the reference alternative by 5%.
Additional changes in estimated repository fees can
be expected in the future.

(b) Includes cost of Transportable Grout Facility and
the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant.

(c) Includes cost of the Waste Receiving and
Processing facility.
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volumes of existing and future tank waste that go to geologic disposal are about the same.

The cost, however, of retrieving and processing existing double-shell tank waste is higher

per unit volume than that for future tank waste. As a result, the total cost for disposing

of existing tank waste is about twice as much as for future tank waste. The transportation

costs are only about 1% of the total disposal costs for tank waste. Therefore, no signifi-

cant difference exists between onsite and offsite disposal costs of those wastes in geologic

repositories. For tank waste and capsules, the . repository cost component is developed using

design and packaging concepts conceived by Rockwell (1983) and for'TRU waste cost-modeling

techniques developed at PNL (Appendix J) were used. This repository cost component

represents the incremental cost associated with emplacing existing double-shell tank waste,

capsules, and future tank waste in a commercial repository and assumes overpacking of these

wastes.

5.4.3 Socioeconomic Impacts

Appendix K presents the time and manpower needs for construction and operations to

implement the reference disposal alternative for each of the six waste classes. Also, see

Section 5.2.3.

sc°^	 5.4.3.1 Manpower Requirements

3;r7	 Detailed manpower profiles, developed for each alternative from data provided by

Rockwell (1985b), are presented in Appendix K.. Manpower requirements for the reference.
C:lm9

alternative are relatively low compared with those for the geologic disposal alternative.

Between the years 1990 and 2015, the average number of workers required per year for the ref-

erence disposal alternative is estimated to be about 360. The peak work force requirement

would be about 740 workers and it would occur in 1993 and 1994.

The potential socioeconomic impact created by the size of the work force would be much

less than that created by the geologic disposal alternative and only a little more than that

created by the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative.

5.4.3.2 Employment and Population Impacts

Historical and projected baseline employment and population growth are presented in

'	 Appendix K. Employment includes both the direct primary employees working on the waste man-

agement activities and the indirect secondary workers in the community who provide services.

The total population forecasts include both the workers and their dependents. The average

employment for the reference disposal alternative between the years 1990 and 2015 is about

690 workers per year. At the peak employment years about 1,600 workers are expected.

5.4.3.3 Community Services

The potential socioeconomic impacts of the employment and population growth expected

with the reference alternative are not expected to exceed the community's capacity for pro-

viding housing and community services that include transportation, health care, schools,

police and fire, water and sewer, and recreation facilities. Details are provided in Appen-

dix K.
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5.4.3.4 Housing

Housing demand under a high baseline condition would be significantly less for the ref-

erence alternative than for the geologic alternative (see Section 5.2.3.4). Given that

housing construction is likely to pick up again as the local economy begins to recover, and

that many of the jobs will be taken by local workers who already live in the area, housing

impacts appear unlikely.

5.4.3.5 Local Transportation

The total amount of increased traffic to the Hanford Site expected with the reference

alternative will be substantiallylower than that associated with the Washington Public Power

Supply System's peak construction period. Recent and continuing highway improvements in the

area are .alleviating many of the past problems. Given the assumed moderate growth in base-

line conditions, local transportation impacts are unlikely.

5.4.3.6 Education

No negative capital cost impacts are anticipated.

5.4.3.7 Utilities and other Services

Given adequate lead time and notification regarding future development, the affected
k4c	

departments and agencies probably can adjust adequately to changing conditions resulting from

„	 waste management activities associated with the reference alternative.	 -

„,...	 5.4.3.8 Fiscal Conditions

The proposed waste disposal activities probably would fiscally benefit the local commu-

nities. See Section 5.2.3.8 and Appendix K.

5.4.3.9 Social Conditions

Little, if .any, impact on social conditions is predicted for the reference alternative.

->.•	 As has been discussed in relation to social conditions in Appendix K and other sections of

this EIS, none of the combinations of in-place stabilization with geologic.. disposal repre-

sented under the reference alternative is expected to cause adverse environmental or radio-

logical impacts. Since social, economic and cultural impacts are linked to environmental and

radiological effects, those consequences are expected to be insignificant also. A strong

case has been made in the technical sections of this EIS to demonstrate that the implementa-

tion of any alternative other than no disposal action will represent 	 substantial

improvement over current conditions in terms of environmental and health and safety

consequences.

5.4.4 Assessment of Long-Term Impacts

The primary performance objective of waste disposal systems was previously discussed

(Section 5.2.4)..
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This section includes examination of impacts of the reference alternative where 1) pres-

ent conditions . remain unchanged, 2) disposal systems are disrupted by postulated natural

events, and 3). disposal systems are disrupted by intruders.

As in the geologic disposal alternative, this analysis draws upon the description of

wastes and disposal alternatives of Chapter 3 and upon analyses in Appendix R of radiological

consequences developed for appraisal of performance of the alternatives. Appendix R, in

turn, is based on a protective barrier and marker system described in Appendices B and M;

hydrologic modeling of the water pathway in Appendix 0, description of modeling of source

releases and inventories of radionuclides in Appendix P; information on hydrologic transport

of chemicals in Appendix U; and probabilistic analysis in Appendix S.

Key findings disclosed in the analyses are the same as those discussed for the geologic

disposal alternative (Section 5.2.4) and are not repeated here. However small, intrusion

into near-surface waste sites would be more likely than if the wastes were disposed of in a

geologic repository.

= 4sr• 	 5.4.4.1 Long-Tenn Impacts Where Present Conditions Remain Unchanged

This section discusses the long-term impacts associated with the reference disposal

alternative where present conditions remain unchanged. The expected performance of the dis-

posal systems is presented where those systems perform as designed under present climatic

conditions and without human-induced or other disruption. The disposal systems are the

geologic repository and, as in the case of the in-place stabilization and disposal alterna-

tive, the barrier-covered near-surface disposal system.

In the reference alternative, some wastes are disposed of in a . geologic repository(ies)

or by in-place stabilization and disposal. The residuals from processing of tank wastes for

disposal in a repository would be grouted and disposed of in vaults on the Hanford Site. A

protective barrier and marker system would be installed over each of the near-surface waste

sites. Inventories of key radionuclides so disposed of are shown in Table 5.29.

As in the geologic disposal alternative, those wastes placed in a geologic repository

would be expected to remain isolated from the biosphere and not be expected to produce any

health effects over 10,000 years.	 -

With the exception of the 618-11 site, those wastes stabilized and disposed of in place

for the reference alternative would - be expected to remain in place just as described for the

in-place stabilization and disposal alternative. Thus there would be no expected environmen-

tal impacts from direct transport of these wastes to the accessible environment. The

618-11 site would be removed from its present location north of the 300 Area and removed to

the 200 Area plateau for processing. The TRU wastes from the 618-11 site would be disposed

of in 	 geologic repository (for calculation purposes assumed to be WIPP).
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TABLE 5.29. Estimated Inventories (a) of Key Radionuclides (Rockwell 19851h) Disposed of in

the Reference Disposal Alternative, Ci

In Geologic	 In Onsite Barriered
Radionuclide Total Repository Near-Surface Burial

14C
5,300 0 5,300

79Se 1,100 4 1,100

90Sr 120,000,000 79,000,000 44,000,000

99Tc 35,000 0 35,000
129I - 58 0 58
137Cs 130,000,000 99,000,000 26,000,000
151Sm 1,200,000 530,000 680,000
238U

580 19 560
239-240pu (b ) 120,000 58,000 66,000
241

Am (c) 390,000 340,000 56,000

(a) Values have been rounded and therefore may not add.
(b) Includes about 39,000 Ci 239-24O

Pu previously disposed of.
(c) Includes about 11,000 Ci 241Am previously disposed of.

Just as in the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative, diffusion might . result

in some movement of waste constituents stabilized and disposed of in place according to the

reference alternative. However, as described previously, the impact analyses showed no

health effects over 10,000 years. Similarly, potential movement of selected chemicals would

also have no impact on downstream users of the Columbia River.

5.4.4.2 Long-Term Impacts Followin g Postulated Disru ptive Events

As previously discussed (Section 5.2.4.2), an analysis was made of postulated natural

and human-induced events that might disrupt confinement of wastes.. Events identified as

c"N	 candidates for analysis as disruptive events were impact of large aircraft into a waste site,

return of glaciation, a change to a wetter climate, and partial failure of a protective

barrier.

Since all of these events are the same as those previously discussed under the in-place

stabilization and disposal alternative (Section 5.3.4.2), they are not repeated here.

The disruptive barrier failure was calculated to result in a cumulative population

total-body 10,000-year dose to downstream Columbia River users of 270 man-rem, and the func-

tional barrier failure results in a calculated population dose of 270 man-rem. Both of these

doses are calculated for 5-cm/year recharge conditions.

5.4.4.3 Long-Term Impacts from Intrusion

These events are the same as those described in the in-place stabilization and disposal

alternative (Section 5.3.4.3) and so are not repeated here. At 100 years after disposal,
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HLW Offsite;
TRU to WIPP

14,000

75,000

4,200

3,800

47,000

Resource

Energy

Diesel fuel, m3

Propane, m3

Gasoline, m3

Electricity, GWh

Coal, t

Materials

HLW Onsite;
TRUto WIPP

14,000

74,000

4,200

3,800.

46,000

r

the annual dose to an individual from the well-drilling scenario is 0.3 rem; the lifetime

total-body dose from the post-drilling scenario is 100 rem; and the . lifetime total-body dose

from the full garden scenario is 0.2 rem.

5.4.4.4 Resettlement

This is the same event discussedin the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative,

is calculated to have the same impacts (Section 5.3.4.4), and is not repeated here.

5.4.5 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources for the reference disposal

alternative includes commitments of energy, materials and manpower. Selected resource com-

mitments are summarized in Table . 5.30 (see Appendix Lfor details).

TABLE 5.30. Irreversible and Irretrievable. Resource Commitments Necessary to Implement the
Reference Alternative

Concrete, m3	65,000	 65,000

Steel, (a) t	 14,000	 14,000

Stainless steel, (a) t	 1,400	 1,400

(a) Partial recovery (as much as 25%) may be possible.

Resource use for the reference alternative is generally bounded by the geologic disposal

and in-place stabilization and disposal alternatives.

5.4.6 Unavoidable Adverse Ympacts

Unavoidable adverse impacts on workers and public are summarized in Table 5.31. The

radiological impacts associated with operational aspects of the disposal alternatives for

workers are well within applicable standards, and doses to the public are insignificant com-

pared to those from natural background.
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TABLE 5.31. Collective Radiation Doses from Implementing the Reference Alternative

Collective
Exposure	 Total-Body Dose,(a)

Classification	 man-rem

Occupational	 3,800

Offsite Population (b)	1

.Transportation

TRU to WIPP;

HLW Onsite	 40

HLW Offsite	 43

(a) Existing high-level fraction double-shell
tank waste, high-level fraction future
tank waste and capsules disposed of in
geologic repository. Single-shell tank
waste and disposed-of TRU waste stabilized on
'site, low-activity fraction grouted and
disposed of on site. Retrievably stored
and newly. generated TRU waste disposed of
in WIPP repository.

(b) For comparison, the same population would
receive a dose from natural background of
2,500,000 man-rem over the same 60-year
period.

5.4.7 Relationship to Land-Use Plans, Policies and Controls

The implementation of the reference disposal alternative will not conflict with any

approved national, state, or local land-use policies as they currently exist. Implementation

would not significantly alter the area already committed by previous waste processing and

storage activities. See Section 5.2.7.

5.4.8 Relationship Between Near-Term Use of the Environment and Enhancement of Lono-Term

Productivity

See previous discussion under geologic disposal alternative, Section 5.2.8.

5.5 NO DISPOSAL ACTION (CONTINUED STORAGE

No disposal action is represented by continued storage of wastes. It does not implement

a long-term solution for permanent disposal of radioactive wastes. Wastes continue to be

stored essentially as they are now for the indefinite future. To be consistent with other

alternatives for calculation purposes, active institutional control over the stored wastes is

assumed to be absent after 2150, leaving them without further protection. This is not an

intended action, but it is evaluated as a no action alternative as required by Council on

Environmental Quality regulations. This alternative serves primarily as a basis for
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comparison against permanent disposal alternatives. Section 5.5.2 provides a summary total

of operational consequences for the six waste classes for no disposal action..

5.5.1 Waste Disposal Procedures

Waste disposal and waste management practices for handling the six waste classes. for the

no disposal action (continued storage) are described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4, and Appen-

dix B in detail.

5.5.2 Summary of Operational Impacts Associated with No Disposal Action

The elements of the continued storage alternative are described in Chapter 3. The oper-

ational impacts are summarized in this section, including public and worker radiation doses

from normal operations and from operational accidents; nonradiological emissions to the envi-

ronment and air quality impacts; nonradiological accidents, ecological impacts, socioeconomic

impacts, resource requirements, and costs.

5.5.2.1 Radiological Consequences from Routine Operations

	

5°"r	
Radiation doses to workers and the public estimated from continued storage of Hanford

defense waste per 100 years are summarized in Table 5.32. An estimated total of 3,800 man-
'..

years of radiation work per 100 years will be required for continued storage of all waste

v

	

	
classes. A total occupational total-body dose of approximately 1,900 man-rem per 100 years

would result. Existing tank waste accounts for over 60%ofthe occupational dose total.

TABLE 5.32. Estimated Total-Body Radiation Doses from Routine Operations
for No Disposal Action (Continued Storage)

Maximum Offsite
Occupational	 Individual 	 Populatippn Dose

	

Doses,	 Dose Commitments, rem	 Commitments. ` a) man-rem

	

man-rem	 1-yr	 70-yr	 1-yr	 70-yr

Waste Class	 Operations	 Exposure	 Exposure(b)	 Exposure	 Exposure(b)

Existing Tank Waste	 1,200	 3 x 10"9	2 x 10
-5
	2 x 10-3	1

Future Tank Waste	 170	 5 x 10 -8	9 x 10°
6	 4 x 10-3,.,	 0.5

Sr/Cs Capsules	 420	 6 x 10" 10	2 x 10"7	6 x 10"
5
	0.01

Retrievably Stored	 20	 --(c)	 --	 --
and Newly Generated
TRU Waste

TRU-Contaminated	 40	 --	 --	 --	 °

Soil ll 11

Pre-1970 Buried 	 20--	 --	 --	 --
TRU Solid Waste(d)

Totals	 -	 1,900	 5 x 10-8	3 x 10-5	' 6 x 10-3	2

(a) Dose commitment values have been rounded to one significant figure.
(b) "70-year exposure" implies a lifetime accumulated total-body dose from all operations.

(c) Dashes indicate that these waste classes have no associated dose for this alternative.
(d) Previously disposed-of . wastes.
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Process operations would result in some minor releases of radionuclides from the waste

sites and surrounding potentially contaminated soil to the atmosphere that could result in

radiation doses to members of the general public at offsite locations. The calculated dose

commitment in any one year to a maximally exposed individual is 5 x 10 -8 rem, and the calcu-

lated individual lifetime dose. is 3x 10 -5 rem. The collective dose in any one year to the

population residing within 80 km is calculated to total 6 x 10 -3 man-rem, and the cumulative

total-body dose from all operations is calculated to be about 2 man-rem. For comparison, the

70-year dose to the same population (420,000) would amount to about 3,000,000 man-.rem.

5.5.2.2 Radiological Consequences from Postulated Accidents

Table 5.33 summarizes the postulated accidents resulting in the largest public doses for

operations in the no disposal action alternative (continued storage) for each waste class.

As in the other alternatives, the most severe accident involved existing tank wastes. In

this case, however, since an explosion of ferrocyanide precipitates is not credible, the most

severe accident (failure of diversion box pipefitting) resulted in a 70-year population dose

of 2,000 man-rem. For comparison, the dose to the same population for the same period from

naturally occurring sources would amount to about 3,000,000 man-rem. Details of postulated

accidents are in Appendix H.

5.5.2.3 Nonradiolo . ical Consequences

Nonradioiogical consequences (Appendix L) include generation of dust from waste

retrieval, site preparation, site stabilization, and construction; combustion products from

operation of surface vehicles and equipment, and from transportation of waste (Appendix I);

and injuries and fatalities associate d . with storage, remedial action and monitoring. Nonra

diological consequences also include groundwater degradation due to contamination by chemi-

cals (Appendix U). Nonradiological emissions (dust and combustion products) resulting from

'-^
	

no disposal action (continued storage) are summarized in Table 5.34 for 100 years of con-

tinued storage. Air-quality impacts are estimated in terms of maximum ground-level pollutant

concentrations at the Site boundary or at publicly accessible locations within the Hanford

fenceline. The calculated values are summarized and are compared to the standards in

r++;,	 Table 5.35.

With no disposal action, 130 injuries and illnesses that result in lost work days and no

fatalities are estimated to occur. These numbers are based on accident statistics for simi-

lar activities and on manpower requirements estimated in Rockwell (1985b).

5.5.2.4 Ecological Impacts

Ecological impacts from the no disposal action (continued storage) of all waste classes

would essentially be unchanged from present conditions (ERDA 1975).

5.5.2.5 Resource Commitments

Estimates of resource requirements for the first and subsequent centuries of storage are

shown in Table 5.36. See Appendix L for details.
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TABLE 5.33.	 Summary of Upper-Bound Accidents and Calculated Total-Body Radiation Doses for No Disposal Action
(Continued Storage) a

Maximum Individual Population Dose
Dose, rem Commitments, man-rem

70-yr 70-yr
1-yr Dose 1-yr Dose

Commitment(a)Waste Class Description of Upper-Bound Accident Dose- Commitment Dose

Existing Tank Waste Pressurized release of liquid waste due to 0.06 0.9 100 2,000
failure of a diversion box valve during
hydraulic retrieval 	 operations..

Future Tank Waste Pressurized release of liquid waste due 0.09 0.9 300 2,000
to failure of a diversion box valve during
hydraulic retrieval operations.

Sr/Cs Capsules Rupture of a strontium capsule by improper 2 x 10-7 3 x 10 -6 6 x 10-4 0.01
handling during retrieval	 operations.

Retrievably Stored and Collapse of voids at waste site during 5 z 10-6 7 x 10 -5 0.01 0.2
Newly Generated TRU subsidence-control operations.
Waste

TRU-Contaminated Soil (a)	Collapse of voids in soil site during 	 2 x 10-6	9x 10-7	5 x 10-5	2 x 10-3
site-stabilization activities.

Pre-1970 Buri^^ ) TRU	 Collapse of voids at waste site during	 3 x - 10 -7	7 x 10-6	6 x 10-4	0.02

Solid Waste	 subsidence-control operations.

(a) See Appendix H for details.
(b) Previously disposed-of wastes.



TABLE 5.34. Summary of Nonradiological Emissions for No Disposal Action
(continued storage for 100 years)

Pollutant

Particulates

sox

CO

HC

NOx

Emissions, t

100

330

170

120

18

TABLE 5.35, Comparison of Estimated Concentrations of Nonradiological Ppllutants in Air for
the No Disposal Action. with Ambient Air-Quality Standards(a

Concentraticn, ug/m3

Pollutant	 1 hr	 3 hr	 8 hr	 24 hr	 Annual

CO	 62 (40,000)	 --(b)	 20 (10,000)	 --	 --

NOx	--	 --	 --	 --	 0.05 (100)

sox	 45	 (655)	 30 (1,300)	 --	 1.9 (260)	 0.14 (52)

Particulates (c)	--	 --	 --	 0.20 (120)	 0.01 (40)
(including dust)

(a) Ambient air-quality standards are given in parentheses. See Appendix T.
(b) Dashes indicate there is no applicable standard.
(c) Allowable concentration in excess of background.

5.5.2.6 Costs

Estimated costs for the first 100 years and each additional 100 years of continued stor-

age are summarized in Table 5.37. Costs for the first 100 years are about $1.8 million and

;J U	for each additional 100 years about $1.3 billion ($1987). See Appendix L.

5.5.3 Socioeconomic Impacts

Appendix K presents the time and manpower needs for construction and for operations to

implement the no disposal action alternative for each of the six waste classes. Also, see

Section 5.2.3.

5.5.3.1 Manpower Requirements

Detailed manpower profiles, developed for each alternative from data provided by

Rockwell (1985b), are presented in Appendix K. Manpower requirements for the no disposal

action are low compared with those of any of the alternatives considered. Between the years

1990 and 2015, the average number of operational workers required per year is estimated to be

about 120. The peak work force requirement of about 400 would occur in the time frame of

2010 to 2014.
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TABLE 5.36. Estimated Resource Requirements . for Implementing No Disposal Action
(continued storage)

Amount
First

Resource 100 yr

Energy

Diesel	 fuel, m3 110

Propane, m3 17,000

Gasoline, m3 1,700

Electricity,	 GWh 300

Coal,	 t 110,000

Materials

Concrete, m3 46,000

Steel, t 26,000

Stainless steel, t 43

Lumber, m3 8,000

Soil,	 m3 700,000

Manpower, man-yr	 12,000

TABLE 5.37.	 Cost Summary for No Disposal Action (continued storage) of All Waste Classes

Millions of $1987

First	 Each Additional
Waste Class 100 yr 100 yr

Existing Tank Waste 1,000 780

Future Tank Waste 450 430

Sr/Cs Capsules 300 64

Retrievably Stored and 9.4 9.4
Newly Generated . TRU Waste

TRU-Contaminated Soils (a) 11 11

Pre-1970 Bur'' 2d TRU 5.4 5.4
Solid Waste la)

Total 1,800 1,300

(a) Previously disposed-of wastes.

The potential for socioeconomic impacts would hardly be detectable.

5.5.3.2 Employment and Population Impacts

Historical and projected baseline employment and population growth is presented in

Appendix K. Employment includes both the direct primary employees working on the waste
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management activities and the indirect secondary workers in the community who provide serv-

ices. The total population forecasts include both the workers and their dependents. As a

percentage of the projected baseline employment, the average employment level created by the

no disposal action is less than one.

5.5-.3.3 Community Services

The potential socioeconomic impacts of the employment and population growth expected are

given in detail in Appendix K. The no disposal action would have no impact on community

services.

5.5.3.4 Housing

The no disposal action would have little, if any, impact on housing.

5.5.3.5 Local Transportation

The no disposal action would have little, if any, impact on local transportation.

5.5.3.6 Education

	

W	 No negative capital . cost impacts are anticipated.

5.5.3.7 Utilities and Other Services

The no disposal action would have little, if any, impact on utilities and other

	

-m	 services.

	

-w-	 5.5.3.8 Fiscal Conditions

The no disposal action would have little, if any, impact on local fiscal conditions.

5.5.3.9 Social Conditions

The work force required to maintain the wastes in their current condition is relatively

small, thereby resulting in insignificant growth-related socioeconomic impacts. However,

public concerns for possible environmental contamination from no disposal action could result

in loss of confidence in long-term management of the wastes.

5.5.4 Impacts in the Long Term of No Disposal Action (Continued Storage)

As noted earlier, consideration of the no disposal action. (continued storage) alterna-

tive is mandated by Council on Environmental Quality regulations in implementing the NEPA

(40 CFR 1500-1517). Continued storage in the long term is not a disposal action and is con-

trary to DOE policy and plans for management of defense wastes at Hanford. Nevertheless . , a

determination of long-term impacts of the no disposal action was made and is useful to con-

trast with the impacts of the disposal alternatives.

In the no disposal action alternative, wastes would continue to be managed much as they

are today, except that strontium and cesium capsules would be removed from storage in water

basins and placed in a near-surface drywell storage facility, and double-shell tank waste

would be retanked at about 50-year intervals. Double-shell tank waste would remain in the

liquid or semiliquid state.
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For purposes of long-term analysis, active or passive institutional control is assumed.

to be absent from the Hanford Site beginning in the year 2150 without the DOE having provided

for additional protection of the waste. Although the DOE has no intention of leaving the

Hanford Site in such a manner, this assumption .allows a parallel analysis to that performed

for the disposal alternatives.

5.5.4..1 facts in the Long Term for No .Disposal Action (Continued Storage)--

Conditions Remain.as at Present

With conditions remaining as at present ., there would be no significant impacts to the

offsite population from continued storage until the loss of institutional control in the year

2150, The present population total-body dose rate of about 5 man-rem/yr, principally N Reac-

tor operations, to the (1990)offsite populations . (420,000 people) would be expected tocon-

tinue, and in the event of any indication that waste was moving . in significant quantities

from its present location, corrective action would be taken.

Following the time when active institutional control of the Site is assumed to be

absent, natural conditions could act upon the waste, causing nuclides to ' be leached from the

C)	 various waste forms and be transported to groundwater and to the Columbia River. Impacts on

the downstream population were calculated assuming the offsite population did not leave at

the time the Site was vacated. Again, this is an unlikely occurrence . (whatever caused the

D	 Site to be vacated would probably result in the region being vacated) but one that permits

parallel analysis.	 -

	

_	 If the average annual recharge were 0.5 cm/yr(current climate); the cumulative total-

	

`	 body dose to downstream users of the Columbia River would amount to about 25,000 man-rem over

	

t^+,,	 10,000 years. This dose would equate to between 2 and 25 health effects over 10,000 years,

which can be compared to the 300,000 to 3,000,000 health effects to the downstream population

from naturally occurring radioactive sources.

.ate At 0.5-cm/yr_ recharge, . some chemicals would be leached from waste sites and transported

to groundwater and the Columbia River. The resulting Columbia River concentrations would be

small fractions (2 x 10 -5 ) of the limits . established. by EPA drinking-water standards..

5.5.4.2 Impacts in the Long Term, No Disposal Action--Waste Sites Without Long-Term

Protection

Where the waste sites are without long-term .protection, a wetter climate could result in

faster leaching of nuclides and transport to the Columbia River. Analysis of conditions

assumed for a wetter climate (5-cm average annual groundwater recharge) shows that the cumu-

lative total-body dose to the downstream population over 10,000 years would be about 4 mil-

lion man-rem from which 400 to 4,000 health effects might be expected. This dose, dominated

by 90Sr leaching from double-shell tanks, would peak at about the year 2400. Again, this

impact is small compared to that from natural background (300,000 to 3,000,000 health effects

over the same. time frame).

Chemicals in the waste would also be further subject to leaching under the 5-cm/yr.

recharge. Quantities reaching the river on an annual basis would be increased over what they
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sere for a 0.5-cm/yr recharge condition. However, the large flow rate of the Columbia River

reduces the concentrations to below the EPA drinking-water standards; e.g., NO3 would be less

than 10-3 of the limits established by EPA drinking-water standard (based on nitrate). Thus

release even of these relatively large quantities of chemicals is not a significant impact to

the offsite population. (See Appendix U.)

5.5.4.3 Impacts from Disruption of Wastes by Intruders

Where wastes are in a continued storage mode but without any institutional control

(active or passive), the probability of inadvertent intrusion is increased considerably

(Appendix M). For wastes in continued storage, the same intrusion scenarios are analyzed as

those for the disposal alternatives. The consequences are highly dependent on the class of

waste into which intrusion is made. Only the incidents with the largest consequences are

reported here; . others (and details) may be found in Appendix R.

Drilling into a cesium capsule results in the highest total-body dose to the intruder.

If drilling were to occur soon after loss of institutional control, the dose to the intruder

would be fatal (about 1,000 rem in a week or two). By 400 years after disposal, the dose

from drilling into 	 cesium capsule would be about one rem, less than that currently permit-

ted for radiation workers. By 1,000 years, the radiation dose to drillers would be less than

0.01 rem/yr for all classes of waste considered in this EIS.

In the excavation scenario, maximum annual total-body doses to workers "in the hole"

would amount to about 20,000 rem in the year 2150. Such doses to workers would be fatal. By

the year 2450, maximum annual doses from this scenario would be about 20 rem/yr.

As noted earlier, where drilling or excavation had occurred, persons later might reside

and grow gardens on the soil contaminated by drilling or excavation. With no consideration

of probability of occurrence, drilling into strontium capsules promptly after loss of active

institutional control could result in a potential 'maximum annual total-body dose to the sub-

sequent intruding resident gardener of about 30,000 rem. Such adose would be fatal to the

intruder. By 400 years after disposal the potential maximum annual total-body dose to the

intruder would be about 20 rem, and 1,000 years later would be 1 x 10 -5 rem. Thus, based on

this scenario, one would expect fatalities to intruders early after disposal and marginally

significant consequences after about 400 years.

Biota might . invade waste sites and bring radioactive material to the surface, and later,

in the absence of institutional control, persons might reside over the contaminated soil and

consume produce grown in it. A maximum annual total-body dose to such persons of 0.3 rem is

calculated to occur where intrusion takes place 10,000 years after loss of institutional con-

trol.. Before that time, doses would be lower because of smaller amounts of material brought

to the surface, and doses would slowly decrease after then due to radioactive decay.

A person might drill a well to water intercepting a contaminated aquifer and drink con-

taminated well water and consume produce irrigated with it. This scenario was examined in

the case of 0.5-cm/yr average annual recharge and 5-cm/yr recharge as representative of a

wetter climate.
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For the 0.5-cm/yr recharge case, the maximum potential 70-year total-body radiation dose

to such an individual was calculated to be 400 rem and was projected to occur in the year

2500. For the 5-cm/yr recharge case, the potential maximum 70-year total.-body dose

(9 x 106 rem in the year 2500) was found to be far in excess of alethal dose. If the indi-

vidual only drank the water and did not consume garden produce irrigated with contaminated

well water, his .potential maximum annual total-body dose would be about 1,000 rem and his

potential 70-year accumulated total-body dose would amount to about 70,000 rem, occurring at

about the year 2500.

Chemicals reaching groundwater would also be available to an individual who drilled -a

well into the aquifer for his water supply. With the wetter climate and an average annual

recharge of 5 cm/yr, incremental concentrations in water from the 5-km well would be p ro-

jected to be NO3 6,000 mg/L, chromium 5.9 mg/L, cadmium 2 x 10 -4 mg/L, mercury 0.7 mg /L, and

fluoride 3.8 x 10 -2 mg/L. These concentrations are up to about 1,000 times the EPA drinking-

water standards.

5.5.4.4 Resettlement

This scenario assumes that at some future time the area adjacent , to the west bank of the

Columbia River in the northeastern part of the Site is resettled and wells are dug that reach

groundwater. That area was inhabited at the time the Hanford Site was established (towns of

-D, White Bluffs and Hanford). This scenario is restricted to the number of 2-ha small farms

that could be supplied by the volume of contaminated water available. On this basis, the

number of small farms was limited to 65. It was then assumed that 65 families composed of

four individuals each resettled the land and drew drinking and food-crop irrigation water

from wells. (In earlier times irrigation water was supplied to this area from the Hanford

ditch that took its water supply from the Columbia River upstream of the communities.)

An estimate of the integrated population dose to, and health effects among, occupants of

these small farms was made for both an average annual recharge of 0.5 cm/yr and 5 cm/yr. In

the case of no disposal action and in the absence of active institutional control under the

current climatic conditions, the consequences of resettlement are calculated to be 10 to

R	 100 health effects over the next 10,000 years. The wetter-climate scenario would indicate

fatal consequences for the entire exposed set (65 families of four individuals or about

300 total). These scenarios could be repeated several times over the 10,000-year period if

knowledge of the problem were lost and as the intermittent arrival of high concentrations of

radionuclides occurred.

5.5.4.5 Summary of Impacts in the Long Term forMo Disposal Action (Continued Storage)._

As long as active institutional controls exist on the Hanford Site, monitoring and sur-

veillance would detect movement of significant quantities of radionuclides or chemicals,

appropriate corrective action would be taken, and there . would be no expected long-term

impacts to the offsite population. Moreover, there . would be no intrusion into waste sites or

interception of aquifers, whether contaminated or not. Where institutional control is

assumed to be absent in the no disposal action case and with no protective barriers in place,

mechanisms could move wastes to groundwater and the Columbia River. ,Also, if institutional
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control were absent, nothing would prevent various forms of intrusion into waste sites or

groundwater. This analysis is conservative since even though no institutional controls are

assumed to exist ., the physical features of the waste sites and current land use records could

be expected to warn an intruder. No credithas:been taken, however, for such .passive con-

trols in this scenario.

Impacts on individuals varied from innocuous to fatal, depending upon the scenario

investigated. However, most intrusions would probably not lead to fatal consequences.

Although the offsite population would not be adversely affected by continued storage of waste

where active institutional control is present at Hanford, it is concluded that in the absence

of, such control, the potential exists for adverse impacts on offsite populations and on .those

coming onto the Site.

5.5.5 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources for the no disposal action

alternative . includes commitments of energy, materials and manpower. Selected resource com-

mitments are summarized in Table 5.38 (see Appendix L for details).

TABLE 5.35. Irreversible and Irretrievable Resource Commitments Necessary to Implement the
No Disposal Action Alternative

ZN

Quantity
First

Resource 100 yr

Energy

Diesel	 fuel, m3 110

Propane, m3 17,000

Gasoline, m3 1,700

Electricity, GWh 300

Coal, t 110,000

Materials

Concrete, m3 46,000

Steel, (a) t 26,000

Stainless Steel, (a) t 43

(a) Partial recovery (as much as 25%)
may be possible.
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5.5.6 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Unavoidable adverse impacts on workers and public are summarized in Table 5.39. The

radiological impacts associated with operational aspects of the disposal alternatives for

workers are well within applicable standards, and doses to the public are insignificant com-

pared to those from natural background.

5.6. PREFERRED. ALTERNATIVE

As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5, the preferred alternative selects disposal

elements from the reference disposal alternative for some waste classes and defers any -dis-

posal decision for the remaining classes of waste. Waste disposal procedures are described

in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5, and operational impacts associated with the preferred alterna-

tive are summarized in Section 5.6.2. Post-disposal: performance of the preferred alternative

in terms of public health and safety is discussed in Section 5.6.4.

TABLE 5.39. Collective Total-Body Radiation Doses from Implementing
the No Disposal Action Alternative

Exposure	 Collective
Classification	 Total-Body Dose(a)

Occupational	 1,900

Offsite Population (b)	1.6

Transportation	 NA(c)

(a) For first 100 years and each century
thereafter.

(b) For comparison, the "same population would
receive a dose from natural background of
4,000,000 man-rem over the same 100-year
time period.

(c) Not Applicable.

5.6.1 Waste Disposal Procedures

Representative procedures for disposing of the three waste classes for the preferred

alternative are described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3, and Appendix B in detail.

5.6.2 Summary of Operational Impacts Associated with .Preferred Alternative

Environmental impacts associated with implementing the preferred disposal alternative

are presented in this section. Discussions of the preferred alternative will center on the

wastes for which a disposal preference has been identified; existing and future double-shell

tank waste, retrievably stored and newly generated TRU solid waste, and . strontium and cesium

capsules.. For the wastes for which the disposal preference decision is being deferred,
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existing single-shell tank waste, TRU contaminated soil sites and pre-1970 TRU buried solid

waste, the potential impacts of the disposal alternatives. are bounded by the reference alter-

native and by the geologic disposal alternative.

The operational impacts evaluated for the preferred alternative include public and

worker radiation doses from normal operations, public and occupational doses resulting from

operational accidents, nonradiological emissions to the environment and resulting air-quality

impacts,. nonradiological accidents, ecological impacts, socioeconomic impacts, resource com-

mitments, and costs.

5.6.2.1 Radiological Consequences from Routine Operations

Radiation doses calculated to result from implementation of the preferred alternative

are summarized in Table 5.40. A total of 5,200 man-years of radiation work, including activ-

ities at the Transportable Grout Facility, Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant and Waste

Receiving and Processing facility, are estimated to be required for the disposal of the waste

classes considered in the preferred alternative. A total occupational total-body dose of

about 2,600 man-rem could result from these activities. About 90% of the occupational dose

<v y
	 total is incurred from disposing of existing double-shell and future tank waste; less than

10% results from the Transportable Grout Facility, Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant and

Waste Receiving and Processing facility (Appendices C, D, and E). Repository emplacement and

offsite transportation of geologically disposed of waste would add about 230 man-rem to the

collective dose. Disposal of the deferred waste classes could result in an additional 990 to

12.,000 man-rem depending upon whether these wastes are all disposed of in place or in a geo-

logic repository. Operational impacts associated with continued storage of these three waste

classes would . be a small fraction of the current total ongoing site-wide operations impact

.shown in Table 5.1.

Operations to dispose of most waste classes would .result in someminor atmospheric

releases of radionuclides from the waste sites andsurrounding potentially contaminated soil.

The total-body dose commitment in any one year to a maximally exposed offsite individual from

these releases was .calculated to be 6 x 10 -7 rem, and the individual lifetime dose is

2 x 10-5 rem. The collective annual and lifetime total-body dose to the population residing

within 80 km in any one year is calculated Lobe about 0.05 and 1 man-rem, respectively. The

major portion of the doses to both the individual and the population is from releases . during

recovery and processing of existing double-shell and future tank waste. The disposal method

selected for the deferred waste classes could result in an additional (5 to 10) x 10 -6 rem to

the lifetime total-body dose of an individual and 0.3 to 0.6 man-rem to the lifetime total-

body dose of the surrounding population. For comparison, the dose to the same population

(420,000) over the same period from naturally occurring sources would be about

2,500,000 man-rem.
I

Disposal of retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste requires offsite transport

of the waste to the WIPP repository. This operation contributes about 40 man-rem to the pop-

ulation dose, including the transportation work force. Transportation of the deferred waste

classes to an offsite repository could result in an additional 30 man-rem.
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TABLE 5.40. Estimated Radiation Total—Body Doses from Routine Operations for the Preferred Alternative

.Occupational Maximum Individual Population )Dose

Doses, man-rem Dose Commitments, rem	 _ Commitments,?"	 man -rem

Repository 1-yr 70-yr 1-yr 70-yr TransportatlIo
(offsite)lc^Waste Class Operations	 Emplacement Exposure Exposu re (b) Exposure Exposu re (b)

Existing Double-Shell Soo	 20 5.3 x 10-9 2.4 x 10
- 7

4 x 10-4 0.02 0.8

Tank Waste

Future Tank Waste 1,600	 26 5.7 x 10-7 5.1 x	 10- 6 0.05 0.4 2

Sr/Cs: Capsules 70	 78 6.3 x 10- 10 3.6 x 10-8 6 x 10 -5 2 x 10 -3 0.8

Retrievably Stored 160	 110 1 x 10-6 1 x 10- 4 0.09 9 40

and Newly Generated
v,	 TRU Waste

Subtotal 2,600	 230 2 x 10-6 	- 1 x 10 -4 0.1 9 40

Existing Single- 800-8,800	 0-850 (2.6-2.7)	 x	 10- 8 (4.5-9.5) z 30-6 2 x 10-3 0.3-0.6 0-30

Shell	 Tank Waste(d)

TRU-COataminated 40-750	 0-52 0-2 x 10 -6 0-2 x 30- 4 0-0.1 0-10 0-2

Soil is	 11

Pre-1970 Buriedd TRU 150-2,300	 0-180 0-4 x 10-4 0-5 x 10 4 0-30 0-30 0-6

Solid Waste `a)

Totals 3,600-14,000	 230-1,300 2 x 10-6 to 0.1-30 1-50 40-80

4 x	 10 74: '" (1-7)	 x	 10-4

(a)	 All dose commitment values have been rounded to one significant figure.
(b)	 '70-year Exposure" implies a lifetime accumulated dose from all operations.

(c)	 Transport of high-level wastes to alternative HLW repository up to 5,000 km from Hanford; 1"RU wastes to WIPP.

(d)	 The decision	 regarding preferred disposal of this waste has been deferred.	 Values given represent  range depending upon whether
waste is stabilized and disposed of in place or disposed of in geologic repository.
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5.6.2.2 Radiological Consequences from Postulated Accidents

As in the other alternatives,, implementation of the preferred alternative could result

in accidents releasing radioactive materials to the environment. Accidents were postulated

for disposal activities, and those accidents that resulted in the largest potential public

doses for each waste class to be disposed of in the preferred disposal alternative are summa-

rized in Table 5.41. The largest potential lifetime population total-body dose from these

postulated accidents amountsto 2,000 man-rem. This dose is small compared to the dose of

3,000,000 man-rem that the same population (420,000) residing within 80 km would receive from

natural background radiation over the same period. The largest 70-year dose commitment to

any member of the public is calculated to be about 0.9 rem (Appendix H).

Potential public doses resulting from postulated accidents for those waste classes whose

disposal decision has been deferred are bounded by those resulting from accidents postulated

for the geologic disposal and reference alternatives (Tables 5.4 and 5.23, respectively).

5.6.2.3 Nonradiological Consequences

Nonradiological consequences include generation of dust from waste .retrieval, site

preparation, site stabilization, and processing of mined material; combustion products from

operation of surface vehicles and equipment, and transportation of waste; and injuries and

fatalities associated with retrieval, stabilization, transportation, and disposal of the

waste. Each impact (except air quality) represents a total that would actually be spread

over a period of 20 to 30 years. Details are presented . in Appendices G, L, and T.

Nonradiological emissions (i.e., dust and combustion products) resulting from implemen-

tation of the preferred alternative, including the Transportable Grout Facility, Hanford 	 -

Waste Vitrification Plant and Waste Receiving and Processing facility, are summarized in

Table 5.42... The contributions from these three facilities are minimal (Appendices C, D, and

E). The emissions are .those generated on site during facility construction, retrieval, pack-

aging, and storage. Transportation emissions result from shipping existing double .-shell tank

waste, strontium and cesium capsules, and future tank waste to anonsite or offsite reposi-

tory and from shipping retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste to the WIPP reposi-

tory. All emissions would be within limits established by applicable standards. The reader

is referred to Appendix I for details about transportation.

Air-quality impacts are estimated in terms of maximum ground-level pollutant concentra-

tions at the Site boundary or at publicly accessible locations within the Hanford fenceline

and are summarized in Table 5.43. Nonradiological pollutant concentrations resulting from

transportation of TRU waste to WIPP would be extremely small and well below limits estab-

lished by applicable standards (Appendix I).

These estimated pollutant concentrations are based on historical meteorological data and

maximum expected releases of pollutants; they are a reasonable indication of possible future

conditions.
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-TABLE 5.41.1 Summary of Upper-Bound Accidents and Calculated Total-Body Radiation Doses for thePreferred.Alternative(a)

Maximum Individual	 Population Dose
Dose, rem	 Commitments man-rem 	 -

1-yr .	Dose	 1-yr	 Dose
Waste Class	 Description of Upper-Bound Accident	 Dose	 Commitment	 Dose	 Commitment

Existing Double-Shell (b) Pressurized spray during hydraulic.retrieval 0.05 0.9 100 2,000
-	 Tank Waste of residual	 .liquids from a double-shell tank - -

-	 -	 -- during waste processing operations... -

-	 Future Tank Waste Pressurized release of liquid waste due to .0.09 D.9 300 - .2,000-	 -	 -	 -
- failure of a diversion box valve during

hydraulic retrieval operations.

Sr/Cs Capsules 'Rupture of a: strontium capsule by improper 2 x 10-7 3x 10-6 6 x 10-4 0,01

-	 _	 N handling during retrieval	 operations.

_	 Retrievably. Stored and Pressurized release from waste drum rupture 2 x 10`3 0.06 4 100
-Newly Generated 4RU due to buildup of radiolytic -gases..
Waste

'	 Existing Tank Waste Explosion of ferrocyanide or other organic 0.2 3 400 7,000
precipitates during mechanical	 retrieval' or

--	 -. stabilizing operations (geologic disposal or -
- reference alternative) -

;- TRU-Contaminated Soil, Deflagration of contaminated material due to 5 x 10-7 2 x-10-5 1 x -10
-3

4 "x 10-2
-	 -	 Sites. process malfunction in slagging pyrolysis - -

'.	 - .incinerator (geologic disposal) 	 -

-	 .. Collapse of voids . in soil site during ,	 -. 2 x 10-8 9.	 x 10
- 7

5 x 10-5 " 2 x 10- 3	-	 -
subsidence-control operations (reference
alternative)

-Pre,-1970.TRU Solid 	 - ' Deflagration of contaminated material due to 5 x 10-6 1 x 10
-4 1 x 10-2 3 X 10-1

-	 _	 Waste process malfunction in slagging pyrolysis 	 `.
- incinerator (geologic disposal) 	 - -

Collapse of void space at waste site during 3 x,10-7 7 x 10-6 6 x 10'4 2 x 10`2

'	 - subsidence-control. operations (reference -	 - -
alternative)

(a) .See Appendix N for details.
(b) 	 Mishima et al.	 1986.



TABLE 5.42.	 Summary of Nonradiological Emission in the Preferred
aAlternative (over a 20-year period)

Pollutant	 Emissions, t

Particulates	 19,000 - 58,000

Sox	1,500 - 3,800

CO	 1,900 - 4,800

HC	 210 - 590

NOx	900 - 3,400

(a)	 Emissions are bounded by the
reference and geologic
alternatives.

• r.^l

TABLE 5.43.	 Comparison of Estimated Concentrations (a)

,

of Nonradiological
Pollutants in Air for the Pre	 red Alternative with
Ambient Air-Quality Standards)) //

Concentration	 /m3
Pollutant hr	 hr	 hr hr	 nual

CO 490-560 (40,000)	 --(c)	 150-170 (10,000) --	 --

NO
x

--	 --	 -- --	 1.2-1.3	 (100)

sox 310-390 (655)	 200-260(1,300)	 -- 13-16	 (260)	 1.0-1.3	 (52)

Parti
lates^^)

--	 --	 -- 2.5-6.9	 (120)	 1.6-0.3	 (40)

(a) Concentrations are bounded by the reference and geologic alternatives.
(b) Ambient air-quality standards are given in parentheses. See Appendix T.
(c) Dashes indicate that there is no applicable standard.
(d) Allowable concentration in excess of background.

The number of injuries, illnesses and fatalities determined to be associated with imple-

mentation of the preferred alternative, is presented in Table 5.44. No fatalities are esti-

mated to result from the construction or operation of the Transportable Grout Facility,

Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant, and Waste Receiving and Processing facility. The number

of injuries, illnesses and fatalities is based on accident statistics for similar activities

(Appendix G) and on an estimate of manpower requirements. The disposal-related manpower

requirements are the sum of manpower for repository activities as estimated for existing

double-shell tank waste, strontium and cesium capsules, and future tank waste (DOE 1980a) and
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TABLE 5.44. Summary of Estimated Nonradiological dnjufiIs, Illnesses, and Fatalitites
Associated with the Preferred Alternative a

Injuries and Illnesses ( b ) 	Fatalities
H W- nsite;	 W	 fsite;	 MW unsite.;	 HLW ffsite;

Process	 TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP	 TRU to WIPP

Waste Retrieval and Processing	 140 - 520	 140 -520	 0 - 2	 0 - 2

Repository Emplacement 	 72 - 380	 68 - 340	 0 - 2	 0 - 2

Transportation	 10 - 13	 10 - 21	 1	 1 - 2

Other Operations	 5	 0	 0	 0

Total	 230 - 910	 220 - 880	 1 - 5 	 6

(a) Impacts are bounded by the reference and geologic alternatives.
(b) Injuries and illnesses that result in lost work days.

as estimated for retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste (DOE 1980b). Repository

manpower values are prorated to that portion of the repositories that the Hanford defense

waste would occupy.

5.6.2.4 Ecological Watts

Ecological impacts from implementing the preferred alternative for all waste classes

would be small because much of the area under consideration has already been disturbed as a

result of radioactive waste management and other nuclear-energy-related activities. The con-

struction requirement with the greatest ecological impact is the need for 6 to 7 million

cubic maters of fill materials (soils, gravel and basalt). Selection of the borrow area site

for the barrier construction material will be conducted in accordance with the requirements

relating to protection of archaeological and native American religious sites. The soil

borrow area will be rehabilitated, following removal of materials, using state-of-the-art

revegetation practices. These include site-specific soil cultural practices (e.g., tilling

and inoculation) and seeding with native and other species of grasses.

5.6.2,5 Resource Commitments

Resource commitments for the preferred alternative include energy, materials and man-

power. Estimated requirements, including resource commitments for the Transportable Grout

Facility (TGF), Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP)and the Waste Receiving and Proc-

essing (WRAP) facility, are summarized in Table 5.45, Resources for the geologic repository

disposal elements of this alternative are estimated by combining resources related to predis-

posal activities with those related to repository activities. Resourcesused°for repository
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TABLE 5,45. Estimated Resource Requirements for Implementing the Preferred Alternative(a)

HLW Onsite; HLW Offsite;
Resources TRU to WIPP TRU to WIPP

Energy

Diesel	 fuel, m3 74,000 - 120,000 75,000 - 120,000

Propane, m3 14,000 - 97,000 14,000 - 97,000

Gasoline, m3 4,200 - 14,000 4,200 - 15,000

Electricity, GWh 3,800 - 5,000 3,800 - 5,100

Coal, t 46,000 - 520,000 46,000 - 530,000

Materials

Concrete, m3 65,000 - 300,000 65,000 - 300,000

Steel, t 14,000 - 80,000 14,000 - 80,000

Stainless	 steel, t 1,400 - 6,600 1,400 - 6,600

Lumber, m3 10,000 - 47,000 10,000 - 47,000

Manpower, man-yr 16,000 - 57,000 16,000 - 58,000

(a) Requirements are bounded by the reference and geologic
;t	 alternatives.

activities (estimated in DOE 1980a,b) are prorated to that portion of the repository required

for disposal of the particular waste class and type. These resources will be expended over a

period of 20 to 30 years.

5.6.2.6 Costs

A summary of the costs associated with the preferred alternative is shown in Table 5.46.

The existing and future double-shell tank waste, strontium/cesium capsules, and retrievably

stored and newly generated TRU waste will be treated as discussed in the reference disposal

alternative. The cost of implementing disposal of these wastes is approximately $3.0 billion

(in 1987 dollars). No specific costs for single-shell tank waste, TRU-contaminated soil

sites, and pre-1970 buried solid TRU waste may be delineated before a disposal decision is

reached for those waste classes. .However, the costs would be expected to range between

$940 million (in-place disposal) and $13.4 billion (geologic disposal). The volumes of

existing (double-shell) and future tank waste that go to geologic disposal are about the

same. The cost, however, of retrieving and processing existing double-shell tank waste is

higher per unit volume than that for future tank waste. As a result, the total cost for dis-

posing of existing tank waste is about twice as much as for future tank waste. The transpor-

tation costs are only about 1% of the total disposal costs for tank waste. Therefore, no

significant difference exists between onsite and offsite disposal costs of those wastes in
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TABLE 5,46. Cost Summary for Preferred Alternative for All Waste Classes(a)

Millions of $1987(b)
Tasks Proposed	 Delia ed Tasks

Waste Class	 To be Implemented	 In- lace a	 Geologic

Existing Tank Waste

SST	 --	 700	 11,300

DST ( c )	1,300	 --	 -

Future Tank Waste (d)	1,300	 --	 --

Strontium and Cesium	 210	 --	 --
Capsules

TRU-Contaminated Soil 	 -	 68	 470
Sites

Pre-1970 Buried TRU	 --	 170	 1,600
Solid Waste

Retrievably Stored and	 190	 —	 --
Newly Generated TRU Waste

3,000(e)	 940	 13;400(e)

(a) All costs are rounded to two significant figures.
(b) Costs were revised from the draft EIS to reflect increased repository fees.
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	 Since the above costs were calculated, additional costs for repository fees
have been proposed. These proposed costs further increase the preferred
alternative by 5 to 20%. Additional changes in estimated repository fees can
be expected in the future.

(c) Includes cost of Transportable Grout Facility and the Hanford Waste
Vitrification Plant.

(d) Includes cost of the Waste Receiving and Processing facility.
(e) HLW disposed of on site or 'off site and TRU waste sent to WIPP.

geologic repositories. For tank waste and capsules, the repository cost component is devel-

oped using present design and packaging concepts (Rockwell 1987). This repository' cost com-

ponent represents the incremental cost associated with emplacing existing double-shell tank

waste, capsules, and future tank waste in a commercial repository and assumes overpacking of

capsules.

5.6.3 Socioeconomic Impacts

Time and manpower needs for construction and operations to implement the disposal part

of the preferred alternative for each of the waste classes have been estimated from the data

previously presented for the geologic and reference alternatives.

5.6.3.1 Manpower Requirements

Detailed manpower profiles, developed for each alternative from data provided by

Rockwell (1985b) are presented in Appendix K. Manpower requirements for the preferred alter-

'.native (upper bound--geologic disposal) are relatively high compared with those for the

reference alternative (lower bound). Between the years 1990 and 2015, the average number of

workers required per year for the disposal part of the preferred alternative is estimated to
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be about 930. The peak work force requirement would be about 1,300 workers and would occur

in six to seven years after the beginning of implementation of the disposal..

The potential socioeconomic impact created by the size of the work force would be

bounded by the reference alternative and the geological disposal alternative.

5.6.3.2 Employment and Population Impacts

Historical and projected baseline employment and population growth is presented in

Appendix K (see also Section 5.2.3.2). Employment includes both the direct primary employees

working on the waste management activities and the indirect secondary workers in the commu-

nity who provide services. The total population forecasts- include both the workers and their

dependents. The average employment for the preferred alternative between the years 1990 and

2015 is about 1,800 workers per year. During the peak employment years about 2,800 workers

are expected.

5.6.3.3 Community Services

The potential socioeconomic impacts of the employment and population growth anticipated

'	 for the preferred alternative are not expected to exceed the community's capacity for

providing housing and community services that include transportation, health care, schools,

police and fire protection, water and sewer, and recreation facilities (see Section 5.2.3.3).

5.6.3.4 Housing

Housing demand under a high baseline condition . for the preferred alternative would not

exceed that for the geologic alternative .(see Section 5.2.3.4). Given that housing

construction is likely to pick up again as the local economy begins to recover, and that many

of the jobs will be taken by local workers who already live in the area, housing impacts

appear unlikely.

5.6.3.5 Local Transportation

The total amount of increased traffic to the Hanford Site expected with the preferred

alternative will be substantially lower than that associated with the Washington Public . Power

Supply System's peak construction period. Recent highway improvements in the . area have alle-

viated many of the past problems. Given the assumed moderate growth in baseline conditions.,

local transportation impacts are unlikely.

5.6.3.6 Education

No capital cost impacts are anticipated.

5.6.3.7 Utilities and Other Services

Given adequate lead time and notification regarding future development, the affected

utilities and other services probably can be adjusted adequately to changing conditions

resulting from waste management activities associated with the preferred alternative.

5.6.3.8 Fiscal Conditions

The proposed waste disposal activities probably would fiscally benefit the local commu-

nities. See also Appendix K.
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5.6.3.9 Social Conditions

Impacts on social conditions from implementing the preferred alternative are expected to

be positive. There. has been .strong public support for proceeding with disposal as in the

preferred alternative. For those wastes for which a disposal preference has been deferred,

public comment will again be sought before disposal decisions are made.

5.6.4 Assessment of Long-Term Impacts

The primary performance objective of waste disposal systems is to provide reasonable

assurance that radionuclides and inextricably intertwined chemicals in biologically signifi-

cant concentrations are isolated and thus provide for long-term protection of public health

and safety.

This section includes examination of impacts of waste disposal in the preferred alterna-

tive where 1) present conditions remain unchanged, 2) disposal systems are disrupted by pos-

tulated natural events, and 3) disposal systems are disrupted by intruders. Long-term

impacts of waste types for which a disposal decision has been deferred are bounded by the

=`h	 impacts resulting from the geologic and reference disposal alternatives as discussed in Sec-

tions 5.2.4 and 5.4.4, respectively, and will not be repeated here.

rya`"J

	

	 This analysis draws. upon the description of wastes and disposal alternatives in Chap-

ter 3 and upon analyses in Appendix R of radiological consequences developed for appraisal of

C performance of the alternatives. Appendix R, in turn, is based on a conceptual protective

barrier and marker system described in Appendices 8 and M, hydrologic modeling of the water

pathway in Appendix 0, description of modeling of source releases and inventories of radio-

nuclides in Appendix P, information on hydrologic transport of chemicals in Appendix U, and

 probabilistic analysis in Appendix S.

5.6.4.1 Long-Term Impacts Associated with the Alternative Where Present Conditions

Remain Unchanged

In the preferred alternative, existing and future double-shell tank wastes, retrievably

stored and newly generated TRU wastes, strontium and cesium capsules and pre-1970 buried sus-

„.,,	 pect TRU-contaminated solid waste from the 618-11 site would be disposed of in a geologic

repository(ies) according to the reference alternative; a decision on the disposal of the

remaining wastes would be deferred. The residuals from processing of tank wastes for dis-

posal in a repository would be grouted and disposed of in vaults on the Hanford site. A pro-

tective barrier and marker system would be installed over each of the near-surface waste

sites. Inventories of key radionuclides so disposed of are shown in Table 5.47. Long-term

impacts from these wastes would range from those of the geologic disposal alternative to

those of the reference alternative, depending on the ultimate disposal decision on all waste

classes. Those wastes placed in a geologic repository would be expected to remain isolated

from the biosphere and not be expected to produce any significant health effects over

10,000 years.
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TABLE 5.47. Estimated Inventories (a) of Key Radionuclides Disposed of
in the Preferred Alternative, Ci

In Geologic
Radionuclide Total Repository Decision Deferred Near Surface

14C 5,300 4 3,000 2,300

79Se 1,100 4 800 260
90Sr 120,000,000 79,000,000 42,000,000 1,100,000
99Tc 35,000 0 16,000 19,000
129I 58 0 24 34
137Cs 120,000,000 100,000,000	 - 11,000,000 13,000,000
151Sm 1,200,000 530,000 650,000 32,000
238U 560 19 520 20
239-240Pu 120,000 57,000 52,000 12,000
241Am 390,000 330,000 39,000 17,000

(a) Values have been rounded and therefore may not sum.

Impacts where conditions remain unchanged and barriers perform as designed were

estimated for the preferred alternative to range as follows (depending on ultimate decisions

for all waste classes, geologic disposal to reference alternative):

.,.,. 	 Current	 Wetter

	

Climate	 Climate

Integrated 10,000-year 	 6-10	 30-40
population dose, man-rem

Presumed health effects 	 0	 0

5.6.4.2 Long-Term Impacts Following Postulated Disruptive Events

All high-level and TRU wastes from existing double-shell tanks, future tank waste,

strontium and cesium capsules, and retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste will be

disposed of in a . geologic repository; thus, no long-term impacts following postulated disrup-

tive events are calculated for that portion of the preferred alternative. The low-activity

fraction of tank waste will be grouted and disposed of near surface.

An analysis was made of postulated natural and human-induced events that might disrupt

confinement of wastes for those waste types 'for which a disposal alternative has been

deferred and for the grouted residuals disposed of near surface. The following events were

identified as candidates for analysis as disruptive events: large aircraft crashing onto a.

waste site, return of glaciation, a change to a wetter climate, and partial failure of a

protective barrier. The most significant of these in terms of radiological impact was that

associated with a wetter climate and postulated barrier failures.
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For the preferred alternative, impacts were estimated to range as follows (depending on

ultimate decisions for disposal of all classes; geologic disposal to reference alternative):

Wetter Climate
With Barrier Failures

.Integrated 10,000-year 	 320-580
population dose, man-rem

Presumed health effects	 0-1

5.6.4.3. Long-Term Impacts from Intrusion

Doses resulting from these events are bounded by the doses resulting from those

described in the geologic and reference disposal alternatives (Sections 5.2.4.3 and 5.4.4.3,

respectively). The most significant of these events in terms of radiation dose was that

associated with the post-drilling scenario.

Impacts associated: with the post-drilling scenario were estimated for the preferred

alternative to range (depending on ultimate decisions for disposal of all waste classes) from

individual maximum annual total-body doses of 5 rem/yr :(single-shell . tank waste to geologic

repository) to .100 rem/yr (single-shell tank waste disposed of in place) where the intrusion

takes place 100 years after disposal. For intrusion 400 years after disposal, the maximum

annual total-body dose associated with the post-drilling scenario would range from 0.005 to

0.1 rem.

5.6.4.4 Resettlement

This is the same event discussed previously and is calculated to have impacts bounded by

those given in Section 5.2.4.4 for the geologic disposal alternative and Section 5.3.4.4 for

the in-place stabilization and reference alternatives.

Impacts in the resettlement scenario were estimated for the preferred alternative to

range as follows (depending on ultimate decisions for disposal of all waste classes, geologic

disposal to reference alternative):

Integrated 10,000-year
population dose, man-rem

Presumed health effects

Current Wetter
Climate Climate

2,000-4,000 1,000-2,000

0-4 0-2

5.6.5 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources for the preferred disposal

alternative includes commitments of energy, materials- and manpower. Selected resource com-

mitments are summarized in Table 5.48 (see Appendix L for details).
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TABLE 5.48. Irreversible and Irretrievable Resource Commitments Necessary

to Implement the Preferred Alternative (Reference -alternative to
geologic disposal alternative)

Resource

Energy

Diesel fuel, m3

Propane, m3

Gasoline, m3

Electricity, GWh

Coal, t

Materials

HLW Onsite;
TRUto WIPP

14,000 - 120,000

74,000 - 97,000

4,200 - 14,000

3,800 - 5,000

46,000 - 52,000

HLW Offsite;
TRU to WIPE

14,000 - 120,000

75,000 - 97,000

4,200 - 15,000

3,800 - 5,000

47,000 - 530,000

Concrete, m3 65,000 - 300,000 '65,000 - 300,000

Steel,t (a)	- 14,000 - 80,000 14,000 - 80,000

Stainless steel,	 t (a) 1,400 - 6,600 1,400 - 6,500

(a)	 Partial	 recovery	 (as much as 25%) may be possible.

Resource use for the preferred alternatives is generally bounded by the geologic dis-

posal and in-place stabilization and disposal alternatives.

5.6.6 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Unavoidable adverse impacts on workers and the public are summarized in Table 5.49. The

radiological impacts associated with operational aspects of the disposal alternatives for

workers are well within applicable standards, and doses to the public are insignificant com-

pared to those from natural background.

5.6.7 Relationship to Land-Use Plans, Policies and Controls

The federal government preempted the Hanford Site in 1943 for activates in support of

World War II and continued these activities for national defense during the "cold war" of the

1950s and thereafter. The Hanford Site remains dedicated to continued use for nuclear mate-

rials production, research and development and related activities. The disposal of the waste

associated with these activities is inherent within, and a logical continuation of, the

original preemption.

Implementation of the disposal portion of the preferred alternative will not conflict

with any approved national, state, or local land-use policies as they currently exist.

Implementation would not significantly alter the area already committed by previous waste

processing and storage activities. In the case of an onsite repository, waste disposal use

is consistent with current waste disposal policy, nuclear energy, defense and research and

development activities of the Hanford Site. 	 -
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TABLE 5.49. Collective Total-Body Radiation Doses frpm
Implementing the Preferred Alternativelal

Exposure	
Collective Dose, man-rem	 -

Classification	 Repository Disposal (b)	Disposal Decision Deferred(c)

Occupational	 3,000	 1,000	 10,000

Repository Emplacement	 200	 0 - 1,000

Offsite Population (d)	0.9	 0.3 - 40

Transportation

TRU to WIPP;

HLW Onsite	 40	 0 - 8

HLW Offsite	 40	 0 - 40

(a) All collective dose numbers have been .rounded to one significant figure.
(b) Existing high-level fraction double-shell tank waste, high-level fraction

future tank waste and capsules disposed of in a geologic repository.. Low-
activity fraction disposed of near surface in grout vaults.
Retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste disposed of in WIPP
repository.

(c) Range depending on reference or geologic disposal of deferred wastes.
(d) For comparison, the same population would receive a dose from natural back-

ground of 2,500,000 man-rem.

Establishment of a National Environmental Research Park (NERP) at the Hanford Site has

made available certain areas on the Site for arid lands ecological research consistent with

DOE's nuclear energy and research and development activities. The operating and waste man-

agement areas on the Site are specifically excluded from the NERP areas, and all land on the

Site remains available for nuclear-related activities.

No known archaeological sites on the Hanford Site would be affected by implementation of

the disposal portion of the preferred alternative.

With regard to disposal of defense TRU waste at the WIPP site, the EIS for that site

(DOE 1980b) presented a comparable discussion of the relationship of the proposed action to

land-use plans, policies, and controls. It was concluded in the EIS that "... the activities

of the WIPP project will comply with all applicable Federal, State, and local requirements

for protecting the environment."

5.6.8 Relationship Between Near-Term Use of the Environment and Enhancement of

Long-Term Productivity

The Hanford Site has a low biological productivity (see Chaper 4). The land occupied

under any of the alternatives . would occupy less than 0.5% of the total Site (about 20 ha) , and

would not significantly affect the biological productivity of the rest of the Site. Noagri-

culture is practiced on the Site because of its exclusionary status and availability, of .other

land better suited for growing crops and grazing livestock. Future plans for the Site call

for its continued use as an area dedicated primarily to energy and defense activities.
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6.0 APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

This chapter lists currently identified federal and state permits, licenses, and other

entitlements that would be required before waste disposal actions would be implemented at the

Hanford Site. In addition, other major regulations that might govern implementation

activities, depending on the strategy chosen and standards of performance for disposal

systems, are briefly described. Waste disposal actions could occur over a period of many

years, and thus various regulations and permitting requirements would also be addressed

before each specific activity was undertaken.

The DOE exercises its responsibilities for protection of public health and safety . and

the environment through a series of Departmental Orders, incumbent on contractors operating

DOE-owned facilities. On the basis of statutory obligations such as compliance with the

National Environmental Policy Act, certain EPA standards, etc., DOE has established a general

environmental protection policy. The "Environmental Policy Statement . ," DOE N 5400.1, issued

by Secretary Herrington on January 8, 1986, and extended on January 7, 1987, describes the

Department's commitment to national environmental protection goals by conducting operations

"in an environmentally safe and sound manner... in compliance with the letter and spirit of

applicable environmental statutes, regulations, and standards." This Environmental Policy

Statement also contains a Departmental commitment to "good environmental management in all of

its programs and at all of its facilities in order to correct existing environmental prob-

lems, to minimize risks to the environment or public health, and to anticipate and address

potential environmental problems before they pose a threat to the quality of the environment_

or public welfare." Further, "it is DOE's policy that efforts to meet environmental obliga-

tions be carried out consistently across all operations and .among all field organizations and

programs."

6,1 RADIATION PROTECTION

In 1960, the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) issued basic radiation protection guidance

for use by all federal agencies. This guidance was based on the recommendations of the U.S.

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and in accord with guide-

lines from the International Commission for Radiological Protection (ICRP), Federal stan-

dards for radiation protection are in the process of being changed from standards . based on

limiting radiation exposures to various parts (critical organs) of the body to a system based

on an equivalent total risk of health effects. This system accounts for both the combined

risk from simultaneous irradiation of various parts of the body and the continued irradiation

from radionuclides persisting in the body on the basis of updated recommendations from the

NCRP and ICRP.

6.1.1 Radiation Dose Limits

Chapter XI of DOE Order 5480.1A established radiation protection standards and require-

ments for DOE and DOE contractor operations, and provided additional guidance on maintaining

exposures to radiation at levels as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). Although the Order
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Bone

Forearms(d)

Hands (d) and feet

has been reissued as DOE Order 5480.16, the original provisions remain in effect until.

superseded by other new Orders or by interim requirements provided by Memorandum from DOE

Headquarters to Field Offices. Table 6.1, standards for occupational exposures, is taken

from Chapter XI of Order 5480.1A.

TABLE 6.1. Radiation Protection Standards for Occupationally Related External
and Internal Exposure (Information from DOE Order 5480.1A)

Dose Equivalent( qo@e or
Type of Exposure	 Exposure Period	 Dose Commitment.), lla! rem

Whole bodyBead and trunk, gonads, lens of
the eye, (b red bone marrow, active blood-
forming organs

Year	 5(c)
Calendar quarter	 3.

15
5

30
10

30
10

75
25

Unlimited areas of the skin
forearms). Other organs,
systems (except bone).

(except hands and
tissues, and organ

Year
Calendar quarter

Year
Calendar quarter

Year
Calendar quarter.

Year
Calendar quarter

(a) To meet the above dose commitment standards, operations must be conducted in sucha man-
ner that it would be unlikely for an individual to assimilate in a critical organ, by
inhalation, ingestion, or absorption, aquantity of a radionuclide or mixture of radio-
nuclides that would commit the individual to an organ dose exceeding the limits speci-
fied in this table.

(b) A beta exposure below a maximum energy of 700keV will not penetrate the lens of the
eye; therefore, the applicable limit for these energies would be that for the skin
(15 rem/yr).

(c) In special cases, with the approval of the Director., DOE Division of Operational and
Environmental Safety (currently the Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and
Health), a worker may exceed 5rem/yr, provided his orher -average exposure per year
since age 18 will not exceed 5 rem/yr. This-does not apply to emergency situations.

(d) All .reasonable effort shall be made to keep exposures of forearms and hands to the gen-
eral limit for the skin.

By Memorandum to Field Offices (Vaughan 1985; Sheppard 1985), the basic radiation stan-

dards of Chapter XI for protection of the public were replaced by those shown in Table 6.2,

effective July 1, 1985. New radiation protection guidance to federal agencies was approved

January 20, 1987, by President Reagan and published in the Federal Register (52 FR 2822). At

the time facilities are constructed, draft DOE Order 5480.11 (to supercede Chapter XI, DOE

Order 5480.18) implementing the new federal guidance should be promulgated.
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TABLE 6.2. Radiation Standards for Protection of the
Public in the Vicinity of DOE Facilities

The effective dose equivalent for any member of the public from
all routine DOE operations a ll (natural background and medical
exposures excluded) shall not exceed the values given below:

Effective Dose Equivalent(b)

mrem/yr	 (mSv/yr)

Occasional exposure (c)	500	 (5)

Prolonged period ofexposure (c)	100	 (1)

No individual organ shall receive an annual dose equivalent in
excess of 5000 mrem/yr (50 mSv/yr).

(a) Routine DOE operations means normal planned operations and
does not include actual or potential accidental or unplanned
releases.

(b) Effective dose equivalent shall be expressed in rem (or mrem)
with the corresponding value in sievert (or mSv) in paren-
theses. As used in this standard, effective dose equivalent
includes both the effective dose equivalent from external
radiation and the committed effective dose equivalent from
ingestion and inhalation during the calendar year:

(c) For the purpose of these standards, a prolonged exposure
shall be one that lasts, or is predicted to last, longer than
5 years.

6.1.2 Concentration Guides

Using standard assumptions for air and water consumption, and radiation doses equivalent

to the prescribed annual dose limits, concentration guides for radionuclides can be derived.

In Chapter XI of DOE Order 5480.IA, such Concentration Guides (CG) were included for both

workers and members of the public, paralleling those provided by the NRC for its licensees.

Derived Concentration Guides (DCG) for protection of members of the public were provided

a	 to DOE Field Offices for interim use, based on the new public dose limits shown in Table 6.2.

Although such concentration guides are frequently useful in simplifying procedures for con-

trolling or evaluating releases of radioactive materials, the basic standards continue to be

the annual dose equivalents or effective dose equivalents.

6.2 WATER QUALITY

6.2.1 Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC 1251 et seq.)

This Act requires all branches of the federal government involved in activity that may

result in a point source discharge or rundff of pollutants to waters of the United States,

excluding source, special nuclear or byproduct materials regulated under the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, to comply with applicable federal, state, interstate, and local requirements,

including obtaining permits if required. The objective of the Act is to restore and maintain
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the integrity of the nation's water. (See the final interpretive rule for byproduct

materials, Section 6.6.) The EPA (Region X) is the permitting and enforcement agency for

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits issued to federal facilities

within Washington State.

For the actionsaddressed by this EIS, no liquid point source discharge will be made to

navigable waters, and no new NPDES permits are expected to be required.

6.2.2 Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) (42 USC 300f et. seg.), as Amended by SDWA Amendments

of 1986 (Public Law 99-339).

The purpose of the SDWA is to set primary drinking water standards for owners/operators

of public water systems and to prevent underground injection that can contaminate drinking

water sources.

National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, 40 CFR 141. These regulations apply to

maximum contamination levels in public water systems. The regulations set maximum

contaminant levels for radionuclides that may be contained in the water supplied to ultimate

users by community water systems.. The first such community water system downstream from the

Hanford Site is the municipal water plant for Richland, Washington, that draws water from the

Columbia River and therefore could. be affected by radionuclides originating on the Hanford
'*mod

Site; there are no community water systems on the Hanford Site.
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Excerpts from 40 CFR 141 that are applicable to public water systems are as follows:

9141.11	 Maximum contaminant levels for [40 FR 59570, Dec. 24, 1915, as amended at
inorganic chemicals 45 FR 57342. Aug. 27. 1980: 47 FR 10998,

Mar. 12, 1982: 51 FR 11410; Apr. 2, 1986)
(a) The MCL for nitrate is applicable

to both community water systems and 9141.16. Maximum contaminant levels for
non-community water systems except beta particle and photon radioactivity
as provided by in paragraph (d) of this from man-made radionuclides in com-
section. The levels for the other mor- munity water systems.
panic chemicals apply only to commu- (a) The average annual concentra.
Pity water systems. Compliance with tion of beta particle and photon radio-
MCLs for inorganic chemicals is ealcu- activity from man-made radionuclides
lated pursuant to 9 141.23. in drinking water shall not produce an

(b) The following are the maximum annual dose equivalent to the total
contaminant	 levels	 for	 inorganic body or any internal organ greater
chemicals other than fluoride:

.
than 4 MuRrem/year.

(b) Except for the	 radionuclides
Level, listed in Table A, the [concentration of

c;onpainem	 milligram,
war Iner man-made radionuclides	 causing	 4

mrem total body or organ dose equiva-
Ataervc	 -. ..... 	 0.05 lents shall be calculated on the basis..................-..... ........._...................
ae..._ ...................... ............._..._.........__....... I of a 2 liter Per day drinking water
c,amum ..............._......-............._.. ..........-..._.	 a0.010

.cnromlan ...................................................... ..... 	 0.05 intake using the 168 hour data listed
ieao ..................._ ......... _._.........._........................... 	 0.05 in 'Maximum Permissible Body Bur-
Merwy .__- .............__................_........................... 	 on03 dens and Maximum Permissible Con-c

_...SO- 

:....................._.................__......... 	
assank(n._M..._...................._..........._......._... centr4tion of Radionuclides in Air or

a>wer ....................................................................... 	 0.05 Water for Occupational Exposure,,,
NBS Handbook 69 as amended August
1963, U.S. Department of Commerce.

(c)	 The	 Maximum	 Contaminant	
- If two or more radionuclides areLevel for fluoride is 4.0 mg/L See 40 Present, the sum of their annual doseCFR 143.3; which establishes a Sec equivalent to the total body or to anyondary Maximum Contaminant Level organ shall not exceed 4 millirem/

at 2.0	 mg/l. year,
(d) At the discretion of the State, ni-

trate levels not to exceed 20 mg/1 may TABLE A—AVERAGE ANNUAL CONCENTRATIONS
be allowed in a non-f-otmnunity water ASSUMED TO PRODUCE A TOTAL BODY OR
system if the supplier of water demon- ORGAN DOSE OF 4 MREM/YR
strates to the satisfaction of the State
that:

(1) Such water will not be available RaSiarAtcpae	 o,um woes	 9q oar
Rx

to children under 6 months of age; and
(2) There will be Continuous posting T	 ...........................-..	 ToMI Coal.........._........._..	 zo.asa

of the fact that nitrate levels exceed
10 mg/1 and the potential health ef-
fects of exposure; and ill PR 28404, July 9, 19761

(3) Local and State public health au-
thorities will be notified annually of
nitrate levels that exceed 10 mg/1; and

(4) No adverse health effects shall
result.

The foregoing contaminant limits are substantially the same as those of the Washington State

Board of Health regarding public water systems, WAC. 248-54-175.

Underground Injection Control (UIC), 40. CFR 144,146. Under the SDWA, any planned dis-

posal of fluids by well injection, with the potential to contaminate groundwater that is an

actual or potential source of drinking water, requires a specific rule by EPA or a UIC

permit. Disposal of waste in a geologic repository may require a UIC . permit. (a) No waste

disposal by well injection is planned as part of the activities described in this EIS.(a)

6.3 AIR QUALITY

Clean Air Act (42 USC 7401 et seq., as amended). This wide-ranging Act is intended to

protect the public health and welfare, not only by establishing national ambient air-quality

(a) See discussion of 40 CFR 191 infra. The U.S. Court of Appeals recently (Natural
Resources Defense Council. eta . vs. EPA) . (Civil Action 85-1915) indicated that disposal
of high-level waste in a geologic repository may constitute well injection under the
Safe Drinking Water Act.
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standards, but also by abating existing air pollution and by preventing further deterioration

of air quality. Primary implementation and enforcement is by state and local authorities.

Each federal agency such as the DOE, with jurisdiction over any property or facility that may

discharge air pollutants, must comply with applicable federal, state, interstate and local

requirements to control and abate air pollution.

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants; Standards for Radionuclides

(40 CFR 61): National Emission Standard for Radionuclide Emissions From Department of Energy

(DOE) Facilities (Subpart H). This Subpart specifically addresses DOE activities and, along

with emission standards, requires that the Department notify and obtain needed approvals

before construction of a new source of radionuclide emissions. The Department must also pro-

vide notice of intended and actual startup dates for such facilities. The Department intends

to provide the required notices and obtain the necessary approvals for any new facilitie s .

addressed by this EIS, such as the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant. The salient emission

standards are set forth in 40 CFR 61.92, shown here. Emissions from DOE's current Hanford

Site activities are well below the levels that would cause the standards of paragraph 61.92

to be exceeded.

` Excerpts for 40 CFR 61 regarding emission standards for hazardous air pollutants are as

follows:

(al§ 61.82	 Emission standard. §61.97 .Alternative emission standards.
Emissions of radionuclides to air If a facility may exceed the values

from DOE facilities sha ll not exceed established in § 61.92, DOE may apply
those	 amounts that	 cause a dose to EPA for an alternative emission
equivalent of 25 mrem/y to the whole standard.	 The	 Administrator	 will

=- body or 75 mrem /y to the critical review suchapplications and w
il
l es.

" organ of any member of the public. tablish	 an	 appropriate	 alternative
Doses due to radon-220, radon-222, and emission standard that wi

ll
 ensure

`
their respective decay products are ex- that no member of the public being
cluded from these limits. exposed to emissions from the facility

will receive a continuous exposure of 
§ 61.93	 ing and compli-Emission mon or than 100 mrem /y effective dose equiv-

ance procedures. alert and anoncontinuous exposure of
To determine compliance with the more than 500 mrem/y effective dose

standard, radionuclide emissions shall equivalent from all sources, excluding
be determined and dose equivalents to natural background 

and medicalpro-
- members of the public shall be calcu- cedures. The application shall include

lated using EPA approved sampling the following:
procedures, EPA models AIRDOS- -	 (a) An assessment of the additional

°, b EPA and RADRISK, or other proce. effective dose equivalents to the indi-
vs dotes, including those based on encl . vidual receiving maximum exposure

ronmental measurements, that EPA from the facility due to all other
has determined to be suitable. Comph. sources	 -
ance with this standard wi ll be deter- (b)	 The information	 required	 in
mined by calculating the dose to mem- § 61.94.
ben of the public at the point of maxi. (c)	 The	 effective	 dose	 equivalent
mu	 annual air concentration in anm sha ll be calculated using the fo llowing
unrestricted area where any member	 - weighting factors:.
of the public resides or abides.

List of approved methods: [Reserved] pg,s	 Wdgpgng c^r

taoc1cdl	 [aescl.dl

Requests	 for	 alternative	 emission
standards shall be sent to the Assist.
ant Administrator for Air and Radi-
ation (ANR-443), U.S. Environmental
Protection	 Agency,	 401 M	 Street,

Washington, D.C. 20460.

(a) It may be noted that the alternative emission standards of paragraph 61.97 are the same

as the DOE's own standards shown in Table 6.2.
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Washington State Department of Ecology:. Ambient Standards for Emission of Radionuclides

(WAC 173-480). The standards provide that emissions of radionuclides to the air shall not

cause a dose equivalent of more than 25 mrem/yr to the whole body or 75 mrem/yr to a critical

organ of any member of the public, the same criteria as those in 40 CFR 61.92. Provisions

for the permitting, monitoring, control, and reporting of such emissions are contained in the

regulation of the Department of Social and Health Services, WAG 402-80-010, et. seq. The DOE

will comply with applicable requirements of these regulations.

Air. Pollution Control Authority Regulations (regional). Authority for establishing air

quality standards and regulation of air emissions in southeastern . Washington rests with the

Environmental Protection Agency and with the Washington State Department of Ecology, which in

turn has designated the Benton-Franklin-Walla Walla Air Pollution Control Authority as the

cognizant level of air pollution control authority. The DOE will comply with General Regula-

tion 80-7 of the Authority and will provide Notification of Construction of New Facilities in

accordance with requirements of Regulation 80-7. While it is not expected that any emissions

will exceed the thresholds requiring Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permits,

DOE will evaluate activities associated with implementation of the selected disposal alterna-

tive and will apply for and obtain any necessary.PSD permits.

-^ Regional air ̀quality standards applicable to Hanford emissions are listed below:

1. Sulfur dioxide: 1-hr average:	 0.4 ppm (not more than once a year)
1-hr twice per week:	 0.25 ppm
24-hr average:	 0.1 ppm
Annual average:	 0.02 ppm

Reference: WAG 18-56

2. Nitrogen dioxide: Annual arithmetic mean 100 µg/m3.

Reference: 40 CFR50

3. Suspended particulates: Annual mean concentration shall not exceed 60 pg/m 3 . Ii
the annual mean background concentration exceeds 20 pg/m 3 due to rural fugitive
dust, the standard becomes 40 jig /R1 3 plus the background concentration. Maximum

.<,	 24-hr concentrations of 150 pg/m of air are not to be exceeded more than once 
year. If the background concentration exceeds 30 pg/m3 due to rural fugitive
dust, the standard becomes 120 [1g/m3 plus the background concentration..

Reference: WAG 18-40

4. Carbon monoxide: Average concentrations over 8 hr shall not exceed 10 mg/m 3 more
than once per year. Further, a concentration of 40 mg/m3 averaging over a 1-hr
period shall not be exceeded more than once per year.

Reference: WAG 173-475

5. Ozone: 0.12 ppm (235 pg/m3 ) where the expected number of days with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1.

Reference: WAG 173-475
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6.4 NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT (Public Law 94-425)

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) addresses disposal of high-level waste and spent

fuel in geologic repositories.. However, the NWPA does not require that all materials

regarded as high-level waste be disposed of in a geologic repository. The NWPA directs DOE

to continue and accelerate a program of research, development and investigation of

alternative means and technologies for the permanent disposal of high-level waste (NWPA

Section 2.22). Moreover, 40 CFR 191.17 provides that EPA may, by rule, substitute for any of

the provisions of Subpart B alternative . provisions after appropriate rulemaking. This

alternative rulemaking provision used as an example the disposal of some defense wastes by

stabilizing them in their current storage tanks. The NRC is also considering (52 FR 5992,

February 27) redefinition of high-level waste. All of these regulatory standards will be

considered, according to the preferred alternative, after completion of further development

and evaluation efforts.

-	 6.5 EPA STANDARDS FOR MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF NIGH-LEVEL AND TRU WASTES(a)

.;,,.

	

	 Environmental Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-

Level and Transuranic Radioactive Waste (40 CFR 191, 50 FR 38066, September 19, 1985 and

50 FR 40003, October 1, 1985).

40 CFR 191 Subpart A provides that management and storage of spent nuclear fuel or high•

level or transuranic radioactive wastes at all facilities for the disposal of such fuel or

waste that are operated by the Department of Energy, and that are not regulated by the

^..'

	

	 Nuclear Regulatory Commission or Agreement States, shal l . be conducted in such amanner as to

provide reasonable assurance that the combined annual dose equivalent to any member of the

public in the general environment resulting from discharges of radioactive material and
.m	

direct radiation from such management and storage shall not exceed 25 millirems to the whole

.,a	 body and 75 millirems to any critical organ.

The .preamble to 40 CFR 191 explains that this provision applies to DOE waste disposal

facilities covered by this rule but not regulated by . NRC, such as the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant (WIPP).

The preamble further indicates that, for other DOE waste management and storage opera-

tions (such as the DOE Hanford Site) with a large number of facilities and with many other

potential sources of radionuclide emissions, EPA intended that continued regulation under the

broader scope of 40 CFR 61 rather . than 40 CFR 191 Subpart A is to apply. As noted in the

earlier discussion of the Clean Air Act, Hanford Site activities currently are well below the

limits set by 40 CFR 61 and are expected to remain so under any of the alternatives evaluated

in this EIS.

(a) The U.S. Court of Appeals (National Resource Defense Council et al. vs EPA) (Civil
Action 85-1915) . vacated and remanded Subpart B of 40 CFR 191 back to EPA for further
consideration. Analysis and discussion of 40 CFR 191 requirements are based on the
vacated regulation as promulgated September 19, 1985.
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40 CFR 191 Subpart B establishes standards for disposal of existing and future tank

waste, encapsulated strontium and cesium, and retrievably stored and newly generated trans-

uranic (TRU) waste to the extent that these wastes are classified as high-level or TRU waste.

The standard does not apply to TRU-contaminated soil sites or pre-1970 buried TRU solid

wastes because those wastes had been - disposed of before the standard became effective. The

hazardous-chemical component of the tank and TRU wastes will also be managed in accordance

with RCRA and CERCLA regulations as applicable (see Sections 6.6 and 6.7).

in Appendix S of this EIS, a preliminary analysis is made of the disposal alternatives

and the no disposal action alternative with respect to Subpart B of the standard. Since no

confirmed statistical basis is available for such key parameters as retardation coefficients,

barrier performance, and average annual recharge rate, it is necessary to assume such values

in order to perform the probabilistic analysis called for in 40 CFR 191.

The analysis performed in Appendix S assumes that all of the waste classes included in

this EIS . are subject to the release provisions of the standard. While such will not be the

case because only future disposal of high-level, spent fuel and TRU waste are subject to the

standard, this conservative approach permits comparison of the impacts of near-surface dis-

posal activities of each of the alternatives. Until experimental data are available, such

calculations as shown in Appendix S are useful for illustration of the relative features of

each alternative. They are notintended, -however, to be used to demonstrate compliance, or

lack thereof, with the standard. Any disposal systems for materials regulated under Subpart

B will not be finally selected and utilized unless and until the requirements of Subpart B,

or such alternative requirements as EPA may establish under 40 CFR 191.17, are met.

The assurance requirements of 40 CFR 191.14 have the following implications for the

.	 disposal alternatives:

-

	

	 Except for in-place stabilization and disposal of retrievably stored and newly generated

TRU wastes, and possibly single-shell tank waste in the in-place stabilization and disposal

alternative and the reference alternatives, [with respect to 191.14 (d)] and double-shell

-	 tank waste in grout [with respect to 191.14 (f)], it appears that all of the assurance

requirements would be met for all of the waste classes and all of the disposalalterna-

tives. Additional engineered barriers might be needed for single-shell tank waste and

retrievably stored and newly generated TRU waste to satisfy the assurance requirements if

those wastes were to be disposed of according to the in-place stabilization and disposal

alternative.

191.14 (a) Active institutional controls over disposal sites should be maintained as

long as practicable after disposal.

Federal ownership and presence, and thus active institutional controls, on the Hanford

Site are planned in perpetuity. The active institutional controls for the WIPP are similar

and are described in DOE 1980. For a repository, at Hanford or elsewhere, descriptionof

institutional controls will be included in the license. application. Planned presence of

active institutional controls is invariant with alternatives analyzed in this EIS, and is as

prescribed in 191.14 (a), thus satisfying this assurance requirement. Moreover, the
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nonrelianceon active institutional controls called for in 191.14 . (a) was treated uniformly

in analysis of potential environmental impacts of each of the alternatives.

191.14 b) Disposal systems shall be monitored after disposal to detect substantial and

detrimental deviations from expected performance.

Ongoing environmental monitoring at the Hanford Site (Jaquish and Mitchell 1987) is also

planned in perpetuity. Additional wells will be drilled at the grout disposal site and

monitored following disposal. Monitoring for the WIPP is described in Appendix J of the

final EIS for WIPP (DOE 1980). Monitoring at a geologic repository, at Hanford or elsewhere,

would be conducted in accordance with the Performance Confirmation Program (10 CFR 60

Subpart F). Monitoring is either ongoing or planned in each of the alternatives, as a

consequence, this assurance requirement would be satisfied.

191.14 (c) Disposal sites.shall be designated by the most permanent markers, records,

and other passive institutional controls.

The planned protective barrier and marker system for the 200 Areas is described in

Appendix B. Passive controls at WIPP are described in Section 5.11.14 of the EIS for that .
u	

facility (DOE 1980), and passive controls required for a commercial geologic :repository are

described in 10 CFR 60.51, "License Amendment of Permanent Closure." Provision has been made

to satisfy this .assurance requirement. Since the same system of passive controls, such as

monuments, records, etc., would be employed regardless of disposal alternative selected for -

,.,.,	 use on the Hanford Site, no distinction between alternatives on abasis. of this assurance

requirement is seen.

191.14 (d) Disposal systemsshall use different types of barriers, both engineered and

natural, to isolate the wastes from the accessible environment.

At geologic repositories, including the WIPP, the barriers are the waste form and its

containers and overpacks, the geologic medium, and the geologic and hydrologic system in

which the repositories are embedded. Thus, this assurance requirement would be met for all

waste disposed of in geologic repositories.

''aaI?

	

	 Under the in-place stabilization and disposal alternative, the first barrier for tank

wastes is the waste form (solidified from a liquid waste form that has been found to leak

from some of the single-shell tanks). That waste form is covered with gravel or other

substance to fill the tank and reduce the chance for subsidence. The second barrier is the

steel shell(s), or primary container (tank). The steel shell(s) are further surrounded by a

concrete shell. The tank structures are several meters below grade, some 60 m above

groundwater, in relatively dry soils in an and environment, and whole tank farms would be

covered by an engineered protective barrier. While both natural and .engineered barriers.

would be provided for tank wastes disposed of in the in-place stabilization and disposal

alternative, the EPA has reserved judgment as to whether or not the protective barrier would

be considered sufficient to meet the requirement of 40 CFR 191.14 (d) with respect to dis-

posal in the in-place stabilization and disposal or reference alternatives.
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If double-shell tank waste were processed into a grout and disposed of in vaults rather

than reintroduced into double-shell tanks, so-called RCRA vaults for the grout would replace

the double steel and concrete tanks as engineered barriers.

Strontium and cesium waste is doubly encapsulated and placed in handling containers that

are placed within steel and concrete drywell structures below grade and covered by the pro-

tective barrier. Thus, both natural and engineered barriers are employed under the in-place

stabilization and disposal alternative for encapsulated wastes.

Pre-1970 TRU-contaminated soil sites and pre-1970 buried suspect TRU-contaminated solid

wastes were previously disposed of and are excluded from provisions of 40 CFR 191.

Post-1970 TRU waste was put in barrels and the barrels placed on asphalt pads for 20-

year retrievable storage. As part of in-place stabilization and disposal, these wastes would

be left in place or removed and buried if presently stored in buildings. The sites would be

covered with the protective barrier. Since the engineered barriers associated with this

waste class consist of only the container barrel and the protective barrier, this waste class

might not meet this assurance requirement calling for multiple engineered barriers under the

in-place stabilization and disposal alternative.

191.14 e) Places where there has been mining for resources or where there is a

reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or reasonably accessible resources or where

there is a significant concentration of any material that is not widely available from other

sources shall not be used for disposal of wastes.

Although the presence of mineral or hydrocarbon resources cannot be ruled out, explora-

tion to date has not produced evidence of unique and significant concentrations of any valu-

able mineral resource (DOE 1986) at the Hanford Site. Exploratory wells have been drilled in

search of natural gas and oil in the vicinity of Hanford, however none of these were deemed

to have commercial value by the exploring oil companies. The speculation that oil might

exist in sediments beneath the area's basalt layers, which are thousands of feet thick, does

not constitute reasonable expectation of scarce or reasonably accessible resources. With the

exception of small gold placers along the Columbia River, there are no valuable metallic

mineral resources known or believed likely on the Hanford Site. In the absence of reasonable

expectation of unique and valuable resources, the Hanford Site would appear to .meet this

assurance requirement for any of the alternatives.

Mining considerations for the WIPP are discussed in the final EIS for that facility (DOE

1980).

191.14 f Disposal systems shall be selected so that removal of most of the wastes is

not precluded for a reasonable period of time after disposal.

For materials disposed of in geologic repositories, retrievability is required by

10 CFR 60.111 (b) and thus the assurance requirement would be met. Except for double-shell

tank waste, all wastes disposed of near surface in the in-place stabilization and disposal

alternative would be retrievable, albeit with some difficulty and cost, thus meeting the

assurance requirement. Double-shell tank waste, under the in-place stabilization and
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(b) Disposal systems shall be moni-
tored after disposal to detect substan-
tial and detrimental deviations from
expected Performance .. This monitor-
ing shall be done with techniques that
do not,Jeopardize the isolation of the
wastes and shall be conducted will
there are no significant concerns to be
addressed by further monitoring.

(c) Disposal sites shall be designated
by the most permanent markers,
records, and other passive institutional
controls practicable to indicate the
dangers of the wastes and their loca-
tion.

(d) Disposal systems sha
ll

 use differ-
ent types of barriers to isolate the
wastes from the accessible environ-
ment. Bothengineered and natural
barriers sha

ll
 be included.

(e) Places where there has been
mining for resources, or where there is
a reasonable expectation of explora-
tion for scarce or eas ily accessible re-
sources, or where there is a significant
concentration of any material that is
not widely available from other
sources, should be avoided in selecting
disposal sites. Resources to be consid-.
eyed shall include minerals; Petrole= .
or natural gas, valuable geologicfor-
mations, and ground waters that are
either irreplaceable because there is
no reasonable alternative source of
drinking water available for substan-
tial Populations or that are vital to the

by this part unless the favorable char-
acteristics of such 

places 
compensate

for their greater likelihood of being .
disturbed in the future.

(f) Disposal systems shall be selected
so that removal of most of the wastes
is not Precluded for a reasonable .
period of time after disposal

disposal alternative,. is removed from the tanks, cesium is removed from future double-shell

tank waste, and the remainder is made into grout for near-surface disposal. Since, in this

case, it could be construed that this waste form contains "most" . of the waste, retrieval for

a reasonable period of time would have to be addressed.

Retrieval of TRU waste from WIPP would be possible even after the planned test and

retrieval period (DOE 1980, Section 8.10).

Excerpts from 40 CFR 191 that bear in particular on this EIS are given below.

0191.13 Cosualnment requirementa

(1) Have alikelihood of less than
one chance in 10 of ex

ce
eding the

quantities	 calculated	 sceerding	 to
Table 1 (Appendix A); and

(2) Have a likelihood of less than
one chance in 1,000 of exceeding ten
those the quentities calculated secord-
ing to Table 1(Appendix A).

(b) Performance assessments need
not provide complete assurance that
the requirements of 4 191.13(a) will be
met. Because of the long time pe riod

-* involved and the nature of the events
and processes of interest, there wi

ll 
in-

evitably be substantial uncertainties in

the ordinary sense of the word in liter
ations that deal with much- shorter
time frames. Instead, what n required
is a reasona

blea
ble xPectation,. an the

basis' of the record before the imple-
menting agency, that compliance with

`	 $191.13 (a) will be achieved.

- §191.14 Assur mee requirements.
To provide the confidence needed

for long- term compliance with the re-
^';;^>	 gvirementa of § 191.13, disposal of

spent nuclear fuel or . high-level or
transuranic wastes shall be conducted
in accordance with the following pro-

.	 visions, except that time Provisions
do not apply to facilities regulated by
the Commission (see 10 CPR Part 60
for comparable Provisions apPlirable
to facilities regulated by the Commis-
sion).

(a) Active institutional controls over
disposal sites should be maintained for
as long a period of time as is practics-
his after disposal: however, perform-
ance assessments that assess isolation
of the wastes from the accessible envl
moment shall not consider any contri
butiona from active institutionalcen-
tmis for mom than 100 years after dis-
posal
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9191.15	 Individual	 protection	 require. with the alternative provisions and the
MOM. reasons. why compliance with the ex-

)sting provisions of Subpart B appears
Dis

p
osal systems for spent nuclear

fuel or high-level or transuranic radio- (b) A publicc	 d at
active wastes shall be designed to pro- least 9 0 days has b	 coeted,

compllehas 
been comp

leted.1100 a reasonable expectation that, for during	 s an	 Opportunit
y for

"	 1,000 years afterdisposal, undisturbed
ear	care

public	 areas of
c	 n

performance	
th	

disposal
os l

of the	 system country
	

been 
provided;

ide
the country has been Provided; and

co
shall not cause the annual 

o
The public comments received

e	 from the disposal systemm
cyst	

to any
any

es haveve been fully	 red in develop-
memberber of the public in the accessible versionthe final vetsioP 

ti
of such alterna-environment to exceed	 Winfiltrates five provisions.

tie
t rtohe who	 i

nialamsto anythe whole body	 5
critical organ. All. All potential 

pa
pathways

e
9391.16	 Effective date.

(associated with undisturbed Perform- The standards in this subpart sha
ll

Once) fromthe disposal system to be effective on November 18, 1985.
people shall beconsidered, including
the assumption that individuals con- 150 PR 88064, Sept. 19, 1985; 50 FR 40003,
suite 2 liters per day of drinking water Oct. 1, 19851

from any significant source of ground Atnxrsot A—TAnux ton Summa T Bwater outside of the controlled area.

9191.16 Ground water protection require-
ments...(a) TABLE T—RELEASE Lams; FOR CONTAINMENT

(a) Disposal systems for spent nucle- REQUIREMENTS
ar. fuel or high-level or transuranic ra- ia	 c	 s.	 essue ewwnm exctune	 ane a	 a«	 me
dioactive wastes shall be designed to 10Am wen cam emsoee0
provide a reasonable expectation that,
for 1 ,000 years. after disposal, malls- nmemB°BVnturbed Performance Of the disposal cei°0°i Or.system shall not cause the radiomu- ReebramWa	 W,r s y
elide concentrations averaged over any m(

may. year in water withdrawn from any.)
portion of a special source of ground. (oWn)
water to exceed:

•wG_ (1) 5 Picocurles per iter of radium- an«;duasat «.21s... .... _ .... ............... ...._....	 too
cation-tt--....

__. 226 and radrum-228: ' ... --...........-...........---.- ........... ..I.. 	 too
c«aortas«asr ................................I..:......... 	 1.000

(2) 15 Picocurles Per liter of alpha- ladrrt2s .-__-...--..-....... .---........................... 	 tin
emitting	 radionucides	 (including a°vf"I'a"^T .....-...-..---.._..._-_........... ......,,. 	 mo
radium-226 and radium-228 but ex- Rwawi	 m.-zsa ew,«aaz.._.......-... 	 too......_

Radweaf- ... --.........-a	 - -.....- -.... .....-	 ..	 ......:_	 100-.eluding radon): or seenasm.e0 _.....- .............. .....-......_...-- .............. 	 0000
•-:'. (8) The combined concentrations of T.wneame9-_- ..... ................ ......	 10000

T	 o0 «-zz-...--...._-...-.........-	 to
...:............_

................radionuclidesthat emit either beta or c,125 - -_"--"'--._-...--..._...'---.....-.....--.... 	 1000
gamma radiation that wood Produce

Tinniuc
sae .................. 	 .toouncoa,

.. "4 thean annual dose equivalent to the total
s ,-z—ung,-zsa«-

1e°.onuC1"a	 a.^eM-ma ra0^° 	m	 ,"""	 10body of 
any 

internal organ. greater Ady wan madam a9n a Harms sreem,
1'"s^.

than 4 m)llirems Per year if an individ-
ual consumed . 2 hters'Per day of drink-

Use zo teen txm d'se na aan was PM.wx.-_....-..... ........... .......................... ............	 1.000
ing water . from such a source of -
ground water.

(b) If any of the average annual ra- Aretwastion or Tsmx l
dlonuchde concentrations existing in a Nora 1: Units of Warta. The Release
special. source of ground water before limits in Table 1 apply to the amount of
construction of the disposal system al- wastes in any one of the following:
ready exceed the limits in ¢191.16(a), (a) An commit of spent nuclear met con--

^^--•.; the disposal system shall be designed. tuning 1 ,000 metric tons of heavymetal
-" to Provide a reasonable exPeetatim (MTEM) exposed to a burnup between

" that, for 1,000 years after disposal, im- 25.000 meaawatt-days cer metric ton of
disturbed performance of the disposal heeaava

/M e1Z^: 
(MWd/MTHM) and 40,000

system sha
ll
 nut increase the existing (b) The high-level radioactive wastes gem.average annual radionuclide 00ncen- stated from reprocessing each 1,000 MT'HM

trations in water withdrawn from that eaDCaed W a burnup between 25.000 MWd/
special - source of ground Watat by MTHM and 40,000 MWd/MTHM;
more than the limits established in Each 100,000.000 curies

	 or¢ 191.16(a). beta-emitting
	

Ehsiennna,
greater than 20 Yeats but less than 100.

9191.17	 Alternative proviaiom far dispoe- Years (for use as discussed in Note 5 or with
al. materials that are identified by the Com-

mission as high-level radioactive waste In ac.
The Administrator may, by rule, cordare a with part B of the definition of

substitute for any of the provisions of high-level waste In the NWPA);
Subpart 	B	 alternative	 Provision

1.000,WO 	otht^te r̂m.cij^^	 c or beta-emittersChosen after:
(a) The alternative provisions have

hall-lives greater than 100 years ce any
"	 been proposed for pubic	 tin greater	 an

eats) (fo
o
 us

20 Ye-rmitfrs withasdiscusse 
In

m
Y	 r	 e as discussed	 Note 6 or

togetherthe	 oseAr. RremsTlUt together withFa withwith	 s that are identified by the
Information d	 the	 d on

and benefits 
of 

dis
p
osaldispos
os	 ICCOr

al in aecOrd
vmmben Commission tgha	 taoma

Wtdon
an

in accordancel
e
a with partrt B 

of the
the defdef

high-levelof mgh-le
ve
vel waste In the NWPA ),, or

W

(a) According to definitions in this standard there are no special sources of groundwater at
Hanford; hence Section 191.16 would not apply at Hanford.
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(e) An amount of transuranic (TRV)
wastes containing one million curies of Noce 4: Treatment of Fractionated High-
alpha-emitting	 tramuranic	 radionuclides Lecel Wastes. In some cases, a high-level

with half-lives greater than 20 years waste stream from reprocessing spent nucle-

Nore 2: Release Limits for Specific D(syos-
ax fuel may have been (or will be) separated
into two or more high -level waste compo-

at S
ystems. To develop Release Limits for tents destined for different :disposal

particular disposal system, the quantities in tees• In such cases, the implementing
Ling

Table 1 sha
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be adjusted for the amount of agency may allocate he Release Limit
In the disposal system com-waste to n the original MTHM andtrased upo

n 	 and
d

various units of waste definedto 
the v

F
the

the averageaveerage fuel burnup of the high-levelin
	 :

in Note 
, waste stream) among the various disposal

(a)	 a	 h i leve disposal system ran-
a) If

U	 particularighula msystems as it chooses, provided that the
trained the	 wastes from total Release Limit multiplier used for that

the Release Limits for that 
system
ystem

Release
waste stream at all ofif ie disposal systemsdisposal

inwould be the quantities 	 Table 1 multi-
would

may not exceed the Release Limit
plied by 50 (50,000 MTRM divided by 1,000 that would be used if the entireire 

w
wastewaste

MTRM). stream were disposed of in one disposal
(b) II a particular	 ton-liie 

of	
harem	

-
system

s	 alpha-emittingtam	 millionthree millon curiescurriesf
Nors:
Nora 5: Treatment of Wastes withel

Known 8	 or Ori	 t MTHM, 
In
Intra	 c wastes, the Release Limits SIn

thatt system would be the	 In
same r
some cases,, 

the
the records associated with par-

dwit
three MI

Table 1 multiplied by three (times million titillar high-level waste streams may not be
curies divided by one million curies). adequate ro naccurately determine the

(c) If a particular disposal system ran-
of

nal metric tons of heavy	 in
	

reac.
avy metal	 the rear.

tamed bothh thehe high-level wastes from for	 e1 that created the waste, 	 to deter-
MTHM and 5 million curlew of als- minee the	 that 

the
he fuel was

emitting transuranic wastes, the Release exposed 
to. If 

theIf the unet
once	

such
Limits for that system would be the qusntt-

of 
heavy
	 or

that the original am	 ofount	 heavy 
me
metal or

ties in Table 1 multiplied by 55: the average fuel burnup farUlan high-
. level waste streams cannot be quantified,

be

the unite of waste derived from (a) and (b)
50,000 MTHM	 5,000,000 eatles TRV of Noted shall 

no longer be used. Instead;
+	 =55 the	 of wastee defined in	 and W of

1,000 MTI@t	 1,000,000 curies TRU I
Note	

s
shall be used for suchch high-level

waste streams. If the uncertainties in such
Nora 3: Adjustments for Reactor Fuels information allow a range of values to be as-

with lWferent Pumup. For disposal systems somated with the original amount of heavy
containing reactor fuels (or the high-level metal or the average fuel burnup, then the

described in	 willwastes from reactor fuels) exposed to an av- calculations	 previous Notes
erage burnup of less than 25,000 MWd/ be conducted using the values that result In

°.tiuu
40,000 MWd/MTHM or greater than	 M the smallest Release Limits, except that the

Release Limits	 beneed not	 smaller thanMTHM, the units of waste defined in (a)-
and (b) of Note 1 shall be adjusted. The unit those that would be calculated using the

units of waste defined in (c1 and (d) of Noteshall be multiplied by the ratio of 30,000 1
MWd/MTHM divided by the fuel's actual. Nors 6: Uses of Release Limits to Defer.average burnup, except that a value of 5,000 mine C	 ad 	 with ¢	 Once release

'
may be used when the aver- ]hurts for

	
particulara	 disposaldisposal system haveage fuel burnup a is below 5,000 MWd/

me fuel 
burnup

MTHM end a value of	 MWd/ been	
fiin

in 
accordance with Notes 1

through
gh 

5, t hn
5, these release limits sha
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MTHM sha
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 be used when the averageaverage fuel

these release
	 used

burnup N above	 0 MWtl	 This
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determine compliance with the rephere
nwaste sha

ll then be 
usedbe usedd inadjusted unit	

waste
mas foll

ows. Inasesc	 wheretur s
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a mixture 

of 
radionuclides
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is	 to heheaceu Bi
p	 system. toreleased	 the accessible environment; the

ble 
environment,

For	 particular disposalFor example, 	 if limiting values sha
ll 
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system contained omy high-level wastesonly laws: For each	 m thee m
ix
ixture.

Ill t

tween,rte with	 average	 of 3,000 MWd/ determine the ratio between the cumulative
MTHM, the prat 

of waste
f waste for that d sposal tse quantity projected over 10,000 years

system would be:
system and

and the limit for that radionuclide as deter
mined from Table 1 and Notea 1 through 5.Notes 

It

+^^° (30,000)
T
The sum of such ratios for all the ratlionu-

1,000MTFII^a x	 = 8,000 MTHId inelides in the mixture may not exceed one(5,000)
with 	 to ¢ 101.13(a)( 1) and may not
exceed ten with regard to 4 1 91.13(a)(2). 

disposal	 theH that	 system contained For example, it	 A, B, and Chigh-level wastes from 60,000 MTHM (with are projected	 be 
released in

to be released in amounts Q.
an average burnup of 3,000 MWd/MTHM).

%,d
'Q.• 

and
	 and-t1 the applicable Release

then the Release Limits for that system are	 and	 than	
u.

would be the quantities in Table 1 multi- RLs e.smutat
mutative releases over 	

00ive r	
over	 0	 ll be

years shall be
plied by ten: limited so that the following

llowi
llowng relationshp

exists:

60,000 MTHM
=10

6,000 MTHM Q.	 Qn	 Q.

which Is the same as: Ril	 R4	 III,

60,000 MTHM	 (5,000 MWd/MTHM)x--	 =30
1,000MTHM(30,000 MWd/MTHM)
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6.6 TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS (see Appendix I for additional. details)

Two types of packaged waste may be shipped from Hanford for offsite geologic disposal:

Retrievable.TRU waste will be shipped to the WIPP repository in New Mexico. HLW may be

shipped to an offsite geologic repository if a repository is not constructed on the Hanford.

Site. Table 6.3 summarizes the applicable federal regulations for transportation of nuclear

material. These will be complied with for offsite shipments of waste. In addition state

transportation requirements applicable to transportation of radioactive waste from the
Hanford Site (e.g., routing requirements)will be followed to the extent that such require-
ments are not inconsistent with federal regulations.

TABLE 6.3. Summary of Major Federal Transportation Requirements

Government
. Agency Code Part No. Title

NRC 10 CFR 71 Packaging of radioactive material for transport and
transportation of radioactive material 	 unde r . certain
conditions

ryaµ 	 _ DOT 49 CFR 171 General	 information,	 regulations, and definitions

DOT 49 CFR 172 Hazardous materials tables and hazardous material
° communications regulations

DOT 49 CFR 173 Shippers--general requirements for shipment and packaging

DOT 49 CFR 174 Carriage by rail

DOT 49 CFR 177 Carriage by public highway

,.,,.^. DOT 49 CFR 178 Shipping container specifications

6.7	 RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT

Solid Waste Disposal Act., as amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of

1976 and the Solid Waste Amendments of 1984.(42 USC 6901-6987).

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) provides for protection of public

health and the environment from activities associated with the management and disposal of

solid and hazardous wastes. It sets forth requirements for generators and transporters of

hazardous waste and also establishes a specific permit program for treatment, storage, and

disposal of hazardous wastes. The statute is intended to place primary responsibility for

control of solid waste activities on state and local governments. Under Section 6001 of

RCRA, federal activities are subject to applicable federal, state, interstate, and local

solid and hazardous waste requirements.

Source, special nuclear and byproduct materials are specifically exempted from the defi-

nition of asolid waste in Section 1004 of RCRA. Section 1006 of RCRA also provides that the

provisions of the Act shall not apply to, nor authorize regulation of, any activity or
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substance which is subject to the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended, except to the

extent that such an application or regulation is not inconsistent with requirements of that

Act.

On May 1, 1987, the DOE issued (10 CFR 962), a final interpretative rule under. Sec-

tion 161p, of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. Paragraph 2011 etsec., hereinafter

"the AEA") for the purpose of clarifying DOE's obligations under the Resource Conservation

and Recovery Act (42 U.S.C, paragraph 6901 et Ia., hereinafter "RCRA"). This final rule
interprets the AEA definition of the term "byproduct material," set forth in Section Ile(l)

of the Act E42 U.S.C. paragraph 2014(e). (1)], as it applies to DOE-owned or produced radio-

active waste substances that are also "hazardous waste" within the meaning of RCRA. The

effect of this rule is that all DOE radioactive waste that is also hazardous under RCRA will

be subject to regulation under both RCRA and the AEA. This rule provides that only the

actual radionuclides in . DOE waste streams will be considered byproduct material. The non-

radioactive components of those waste streams, under the final rule, will be subject to regu-

lation under Subtitle C of RCRA to the extent that they contain hazardous components.

However, the preamble to the final rule emphasizes the importance of Section 1006(a) in

resolving any particular inconsistancies that may occur between the requirements of RCRA and

those of the AEA. The DOE will comply with all applicable regulations promulgated pursuant

to RCRA to the extent that such regulations are not inconsistent with AEA requirements.

The EPA has promulgated regulations to implement RCRA Subtitle C for treatment, storage

— and disposal	 (TSD) of hazardous waste requirements at 40 CFR 260-270. 	 The hazardous waste

regulations contain interim status standards that are applicable to TSD hazardous waste

before a final	 permit is issued, and .final	 status standards applicable after issuance of a

fit= final	 status permit.	 Corrective action is also required for releases of hazardous wastes or

,mom, constituents from solid waste management units at a TSD facility.	 The State of Washington

has promulgated hazardous waste regulations in WAC 173-303, pursuant to Chapter 70.105 of the

Revised Code of Washington (RCW). 	 The EPA has authorized the State of Washington to conduct

the major portions of the RCRA hazardous waste interim status and final status permit program

for hazardous wastes . .	 The EPA has determined that wastes containing both hazardous waste and

radioactive waste are subject to RCRA regulation (51 FR . 24504, July 3, 1986).	 The State of

Washington has not yet been authorized by EPA to implement the RCRA program for radioactive

mixed wastes.	 However, on September 22, 1987 EPA published a rule notifying the public that

Washington has applied for final	 RCRA authorization,. which Includes regulation of radioactive

mixed wastes,	 and EPA intends to approve Washington's program. 	 Final	 authorization is to be

effective November 23, 1987 unless EPA withdraws its rulemaking. The EPA has retained author-

ity to implement those sections of the hazardous waste program mandated by the 1984 amend-.

ments to RCRA.	 Regulated hazardous wastes generated by any of the disposal 	 activities would

be treated, stored and disposed of in accordance with applicable EPA and state requirements.

While the final	 delineation of specific radioactive waste streams subject to RCRA

remains to be determined, facilities such as HWVP and WRAF, which may be constructed under

the defense waste program evaluated in this EIS, would be designed, constructed, permitted
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and operated to treat or dispose of radioactive wastes with hazardous constituents in accor-

dance with applicable RCRA requirements. Characterization studies pursuant to RCRA are being

planned for those wastes currently in storage and those that will be generated by the HWVP

and WRAP facilities. For example, preliminary analysis indicates that the low-activity

constituent wastes (including residual waste from processing of double-shell tank wastes)

will be classified as hazardous waste under RCRA. Therefore, the disposal of the low-

activity constituent waste would utilize adisposal concept consistent with RCRA requirements

(i.e., disposal as a cementitious grout in RCRA-type concrete vaults with appropriate

monitoring and closure plans).

No final disposal or remedial action decision is being recommended in the preferred

alternative for single-shell tank wastes,. TRU-contaminated soil sites or pre-1970 suspect TRU

buried solid waste sites, pending further development and evaluation.

The DOE intends to work closely with EPA and the State of Washington in addressing the

-	 potential RCRA issues associated with the disposal alternatives for these wastes. As noted

1a`	 in Section 6.8 of this EIS, DOE is working with the Environmental Protection Agency and the

State of Washington to develop a comprehensive CERCLA/RCRA agreement for the Hanford Site.
"	

As noted by EPA in its comments on the draft HDW-EIS, these are novel issues associated with

z; ;*	 single-shell tank waste and other previously disposed-of waste classes at Hanford.

Remediation under CERCLA or RCRA . should be planned so as to facilitate ultimate disposal of

radioactive wastes under the Energy Reorganization Act, Nuclear Waste Policy Act and other

relevant statutes. The DOE plans to assure that future development and evaluation

activities, and any future remedial or disposal actions, will reflect the regulatory program

determined to be applicable to these wastes.

6.8 COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND LIABILITY ACT (42 USC

Section 9601 et seq., as amended)

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) pro-

vides for liability,. compensation, cleanup and emergency response for hazardous substances

released into the environment and the cleanup of releases of hazardous substances as defined

in CERCLA. For the private sector, it provides for a "superfund" source of funding to assure

remedial action at certain qualifying hazardous waste sites. Funding is not provided under

this Act for remedial action at federal operations. 	 -

The DOE implements CERCLA through DOE Order 5480.14 (April 26, 1985), which sets forth 

Z
policy and program to identify and evaluate potential problems associated with releases or

potential for releases of hazardous substances from DOE facilities, to control the migration

of hazardous substances from waste facilities, and to minimize the potential hazards to

health, safety, and the environment that may result from those waste operations.

In October 1986, CERCLA was amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

of 1986 (SARA). Of particular importance is Section 120, which confirms and re-emphasizes

that CERCLA is applicable to federal facilities and defines the process by which federal

agencies are required to undertake remedial actions at their facilities. These amendments
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also affirm the applicability and the corrective action requirements of Section 3004(u) of

RCRA. The responsibilities for implementation of the various provisions of CERCLA, as

amended, are set forth in Executive Order 12580, dated January 23, 1987.

Hanford is presently completing Phase I and has initiated Phase II, site characteriza-

tion, of the DOE program for compliance with CERCLA set forth in DOE Order 5480.14 (currently

under revision). As .part of this program, DOE, in August 1987, submitted to EPA the

information needed to allow EPA to evaluate the waste sites for listing in the National

Priority Listing. The current DOE program at Hanford is being revised and . supplemented as

appropriate to incorporate the requirements of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization

Act. (SARA).

The DOE is currently working with the Environmental Protection Agency and the State of

Washington to develop a Federal Facilities Agreement addressing the program DOE will imple-

ment at Hanford to comply with the requirements of CERCLA. In recognition of the importance

of addressing future waste management, disposal and remedial action in a unified and compre-

hensive manner,,DOE has proposed that the agreement comprehensively address both CERCLA and

RCRA activities at Hanford.

6.9	 NOISE CONTROL ACT OF 1972 (42 USC 4901 et seq.)

Section 4 of the Federal Noise Control	 Act directs all federal	 agencies	 "to the fullest

extent within their authority" to carry out programs within their jurisdiction in a manner

that furthers a national policy of promoting an environment #ree from noise that jeopardizes

public health or welfare.	 The DOE will	 comply with such requirements to the fullest .extent

M possible.

6.10 CULTURAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES

While the majority of the disposal activities evaluated in this EIS are expected to

occur in the 200 Areas of the Site (e.g., the construction of the HWVP), the following

statutes may have relevance to some of these activities, particularly if they occur outside

of the existing operational or previously utilized areas.

American Indian Religious Freedom Act (42 USC Section 1996,43CFR 7). The American

Indian Religious Freedom Act provides the policy of the United States to' protect and pre-

serve, for American Indians, their right to believe, express and exercise tribal religious

beliefs. While active institutional control exists on the Hanford Site, access to the Site

will necessarily remain subject to some security restrictions. However, consultation and

other appropriate actions regarding the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (Public

Law 95-341) is planned as part of implementation of the disposal options finally -chosen.

National Historic Preservation Act 16 USC 470 et seg.; Executive Order 11593,

Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment; Archaeological and Historic

Preservation Act, 16 USC 469-469c; and Historic Sites Act, 16 USC 461-467; 36CFR60,.

36 CFR 63, and 36CFR 800. Pursuant to these acts and Executive Order 11593, DOE must
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provide an opportunity as appropriate for comment and consultation with the Advisory Council

on Historic Preservation, specifically the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). The

Section 106 process is detailed in 36 CFR 800, and has three phases (which are outlined in

36 CFR 800.4, 800.5, and 800.6 respectively):

1. Cultural resources that may be affected by disposal activities will be identified

and evaluated for significance (i.e., possible listing in the National Register);

2. The effect of DOE's undertaking on historical resources listed in or eligible for

listing in the National Register will be assessed;

3. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation will have an opportunity to comment

on the determination of effect.

DOE will comply with the requirements of these several Acts.

A Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement among the Advisory Council on Historic Preser-

vation, the Washington State Historic Preservation Office, and the U.S. Department of Energy

is being established to outline procedures that will be followed in the management and

treatment of cultural resources encountered during Site activities. Letter number 223, State

of Washington Nuclear Waste Board, contains a letter from the State of Washington Office of

Archaeology and Historic Preservation (Vol 5, p 475). The state archaeologist recommends

_	 that professional archaeological resources surveys be conducted for proposed new construction

i	 and excavation. Subsequent contact with the SHPO is documented in Section 4.8.5.

Archaeological Resources Protection Act, 16 USC 470aa-47011 and 43 CFR 7 36 CFR 296 18

4.	 CFR 1312, 32 CFR 229; and the Antiquities Act, 16 USC 431-33 and 43 CFR 3. The ARPA is

designed to protect, archaeological resources on public and Native American lands by providing

criminal and civil penalties for the unauthorized excavation and removal of these resources.

_-• The ARPA enlarges and further defines the requirements under the Antiquities Act and also

requires consideration for the provisions of the American Indian Religious Freedom Act in

promulgating regulations under ARPA.

The ARPA provides for the excavation and removal of archaeological resources which may

be required during a cultural resources management plan and prior to disposal activities, and

provides a process by which Native Americans can become involved in the consideration of

tribal religious or cultural sites that may be impacted by archaeological investigations.

Permitting requirements are included in ARPA, with waiver provisions.

Under the Antiquities Act, DOE is responsible for the protection of paleontological

.resources as prehistoric properties.

Archaeology and Historic Preservation Laws: Archaeology and Historic Preservation,

RCW 27.34; .Indian Graves and Records, RCW 27.44. These state statutes generally provide for

the protection of resources in similar manner to the federal statutes.

Endangered Species. Act (16 USC Sections 1531-1543, 50 CFR 402, 43 FR 19957, June 3,

1986. The Endangered Species Act establishes a federal policy to conserve endangered or

threatened species of fish, wildlife and plants. The DOE must determine whether any listed
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or proposed endangered or threatened species or their habitats will be affected byfproject

activities. If a listed species or critical/proposed-critical .habitat may be affected by the

project, DOE must consult with the Regional Director, U.S. Fish and 'Wildlife Service and/or

the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and follow the U.S.. Fish and Wildlife Service

Procedures.

The DOE will comply with this law by taking all necessary precautions to ensure that its

proposed actions will not jeopardize . the continued existence of any threatened or endangered

species and/or their critical habitats. In accordance with requirements in 50 CFR 402 DOE

initiated consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Results of that consultation

have been documented in Section 4.6.1.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 USC 703-712, 50 CFR10,.-13, 21). The Migratory Bird.:

Treaty Act affords protection to many ,species of migratory 'birds . by prohibiting the pursuit,

hunting, .taking, capture, possession or killing of such species or their nests or eggs. It

is possible that some migratory birds or their nests or eggs could be impacted by activities.

le+	 associated with disposal of Hanford defense waste. If this were the case, the DOE would

informally discuss with the Fish and Wildlife Service measures to mitigate the effects of

such activities on migratory birds...

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 USC 668-668(d),_ 50_CFR 10, 13, 22. The Bald

r	 and Golden Eag le Protection Act affords protection to bald and golden eagles by establishing

penalties for the unauthorized taking, possession, selling, purchase or transportation of

eagles, their nests, or their eggs. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to

issue permits for the taking or disturbing of eagles or their nests or eggs for certain pur-

poses. If defense waste activities will disturb bald or golden eagles, the DOE will initiate

informal discussion with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding mitigation measures.

This process will also result in consultations with Washington State Department of Wildlife

officials.

6.11 LICENSING BY THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

t

	

	 The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-425) requires that any repository
sited and constructed under the Act be licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

Section 8(a)(3) of the Act requires that any repository for the disposal of high-level

radioactive waste resulting from atomic energy defense activities only shall be subject to

licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission) under Section 202 of the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 USC 5842). Further, Section 202 of the Energy Reorganization

Act requires Commission licensing of those DOE facilities authorized for the express purpose

of long-term storage of high-level radioactive waste which are not used for, or are not a

part of, research and development activities. Therefore, to the extent that any decision 	 -

based on this final EIS requires defense high-level waste to be placed in a repository

constructed under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act or a facility subject to licensing under

Section 202 of the . Energy Reorganization Act,. such a repository or facility would be subject.

to licensing by the Commission.
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7.0 PREPARERS AND REVIEWERS

Those whoprepared this final environmental impact statement on disposal of Hanford

defense waste are identified in this chapter.

The overall effort was led by J. D. White, Director, Waste Management Division, with

assistance from E. A. Bracken, Chief, Nuclear Waste Technology Branch at the Richland Opera-

tions Office, Department of Energy (DOE-RL). K. H. Rising, Program Manager, DOE-RL, had

direct responsibility-fordevelopment of the EIS.. Reviews of the EIS draft materials were

provided by staff from the Waste Management Division, Office of Chief Counsel, Environment,

Safety and Health Division, Basalt Waste Isolation Division, Nuclear Energy/Waste Technology

Division, and Site and Laboratory Management Division at DOE-RL; and staff from Office of

Defense Waste and Transportation Management, Office of Environmental Guidance, Office of Gen-

eral Counsel for Environment, and Office of Geologic Repositories at DOE-Headquarters.

Assistance was provided to DOE-RL by the staff of Rockwell Hanford Operations, a subsid-
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iary of Rockwell International (subsequently Westinghouse Hanford Company) under contract to

the Department of Energy to provide waste management and other services at the Hanford Site.

IN Staff of Rockwell Hanford Operations prepared detailed descriptions of waste classes, waste

treatment, waste . retrieval, and other aspects of waste disposal. This information was pub-

lished in a document entitled Hanford Defense Waste Disposal Alternatives: Engineering Sup-

port Data for the HDW-EIS and in an Addendum. Staff contributing to those documents were:

C. J. Geier
M. T. Jansky
R. T. Stordeur

B. A. Higley
D. E. Kurath

D. E. McKenney
F. M. Coony

R. A. Watrous
J. D. Kaser

J. B. Anderson
D. L. Duncan
M. W. Gibson

C. C. Meinhardt
F. M. Coony

R. J. Jensen

Document Overview

Existing Tank Waste

Strontium and Cesium Capsules

Future Tank Waste

Retrievably Stored and Newly Generated TRU Waste
TRU-Contaminated Soil Sites

Pre-1970 Buried TRU Solid Waste Sites

Radiological Releases

Contributions were made also by M. R. Adams, D. E. Friar, C. DeFigh-Price, R. L. Koontz, and

R. D. Wojtasek.- Others providing technical review were H. E. McGuire, G. F. Boothe,

R. E. Isaacson, R. D. Prosser, W. W. Schulz, K. M. Tominey, D. D. Wodrich, and D. E. Wood.

Programmatic overview was provided by C. DeFigh-Price, R. D. Prosser, D. L. Merrick, and

S. A. Wiegman.
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Assistance was provided to.DDE-RL also by staff of the Pacific Northwest Laboratory

(PNL), operated for the Department of Energy by the Pacific Northwest Division of Battelle

Memorial Institute'. This assistance consisted chiefly of performing environmental analyses

based largely on the above-mentioned resource document . and preparing. the EIS itself. The PNL

Program Manager for preparation of the final EIS was P. E. Bramson, assisted by I. C. Nelson,

and J. G. Stephan. PNL programmatic overview was provided by R. C. Liikala, and W. W.

Laity. Editors for the final EIS were S. F. Liebetrau (lead), P. L. Gurwell and

T. L. Gilbride. Pacific Northwest Laboratory staff contributing to the preparation of

detailed aspects of the EIS are identified as follows:

Volume 1	 Principals

Foreword	 I. C. Nelson/J. B. Burnham

Executive Summary	 J. B. Burnham/P. E. Bramson

Chapter 1. General Summary 	 J. A. Powell/I. C. Nelson

Chapter 2. Purpose and Need 	 I. C. Nelson

Chapter 3.. Description and Comparison of Alternatives 	 H. H. Van. Tuyl
J. G. Stephan
G. H. Sewart
I. C. Nelson

Chapter 4. Affected Environment	 D. G.'Watso
C. Cluett^a)
G. V. Last
W. H. Rickard
D. R. Sherwood

Chapter 5. Environmental Impacts	 E. C. Watson.
J. G. Stephan

Radiological Consequences 	 B. A. Napier
K. A. Hawley
R. L. Aaberg-

Resource Use/Nonradiological Consequences	 G. H. Sewart

Socioeconomics	 C. Cluett

Hydrologic Aspects	 C. T. Kincaid
A. E. Reisenauer
J. R. Raymond...

Air Quality	 C, S. Glantz
C. G. Lindsey

Transportation	 P. M. Daling

Costs	 L. L. Clark
A. T. Luksic
G. H. Sewart

(a) Under contract at Battelle Human Affairs Research Centers-, Seattle, Washington.
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Volume I Principals

Assessment of Long-Term Impacts B. A. Napier
I -.C.	 Nelson
R. W. Wallace

- Glacial	 Flooding R. G.Craig(a)

Chapter 6.	 Applicable Regulations J. P. Corley
P. E. Bramson
I. C. Nelson

Chapter 7.	 Preparers and Reviewers J. A. Powell/S. F. Liebetrau'

Chapter 8.	 Glossary J. A. Powell/S. F. Liebetrau

Volume, 2 (Appendices A-L)

Analytical Methodology J. B. Burnham

A.	 Waste Site Descriptions and Inventories H. H. Van Tuyl

B.	 Description of Facilities and Processes H. H. Van Tuyl

C.	 Hanford Waste Vitrification .Plant S. L. Stein

D.	 Transportable Grout Facility S. L. Stein

E.	 Waste Receiving and Processing Facility S. L. Stein

F. 	 Method. for Calculating Radiation Dose B. A. Napier

G.	 Methods for Calculating Nonradiological G. H. Sewart
Injuries and Illnesses and Nonradiological
Fatalities

H.	 Radiation Doses to the Public from K. A. Hawley
Operational Accidents J. Mishima

I.	 Analysis of Impacts for Transportation of P. M. Daling
Hanford Defense Waste

J.	 Method for Calculating Repository Costs Used L. L. Clark
in the Hanford Defense Waste Environmental
Impact Statement

K.	 Socioeconomic Impacts C. Cluett

L.	 Nonradiological	 Impacts - Construction and G. H. Sewart
Operational	 Period

Volume 3 (Appendices M-W)

M.	 Preliminary Analysis of the Performance of G. W. Gee
the Protective Barrier and Marker System I. C. Nelson

N.	 Radiologically Related Health Effects R. C. Thompson
E. S.	 Gilbert

(a) Under contract at Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.
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Volume 3	 -. Principals

0.	 Status of Hydrologic and Geochemical Models C. T. Kincaid

Used to Simulate Contaminant Migration from J. R. Raymond

Hanford Defense Wastes

P.	 Release Models and Radionuclide Inventories C. T. Kincaid

for Subsurface Sources J. R. Raymond

Q.	 Application of Geohydrologic Models to A. E. Reisenauer

Postulated Release Scenarios for the Hanford

Site

R.	 Assessment of Long-Term Performance of Waste B. A. Napier

Disposal Systems

S.	 Probability and Consequence Analysis of M. G. Piepho

Radionuclide Release and Transport After

Disposal

T.	 Method for Estimating Nonradiological Air- C. S. Glantz

Quality Impacts C. G. Lindsey

U.	 Preliminary Analysis of the Future Groundwater C. T. Kincaid

,I
Transport of Chemicals Released from Hanford A. E. Reisenauer

Single-Shell	 Tanks J. R. Raymond

V.	 Site-Monitoring Experience J. A. Stottlemyre

M. J. Graham

Index	 - P. L. Gurwell/S. F. Liebetrau

Volume 4 Responses to Public Comments

Section 1:	 Introduction S. L. Stein/J. G. Stephan

Section 2:	 Policy Issues and Responses J. S. Brown, Jr.

., I. C. Nelson

S. L. Stein

J. G. Stephan

Section 3:	 Technical	 Issues and Responses P. E. Bramson

J. B. Brown, Jr.

I. C. Nelson

J. R. Raymond

D. R. Sherwood

J. G. Stephan

Section 4:	 Organization and Presentation S. L. Stein

Issues and Responses J. B. Brown, Jr.

Volume 5 Public Comment Letters J. B. Brown, Jr.

P. L. Gurwell
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Brief biographic. sketches of preparers from PNL's research . staff follow.

Rosanne L. Aaberg, Research Engineer, Geosciences Department; Earth &.Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Chemical Engineering, University of Washington	 1976

Ms. Aaberg has worked in the areas . of nuclear fuel cycle analysis, environmental impacts, and
radiation dose calculations. Currently, in addition to dose pathways work, she is involved
in RCRA Compliance Groundwater-monitoring projects on the Hanford Site.

Philip E. Bramson,Program Manager, Hanford. Defense Waste Environmental Impact Statement,
Office of Hanford Environment

A. B.	 Engineering Physics, Northwest Nazarene College 	 1959

Mr. Bramson has been involved in health and safety research, development and management for
28 years. Most recently he managed multidisciplinary staff involved inHanford's major envi-
ronmental monitoring programs. This work included sampling of all environmental media,
program design, implementation and operation of monitoring programs for radioactive and haz-

Ir a	 ardous wastes, and assessment of impacts of Hanford operations on the offsite environment and
population. During his career he has made notable contributions to radiation dosimetry,

P;	
in vivo counting and environmental monitoring technology.

John B. Brown, Jr. Staff Scientist, Waste Systems Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Electrical Engineering, Iowa State University	 1959
M.S.	 Nuclear Engineering, Iowa State University 	 1962
M.S.	 Nuclear Science, University of Michigan	 1965

,Q,	 PhD.	 Nuclear Engineering, Ohio State University 	 1973

As a Staff Scientist at Battelle's Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL),.Dr.. Brown contributes
to and manages project&.. that characterize health and safety risks and identifies and assesses
methods to reduce, manage, or respond to these risks. Before managing the systems Risk
Management Program, he was Manager of the Environmental and Risk Assessment Section atPNL.

„	 In this position, he was responsible for establishing a center of excellence in the environ-
mental assessment sciences, and conducting projects focusing on environmental and risk
assessment. Earlier,. at Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Dr. Brown was responsible for
developing and conducting research programs in nuclear materials development and performance
and the analysis of fuel cycle technology as they apply to fission energy systems.

L

John B. Burnham, Consultant

B.S.	 Metallurgical Engineering, Stanford University 	 1943
M.S.	 Metallurgical Engineering, Stanford University 	 1947

Graduate Studies, Physics and Mathematics,
Oregon State University	 I

Mr. Burnham has been engaged in nuclear research for 37 years, during which time he has been
concerned with development of nuclear fuels and fuel manufacturing processes, and research on
fuel materials and on testing methods for quality control in fuels fabrication. He is pres-
ently engaged in engineering and economic analysis covering 	 broad range of interests, but
centered on fuel cycle cost analysis and cost studies related togeneration and transmission
of power. Some of the programs in which he has been a major contributor include the environ-
mental impact statement Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste, Regional
Assessment Program, Generic Environmental Statement on.Mixea Oxide Fuels, and Waste Manage-
ment Policy Study.
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L. Lavelle Clark, Senior Research Scientist, Waste Systems Department, Waste Technology
Center

B.S.	 Chemistry, Brigham Young University
M.B.A.	 Business Administration, Brigham Young University

Mr. Clark is responsible for projects to develop cost estimating models and cost estimates
for disposing of nuclear wastes in geologic repositories. He also is in charge of developing
systems cost estimates for the entire waste management system, including waste treatment,
transportation and disposa l. Previously he developed the cost .estimates for all of the waste
treatment, transportation, storage and disposal alternatives in the environmental impact
statement Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste. He has been involved in
various waste management and fuel cycle cost studies since 1972.

Christopher Cluett, Research Scientist, Social Change Study Center, Battelle Human Affairs
-Research Centers, Seattle

B.A.	 English Literature, Williams College	 1963
M.A.	 Sociology, University of Washington 	 1972
Ph.D.	 Sociology, with major emphasis in Demography	 1977

and Urban Ecology, University of Washington
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	Dr. Cluett prepared the analysis of potential socioeconomic consequences of the proposed
Basalt Waste Isolation Project on the Hanford Site for Rockwell Hanford Operations. This

E'K	 :work included 	 socioeconomic impact forecast and a discussion of methods of analysis.

His work on previous EISs has included preparation of the socioeconomic and demographic
impact analysis for the environmental impact statement Management of Commercially_ Generated
Radioactive Waste. He was a member of an EIS Support Task Group to aid the D E Assistant
Secretary for Environmental Affairs, Office of Nuclear Waste Management, in the early

^x..

	

	 involvement in environmental impact statements prepared for the Office of Nuclear Waste
Management.

John P. Corley, Staff Engineer, , Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental

- 1'	 Sciences Center

B.S.	 Chemical Engineering, Carnegie Institute of	 1942

Technology
Certified, American Board of Health Physics	 1965, 1981, 1985

Mr. Corley specializes in radiological surveillance and evaluation of the environment. His
professional experience includes applied radiation protection work in nuclear fuels reproc-

essing and reactor plants, engineering studies for waste water disposal and water treatment,
and research studies of Hanford Plant effects on Columbia River water quality. Mr. Corley
currently provides technical assistance and serves as a primary reviewer of proposed stan-
dards and regulations for the U.S. Department of Energy's Offices of Nuclear Safety and . Envi-

ronmental Guidance, with special attention to environmental radiological matters.

Richard G. Craig, Associate Professor, Department of Geology, Kent . State University,

Kent, Ohio

B.A.	 Sociology-Anthropology, Dickinson College
M.S.	 Geology, The Pennsylvania State University
Ph.D.	 .Geology, The Pennsylvania State University.

Dr. Craig has 8 years' experience in simulation -modeling of geologic systems. Currently he
is developing submodels of PNL's former Assessment of Effectiveness of Geologic Isolation
Systems Program (AEGIS) Geologic Simulation Model (GSM) for the Columbia Plateau in support
of the Hanford Defense Waste EIS. He has been peer reviewer for the AEGIS GSM and principal
developer of a preliminary version of the GSM for the Nevada Test Site (Nevada Nuclear Waste

Storage Investigations).
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Philip M. Daling, Senior Research Engineer, Systems Analysis Section, Office of Technology
Planning and Analysis

B.S	 Physical Metallurgy, Washington State University 	 1981

Mr. Dating has 6years' experience in the area of radioactive and hazardous material
transportation. He has been both project manager and technical contributor on numerous
transportation-related projects, including analyses of commercial spent fuel transportation
hardware requirements andcosts; .potential radiation dose reduction concepts for the commer-
cial spent fuel transportation system (As. Low.As Reasonably Achievable analysis); licensing
requirements for dry storage casks and casks for transporting forms of high-level waste.
Mr. Daling is also an experienced risk and safety analyst and has contributed to risk and
safety analyses of nuclear power plants, liquefied natural gas facilities,spent fuel storage
facilities, geologic repositories, and others.

Glendon W. Gee, Staff Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S	 Physics, Utah State University	 1961
Ph.D.	 Soil Physics, Washington State . University	 1966

Dr. Gee has a wide range of research experience in the area of soil physics. He has been
active in developing methodologies for improved measurements of various physical and
hydrologic properties of soils, and has conducted research on water transport through soils
in both and and humid climates. He has been a technical leader in the hydrologic aspects of
waste management, specifically transport analysis of the flow of contaminants through unsatu-
rated sediments.. His work has provided Pacific Northwest Laboratory with multidimensional
modeling capabilities in assessing unsaturated transport of radionuclides and other
contaminants.

Ethel S. Gilbert, Staff Scientist, Computational Sciences Department, Applied Physics Center

A.B.	 Mathematics, Oberlin College 	 1961
M.A.T.	 Teaching Program, Radcliffe College 	 -	 1962
M.P.H.	 Biostatistics Public Health, University of Michigan 	 1964
Ph.D..	 Biostatistics, University of Michigan 	 1966

Dr. Gilbert is experienced in epidemiological studies of health effects due to low-level
exposures: to occupational contaminants, particularly ionizing radiation. Since 1975, she has
directed analysis of data for a study of mortality among Hanford workers. Dr. Gilbert was a
member . of the working group responsible for revising health effects in the NRC.Reactor Safety
Study. She provided a model for estimating cancer risks resulting from radiation exposure`
likely to be received by the general population from a nuclear reactor accident.

Clifford S. Glantz, Research Scientist, Atmospheric Sciences Department, Earth &
Environmental Sciences Center

B.S.	 Physics and Atmospheric Sciences,	 1979
State University of New York

M.S.	 Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington 	 1982

Mr. Glantz has conducted research in air pollution meteorology, atmospheric transport and
diffusion, cloud and aerosol physics, acid rain, and mesoscale meteorology. He contributed
to the Basalt Waste Isolation Project.(BWIP) Environmental Assessment, the BWIP Site Charac-
terization Plan, the Process Facility Modifications Environmental Impact Study, and other
Hanford environmental studies. He has been a major contributor in the development of the
MESOI.atmospheric dispersion model.
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Michael J. Graham, Manager, Ceosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Biology/Chemistry, Notre Dame	 1974
M.S.	 Geology (Hydrogeology), Indiana University	 1977
Ph.D..	 Geology (Hydrogeology), Indiana University	 -	 1983

Dr. Graham has extensive experience in the analysis and evaluation of groundwater. As part
of high-level defense waste performance assessment projects, he managed a comprehensive geo-
hydrological and geochemical research program to evaluate the performance of various disposal
options for high-level defense waste. The scope of this project included development of
release models, development of advanced unsaturated and saturated flow and transport codes,
and calibration and validation studies involving field data collection. He also managed a
project to evaluate the migration of contaminates from commercial solidified low-level wastes
in arid climates. Hydrologic and geochemical models are being developed in th

i
s long-term

project to provide performance assessment capabilities for shallow-land disposal sites in
arid climates.	 -

Kathryn A. Hawley, Research Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.A.	 Chemistry, Reed College, Portland, Oregon 	 1978

Ms. Hawley has recently developed exposure scenarios and performed radiological analyses for

Lit-	 several Hanford projects; dose . assessment for the proposed in situ vitrification of TRU liq-
uid and solid disposal sites; and analysis of the radiological consequences from accidental

k	 releases from Z Plant as part of an Environmental Assessment. Ms. Hawley has also worked
extensively in environmental radiological surveillance and has designed and evaluated radio-

0	
logical monitoring programs for nuclear power facilities.

Charles T.-Kincaid, Senior Research Engineer, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Civil Engineering, Humboldt State College	 1970
Ph.D.	 Engineering, Utah State University	 1979

Dr. Kincaid's primary emphasis since joining PNL in 1979 has been in the areas of water move-
ment and solute migration through the vadose and saturated groundwater zones. He has partic-
ipated in the Seasonal Thermal Energy Storage (STES.) and Assessment of Effectiveness of
Geologic Isolation Systems (AEGIS) programs and currently is involved in studies for indus-

trial clients. Dr. Kincaid is 	 co-author of the Coupled Fluid, Energy, and Solute Transport
(CFEST) code, which simulates groundwater movement and coupled energy and solute migration in
confined aquifer systems. He has been involved in the study of uncertainty in groundwater
potentiometric distributions caused by uncertainty in an aquifer's hydraulic conductivity and
boundary condition data. His current research includes methods for coupling transport and
geochemistry simulation capabilities.

George V. Last, Research Geologist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Geology, Washington State University
	

1976

Mr. Last has a broad background in geology and hydrology. Since joining PNL in 1984, he has
contributed to the understanding of the hydrologic systems of the Pasco Basin and the Hanford
Site and to leaching studies of grout waste forms under simulated burial conditions. His
professional experience on the Hanford Site also includes waste site characterization, drill-
ing and sampling of contamination plumes, borehole geophysical logging, seismic monitoring,
and groundwater geology.
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Charles G. Lindsey, Research Scientist, Atmospheric Sciences Department, Earth &
Environmental Sciences Center 	 -

B.A.	 Political Economy, Colorado College	 1974
M.S.	 Environmental Sciences, University of Virginia 	 1980

Mr. Lindsey is a research meteorologist specializing in studies of boundary layer transport,
diffusion orocesses, and air pollution. He has recently completed a measurement program as
part of at the CAPTEX regional-scale tracer diffusion study. He also has recently completed
a study on mesoscale transport systems in coastal and complex terrain environments for the
NRC. He has performed several air-quality impact studies, including the EIS for the
Sayreville power plant (DOE/ERA) and the impacts resulting from emissions from coal-fired
power plants operating at Hanford (DOE/RL).

A. T. Luksic, Research Scientist, Nuclear Systems and Concept Analysis Department, Reactor
Technology Center

B.S.	 Mathematics, State University of New York 	 1973
M.S.	 Nuclear Engineering, Brooklyn	 1976

Polytechnic Institute

Mr. Luksic has worked more than 10 years in the nuclear field, involved primarily with radia-
tion transport and shielding design in both commercial and DOE facilities. He has worked
extensively also in the licensing of a commercial nuclear plant. Presently he is involved in
the economic assessment associated with geologic .repositories for nuclear waste.

Jofu Mishima, Staff Scientist, Atmospheric Sciences Department, Earth &
Environmental Sciences Center

B.S.	 Chemistry, Wayne University	 1951

Mr. Mishima has been associated with Hanford for almost 30 years. His areas of expertise
^..,	 include the fractional airborne release of radionuclides as a consequence of non-nuclear ini-

tiated accidents, nuclear air-cleaning systems, particulate sampling of gaseous effluents
from nuclear facilities, and research planning and organization..

Bruce A. Napier, Senior Research Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Nuclear Engineering, Kansas State University 	 1975
M.S.	 Nuclear Engineering, Kansas State University 	 1977
Diplomate	 American Board of Health Physics 	 1986

Mr. Napier has recently developed exposure scenarios and performed radiological analyses for
a planned Hanford Nuclear Energy center; deep geologic waste repositories for the AEGIS pro-
gram; studies for the NRC on decommissioning BWRs, low-level waste burial grounds, and non-
fuel-cycle facilities; an analysis of EPA's proposed regulation 40 CFR 191 for the Office of
Nuclear Waste Isolation; and a generic study on the environmental effects of proposed uranium
mining in British Columbia. He also contributed to the EIS Management of Commercially Gener-
ated Radioactive Waste, the EIS for operation of PURER, the EA on the Basalt Waste Isolation
Project, and the FEIS on Double-Shell Tanks.
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Iral C. Nelson, Staff Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Mathematics, University of Oregon 	 1951
M.A.	 Physics, University of Oregon 	 1955
Diplomate	 American Board of Health Physics 	 .1962	 -

Mr. Nelson became PNL program manager for preparation of the HOW-EIS in January 1983 - and .
associate program manager in November 1984. He has been project manager for anumber of
NEPA-related efforts, including preparation of EISs for six nuclear power reactors and prepa-
ration of the Final EISManagement of Commercially 

Generction
ated Radioactive Waste. Mr. Nelson

has been involved in various aspects of radiation prote 	 at Hantord since .1955.

Melvin G. Piepho, Senior Research Scientist, Energy Sciences Department, Applied Physics
Center

B.S.	 .Mathematics and Physics,_ Butler University 	 1968
M.S.	 Physics, Indiana University.. 	 1970
M.A.	 Mathematics, Indiana University	 1971
Ph.D.	 Theoretical Physics, Indiana University	 1974

Dr. Piepho worked on the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)for the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor Project. He has also worked on the mathematical modeling of reactor containment Sys-
tem responses, including source term ., evacuation and dosimetry modeling. Recently, he has

ro	 been involved with sensitivity/uncertainty methods for waste management, and hydrothermal
modeling of water bodies.

:i	Judith A. Powell, Communications Specialist, Process Technology Department, Waste Technology
Center

rn	 B.A.	 Comparative Literature, Indiana University	 1952
'Kr	 M.A.	 Comparative Literature, Indiana University	 1956

Ph.D.	 English., University of Utah	 1973

Dr. Powell writes and edits primarily in the area of nuclear waste technology, preparing or
contributing to reports, journal articles, books, conference proceedings, proposals, bibliog-
raphies, presentations, and audiovisual materials. She regularly compiles technical progress
reports covering numerous research and development .programs. She has headed several large
editing and publishing efforts, including multinational symposium proceedings, several inter-
laboratory multivolume documents, the draft EISMana. ement of Commercial) Generated Radioac-
tive Waste and other EISs. She also designed an conducted thefirst workshops in tec nical
writing offered at Battelle-Northwest and for some years coordinated a laboratory-wide pro-
gram of these workshops.

John R. Raymond, Staff Scientist,-Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 .Geology, Washington State University	 1951

Mr. Raymond has over 30 years of technical and administrative experience in assessment and
monitoring of groundwater and surface-water quality, disposal of wastes to the ground, energy
storage in groundwater systems, and geohydrologic investigations. He presently is Staff Sci-
entist for the Hanford Ground-Water Monitoring Program, where he provides consulting and sup-
port on radioactive waste disposal practices and advises on technology for monitoring and
evaluating radioactive and chemical contaminants in the groundwater.
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Andrew E. Reisenauer, Research :Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth &
Environmental Sciences Center

B.S.	 Bacteriology and Public Health, Washington 	 1951
State University

Mr. Reisenauer has been associated with Hanford since 1951. Since 1960 he has been associ-
ated with studies in hydrology. He has been a major contributor to mathematical modeling of
saturated and unsaturated flow systems, including studies of salt water intrusion, .long-term
irrigation stress on aquifer systems, and effects of recharge and waste disposal of hazardous
chemicals into aquifer systems. Additional modeling studies have included flow and transport
from uranium mill tailings sites, salt dome and bedded salt repositories, and numerous stud-
ies on the Hanford unconfined. aquifer. Mr. Reisenauer also contributed to the EIS._M_anagemeent
of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste, the FEIS for Hanford Waste Management perra-
tions, and the PUREX EIS.

William H. Rickard, Staff Scientist, Environmental Sciences Department, Earth &
Environmental Sciences Center

B.A.	 Botany, University of Colorado	 1950
M.A.	 Botany, University of Colorado 	 1953

C'7n
Ph.D.	 Botany, Washington State Unviersity 	 1957

Since joining Battelle in 1965, Dr. Rickard has conducted field and experimental 	 research in
f.,°. terrestrial ecology.	 Research has centered around field sampling to measure primary produc-

tivity, soil-plant mineral	 relations, and man-imposed perturbations, especially cattle graz-
ing, severe soil	 disturbances, and airborne chemical	 contaminants in the semiarid Columbia
Basin Region of eastern Washington. 	 He has conducted baseline ecology studies for commercial
nuclear power stations and prepared environmental impact assessments for NRC and DOE, especi-
ally terrestrial	 ecology sections. 	 Dr. Rickard is project manager for wildlife surveillance

-_- performed on the Hanford Site for the U.S. Department of Energy's Richland Operations Office.

Gretchen Sewart, Engineer, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental Sciences Center

B.S.E.	 With Emphasis in Chemical Engineering, 	 1953
r.„ University of Washington

Mrs. Sewart has contributed to environmental documentation for the management of breeder -
'"'-"' reactor fuel and of commercially generated spent fuel. 	 Mrs. Sewart has investigated nuclear

material safeguards as related to high-density storage of spent fuel.	 She also helped
develop a gasification process which converts agricultural waste to usable fuel 	 gases.

Douglas R. Sherwood, Research Scientist, Environmental Sciences Department, Earth &
Environmental Sciences Center

B.A.	 Chemistry-Environmental Studies; Whitman College 	 1977

Since joining Battelle in 1979, Mr. Sherwood has been involved in a wide range of geochemical
investigations into radioactive and hazardous chemical wastes. His work has included con-
taminant transport investigations of uranium mill tailings, field sampling and analysis of
mine and process wastes as well as geochemical modeling of chemical processes influencing
contaminant mobility. At present, Mr. Sherwood leads tasks on two major Hanford environ-
mental programs. He serves as waste site characterization task leader for the CERCLA program
at Hanford. Mr. Sherwood also leads the data and methods task of the Hanford Site Ground-
Water Monitoring Program.
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Steven L. Stein, Research Scientist,. Human Systems Research Center, Battelle Human Affairs.
Research Centers, Seattle

B.S.	 Geology, Washington State University 	 1978

Since joining PNL in 1979, Mr. Stein has been involved in the evaluation of impacts associ-
ated with defense and commercial radioactive waste management and disposal programs.
Mr. Stein was contributor to both the environmental impact statement :Management of Commer-
cial 

11 
22gerat2q 19dioactive Waste and the Lyironmental.:IT act .:Statement Operation of.PUREX

and Uranium xide Plant Facilities, Hanford Site,.Richland,_.ashington.. 	 -

Joachim G. Stephan , Senior Research Scientist, Health Physics Department, Life
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Geodetic Science, Ohio State University 	 1962
Graduate	 Radiological Sciences through the Joint. 	 1980-present

Studies	 Center for Graduate Study, University of
Washington, Richland, Washington

Mr. Stephan has been deputy project manager on the Hanford Defense Waste Program since.Sep-
tember 1980. He has also served in management. and contributor functions for DOE-sponsored
waste isolation and fuels conversion.. programs..Since joining Battelle in 1965, he has been
active in safety programs required for underground nuclear testing.

Lf11

,70 	 James A. Stottlemyre, Deputy Manager, Earth & Environmental Sciences Center

B.S.	 Physics, University of Washington1970
`.n	M.S.	 Geophysics, University of Washington 	 1973

Ph.D.	 Geophysics, University of Washington 	 1981

As a scientist and project manager at Battelle, Dr. Stottlemyre has specialized in the
°i	 physics and chemistry of geomedia under conditions of moderate temperatures and pressures.

and on the subsurface transport of contaminants associated with the disposal of nuclear,

N	 fossil energy and chemical wastes. Dr. Stottlemyre's experience includes studies in thermal
energy storage; impact analysis of the reinjection of geothermal spent fluids; characteriza-
tion and modeling of the migration of contaminants in subsurface environments; and the
identification and quantification of geological, geophysical, and hydrological phenomena that
could conceivably lead to radionuclide migration from awaste disposal facility.

Roy C. Thompson, Senior Staff Scientist, Biology and Chemistry .Department, Life Sciences
Center

B.A.	 Chemistry, University of Texas 	 1940--

M.A.	 Biochemistry, University of Texas 	 1942

Ph.D.	 Bio-Organic Chemistry, University of Texas 	 1944

Dr. Thompson has been engaged in various aspects of radiation biology research at the Hanford
Site since 1950.. He has been concerned with the distribution and biological effects of
internally deposited radionuclides, in particular plutonium and other actinides,
strontium-90, and tritium, as deduced from studies with experimental animals. He is a member
of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, and was for 16 years a mem-
ber of Committee 2 on Secondary Limits of the International Commission on Radiological.
Protection.
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Harold H. Van Tuyl, Manager, Critical Mass Laboratory

B.S.	 Chemistry, Texas A&M	 1948
Several graduate courses, University of Washington Center for 	 1948-1960
Graduate Study, Richland, Washington

Mr. Van Tuyl is currently manager of the Critical Mass Laboratory at PNL. He has had
17 years' experience as a research chemist for General Electric (1948-1965) and six years as
a research chemist for PNL (1965 to 1970). For 15 years he was manager of Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Chemistry Section, comprising about twelve chemists engaged in basic and applied chemical
research. In his 35 years at Hanford, Mr. Van Tuyl has worked with many aspects of the chem-
istry of radioactive materials and has contributed to the preparation of several environmen-
tal impact statements.

Richard W. Wallace, Research Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Geology,	 Iowa State University	 1959
M.S.	 Geology,	 Iowa State University	 1961
Ph.D.	 Hydrogeology, University of Idaho 	 1972

Dr. Wallace has worked with proposed radioactive-waste disposal techniques., methods and sys-
tems for the past 8 years.	 His work has included description and characterization of various

ter,. geologic media and settings, development of release scenarios 	 (both from natural events and
from human activity), and analysis of scenarios for waste released as source terms for dose
and consequence analyses.

' Donald G. Watson, Staff Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center

B.S.	 Fisheries, University of Washington 	 1948

Mr. Watson is experienced in aquatic ecology, radiation ecology, and environmental 	 impact
assessment.	 He has participated in preparing EISs for eight nuclear power plants and in the
environmental	 assessment of non-nuclear thermal 	 electrical	 power plants, uranium mill tail-

»„m, ings, and commercially generated radioactive wastes. 	 Mr. Watson has also conducted. research
on the biological effects of radiation and on the distribution and food web transfer of
worldwide fallout.	 He has been employed in various aspects of aquatic ecology at the Hanford
Site since 1949.

Edwin C. Watson, Staff Scientist, Geosciences Department, Earth & Environmental
Sciences Center (deceased)

A. B.	 Physics, William Jewell College	 1947
Graduate Studies in Physics and Mathematics, 	 1949

University of Kansas
Continuing Education, University of Washington,

University of California, and Harvard University
Diplomate	 American Board of Health Physics 	 1962

Mr. Watson was associated with radiation protection, health physics and environmental
assessment programs at Hanford since 1949 and was a forerunner in the development of
mathematical models for calculating population dose resulting from surface and airborne
radioactive contaminants.
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8.0 GLOSSARY

This explanation of terms used in the Hanford Defense Waste Environmental Impact State-

ment and its support documents was prepared based on general usage of the Hanford Site. The

information is arranged alphabetically, including terms that are constructed by joining

words. For example, "salt cake" is listed under s and "low-level waste" under 1.

In addition to definitions of terms, this section includes acronyms, abbreviations and

symbols (8.2), the elements and their symbols (8.3), and selected conversion factors (8.4).

8.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS	 -

absorbed dose - the quantity of energy imparted to unit mass of material exposedtoradia-
tion, -expressed inrads (100 erg/gram); SI units gray (Gy)

absorption - the process by which radiation imparts some or all of its energy to any material
through which it passes; the taking up of a substance by another substance

1

	

	 acceptable corrosion rate - permissible rate of surface . layer removal, based on back calcula-
tions from a vessel design life, original thickness, and minimal. thickness for strength

^^.	 and integrity

accessible environment - the atmosphere, land surface, surface waters, oceans, and all of the
lithosphere (the solid part of the earth below the surface, including any groundwater

CM	
contained in it) that is beyond the controlled area (see 40 CFR 191)

accountability - material balance usually of a valuable material (e.g., Pu and U) encom-
passing all significant incoming and outgoing amounts of the valuable material

actinides - elements with atomic numbers above 88; common actinides for Hanford waste manage-
ment include Th, U, Np, Pu, Am and Cm

activation - the induction of radioactivity in material by irradiation with neutrons or other
,..,.,	 particles

activation products - radion clige3s foiWed through bombardment with neutrons or other parti-
cles; nuclides such as H, 24bi,	 C, and	 Co are typically considered activation prod-

_	 acts, TRU nuclides such as	 Pu also included by strict definition

active institutional control - in this document, active institutional control means continued
?4	federal control of the Hanford Site along with maintenance and surveillance of facili-

ties and waste sites

active subsidence control - engineering techniques such as tank dome filling, pile driving,
dropping weights, and grout injection intended to minimize future subsidence (see also
subsidence and subsidence-accommodating barrier)

activity - the number of spontaneous nuclear transformations per unit time of a radioactive
material

acute - happening over a short time period, usually referring to accidents

adsorption - adhesion of atoms, ions, or molecules to .the surface of liquids or solid bodies
they contact

advective flow - movement of water as represented by average velocity

aging waste - term usually reserved for high-activity and/or high-heat waste from fuel
reprocessing that is stored until it decays sufficiently to simplify processing and/or
disposal
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airborne radioactive material - radioactive aerosols, particles, mists, fumes, and/or gases
transported by air

alluvial fan	 rock' deposit laid down by streams flowing from mountains into lowland regions

alluvium - the detrital materials eroded, transported, and deposited by streams; an important
constituent of shelf deposits

alpha decay - radioactive decay in which an alpha particle is emitted from the nucleus of an
atom

alpha particle - a positively charged particle made up of two neutrons and two protons
(nucleus of helium atom) emitted by certain radioactive materials

anadromous - of a fish, such as the salmon and shad, that ascends fresh-water stream's from
the sea to spawn

anastomosing channels-- branching or interlacing channels forming an interconnecting system

anticline - an up-arched fold in which the rock strata dip 'away from the fold's axis; oppo-
site of syncline

antithetic - as applied to faults, indicates faults with dips in the opposite direction from
the dip of the enclosing rocks

I. Vie:

aquifer -'a subsurface formation containing sufficient saturated permeable material to yield
significant quantities of water

C asphalt pad - abbreviated description of a standard design for a 20-year retrievable storage
trench, pertaining to the blacktop paving upon which waste is stacked (see also retriev-
ablystored)

T'T	 atmosphere, control of - in this document, term refers to engineered regulation of the envi-
ronment within a facility and usually consists of a maintained negative pressure and/or
an inert gas blanket 	 -

atomic number(Z) - the number of protons (positive charges) in the nucleus of each chemical
^F	

element	 ..

B Plant - old Hanford Pu recovery and separations facility converted for waste fractionation
(see also bismuth phosphate process)

background e radiation'- that level of radioactivity from naturally occurring sources; princi-
pally radiation from cosmogenic and primordial radionuclides

barrier - (see engineered barrier)

basalt - a dark, fine-grained, extrusive igneous rock

benthic organisms (benthos) 	 those organisms dwelling on the bottoms of bodies of water

beta radiation - essentially weightless charged particles (electrons or positrons) emitted
from the nucleus of atoms . undergoing nuclear transformation

bioconcentration(bioaccumulati.on)- the process ) whereby an organic system selectively
removes an element from its environment and accumulates that element in a higher
concentration

biological oxygen demand (BOD) - a measure of the organic pollution of water, determined by
the extent to which bacteria and other contained organisms in a water sample will use
dissolved oxygen in - a given time; therefore, a measure of the residual oxygen in'the

water for use by other organisms such as fish 	 -
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biomass - the total mass of living and dead organisms present in an area, volume, or ecologi-
cal system

biosphere. - the portions of the earth, atmosphere, lithosphere and hydrosphere that support
plant and animal life, that is, the life zone

biota - the plant and animal life of a region

biotic - caused by living organisms

bismuth phosphate process - one of the earliest separation techniques used at Hanford to sep-
aratePu from irradiated U fuels; replaced by the more efficient processes REDOX and
PUREX (see also extraction)

body; burden - the amount of a specified radioactive material or the summation of the amounts
of various radioactive materials present in an animal or human body at the time of
interest

boiling waste - radioactive waste containing radionuclides (principally 90Sr and 137Cs) in
quantity to provide sufficient decay heat to be near the liquid's boiling point; usually
requires supplemental means of cooling (see also aging waste)

borrow area - area from which material is removed for use somewhere else, e.g., a gravel pit

bottoms (tank) — concentrated material remaining in waste tanks after most of the contents
have been pumped out for solidification or transfer to other storage tanks; refers also
to specific tanks used to collect such bottoms waste from several other tanks

buffer zone -,the portion of a DOE site that surrounds the storage/disposal site and is not
used for storage/disposal, but where public access is restricted

burial ground - land area specifically designated to receive contaminated waste packages and
equipment, usually in trenches covered with overburden (see also trench, overburden,

°	 vault, caisson, "vee" trench)

lr,^	 byproduct material - waste produced by extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from
any ore processed primarily for its source material content, including discrete surface
waste resulting from uranium solution extraction processes; excludes fission products
and other radioactive material covered in 10 CFR Part 20.3(3) (from DOE 5820.2) (see.,
however, .waste byproducts)

caisson - underground structure used to store high-level wastes; typical designs include
corrugated metal or concrete cylinders about 2.5 m in diameter, 55-gal drums welded end-
to-end, and vertical steel pipes, below grade

f^

calcine - to heat a substance to a high temperature, but below its melting point, causing
loss of volatile constituents such as moisture; refers also to the material produced by
this process

caliche - an accumulation of calcareous material formed in soil or sediments in arid regions

canister - container for high-level waste such as Sr or Cs capsules or vitrified wastes

canyon facility - at sites handling radioactive material, a heavily shielded, partially
below-grade concrete structure used for remote chemical processing of fuels or wastes

capable (fault) - said of a fault if there is evidence of a movement at or near the ground
surface during the last 35,000 years or of two or more movements during the last

.. 500,000 years

capillary action - the force that holds a fluid in small void spaces or pores as that held
between solid particles in sludge
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capsule - as used here, a stainless-steel cylinder used for containment of strontium and
cesium recovered from radioactive wastes

cask - a container designed for transporting radioactive materials; design usually includes
special shielding, handling, and sealing features to provide positive containment and to
minimize personnel exposure

centrifugation - a solids/liquids phase separation technique utilizing the force inherent in
rotating bodies which impels material outward from the center

certification plan - a plan prepared by a waste generator and approved by the Waste Accep-
tance Criteria Certification Committee, describing methods for processing and packaging
TRU waste before shipment to WIPP

certified waste - waste that has been confirmed to comply with disposal-site waste acceptance
criteria

characterization - identification of components in a waste or contaminated material; usually
includes measurement of quantities, mapping of locations and other similar data

chemical oxygen demand (COD) - a measure of the extent to which all chemicals contained in a
water sample use dissolved oxygen in a given time; thus a measure of residual dissolved

w	 oxygen in the water available for use by organisms such as fish
Fay a

chemical processing - chemical treatment of materials to separate specific usable constitu-
ents; at Hanford, the separation by chemical means of plutonium from uranium and fission

	

+	 products resulting from the irradiation of uranium in a nuclear reactor

chronic - occurring over a long time period, or continuous, as opposed to acute

cladding - the outer jacket of nuclear fuel elements used to prevent corrosion of the fuel

	

- --	 and release of fission products into reactor coolants

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) - a documentation of the regulations of federal executive
departments and agencies; divided into 50 titles representing broad areas subject to

	

m:	 federal regulation; each title is divided into chapters, which are further subdivided

into parts

coliform (count, number') - a measure of the bacterial content of water; a high coliform count
indicates potential contamination of a water supply by human waste

	

a	

colluvium - loose, incoherent deposits at the foot of a slope or cliff, brought there princi-
pally by gravity

commercial reactor equivalent - metric tons of defense nuclear fuel adjusted for the burn-up
ratio of the defense fuel to 30,000 MWd/t

commercial repository - a deep geologic repository developed pursuant to the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act for disposal of commercial and defense high-level waste and/or spent fuel

complexants - chemicals, usually organic, which assist in chelating (a type of chemical bond-

:	 ing).metallic atoms; examples include citrates, ; EDTA, HEDTA

concentrated complexant - (or complex concentrate) material containing high concentrations of
complexants and stored in double-shell tanks; usually resulting from strontium recovery

concentration guide - the average concentration of a radionuclide in air or water towhich a
worker or member of the general population may be continuously exposed without exceeding
applicable radiation dose standards

confined . aquifer - a subsurface water-bearing region having defined, relatively impermeable
upper and lower boundaries and whose pressure is significantly greater than atmospheric ..

throughout
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conservative — conservative choices of parameters or assumptions are those that would tend to
overestimate rather than underestimate impacts

contact-handled transuranic waste (CH-TRU) - waste, usually packaged in some form, which
emits low enough radiation levels (less than 200mR/hr) to permit close and unshielded
manipulation by workers

contamination (contaminated material) - the deposition,.solvation, or infiltration of radio-
nuclides on or into an .object, material, or area; the presence of unwanted radioactive
materials or their deposition, particularly where it might be harmful

controlled area - any specific region of the Hanford Site into which entry by personnel is
regulated by physical barrier and/or procedure

controlled exposure -the limiting, administratively, of ionizin g . radiation exposures to
workers

corrosion testing - controlled experiments to determine the resistance of a metal to chemical
attack (see also acceptable corrosion rate)

counts per minute (cpm) - the number of events per unit time recorded by an instrument
designed to detect radioactive particles; especially used to indicate the relative
amount of radioactive contamination	 --

crib - an underground structure designed to receive liquid waste which can percolate into the
soil directly and/or after traveling to a connected the field

-'a	 criteria - often used in conjunction with standards; criteria are general guidelines or prin-
ciples from which more quantitative or definitive standards are prepared to regulate
activities

critical - a condition wherein an element or compound is capable of sustaining a nuclear
chain reaction

criticality - state of being critical; refers to a self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction in
which there is an exact balance between production and loss of neutrons in the absence
of extraneous sources

criticality safety - procedures and understandings necessary to the handling of fissile mate-
rials that will prevent their reaching a critical condition

curie (Ci) - a unit of radiolgtivity defined as the amount of a radioactive material thit has
an activity of 3.7 x 10	 disintegrations per second (d/s); 9millicurie (mCi) = 10"
cur& microcurie (µXi) = IF curiT^ nanocurie (nCi) = 10" curig; picocurie (pCi)
10"	 curie; femtocurie (fCi) = 10- 	 curie; megacurie (MCi) = 10 curie

current climate - in this document, describes climatic conditions that result in a recharge
rate range represented by 0.5 cm/yr under certain vegetative cover conditions; from cur
rently available data, 0.5 cm/yr appears to represent current climate conditions

customer . waste - waste generated outside the 200 Areas; usually LLW

daughter products - the nuclides formed by the radioactive disintegration of a radionuclide
(parent)

deactivated - condition of a facility or disposal site where steps have been taken to pre-
clude further operation or further addition of waste

decay chain - the sequence of radioactive disintegrations in succession from one nuclide to
another until a stable nuclide is formed

decay heat - thermal energy produced in a material by its own radioactive disintegrations
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decay product - the resulting nuclide following radioactive decay of a nuclide, also called
daughter

decay, radioactive - a spontaneous nuclear transformation of one nuclide into a different
nuclide or into a different energy state of the same nuclide by emission of particles
and/or photons

decommissioning - actions taken to reduce the potential health and safety impacts of surplus
facilities, including activities to stabilize, reduce, or remove radioactive
contamination

decontamination - the removal of radioactive contamination from facilities, soils, or equip-
ment by washing, chemical action, mechanical cleaning, or other techniques

decontamination factor (DF) - the factor by which the concentration of radioactive contami-
nants is reduced; the ratio of the radioactivity initially present to that subsequently

present

defense waste - radioactive waste from any activity performed in whole or in part in support
of DOE atomic energy defense activities; term excludes waste under purview of the NRC or
generated by the commercial nuclear power industry

	

a^	 definitive design - detailed design stage of a process or facility from which construction or
implementation can ensue

	

et	
Department of Energy radioactive waste	 radioactive waste generated directly by activities

of the Department (or its predecessors) and its contractors or subcontractors or other
radioactive waste for which the Department is responsible; may be referred to as DOE

	

C-7
	 waste

design basis accident - a postulated accident believed to have the most severe expected
impacts on a facility; used as the basis for safety analysis and protection by struc-

tural design

diastrophism - the process by which the earth's crust is deformed, producing mountains,
,w	 faults, etc.

dielthermal region - that portion of a body of water whose temperature varies with the daily

fluctuating light cycles

dip-slip fault - a fault in which one wall has moved up or down the face of the fault rela-

tive to the other wall

disintegration, nuclear - transformation of the nucleus of an atom from one state to another,
characterized by the emission of particles and/or electromagnetic radiation

disintegrations per minute (dpm) - the number of radioactive decay eventsoccurring per unit
time in a given amount of material

dismantlement - those actions required to disassemble and remove sufficient radioactive or
contaminated materials from the facility and site in order to permit release of the

property to unrestricted use

dispersion - phenomenon by which a material placed in a flowing medium gradually spreads and
occupies an ever-increasing portion of the flow domain

disposal - emplacement of waste so as to ensure isolation from the biosphere without mainte-
nance and with no intent of retrieval and requiring deliberate action to gain access
after emplacement

disposal site - the area dedicated to waste disposal and related activities

distribution. coefficient (or Kd ) - the ratio of the concentration of a solute sorbed by ion
exchange substances to the concentration of solute remaining in solution
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ditch - a small open trench used for conducting liquid waste streams from facilities usually
to ponds (see also ponds)

dome fill - material for backfilling (dome filling) the open space above wastes in single-
and double-shell tanks

dose commitment - the integrated dose which results from an intake of radioactive material
when the dose is evaluated from the beginning of intake to a later time (usually 50 to
70 years); also used for the long-term integrated dose to which people are considered
committed because radioactive material has been released to the environment

dose equivalent - the product of absorbed dose, quality factor, distribution factor, and
other modifying factors necessary to evaluate the effects of irradiation: received by
exposed persons, so that the different characteristics of the exposure are taken into
account; commonly expressed in rems

dose rate - the radiation dose delivered per unit time

dosimeter - a device, such as film, thermoluminescent material, or pocket ionization chamber,.
that measures radiation dose over a given period

double-shell slurry (DSS) - a mixture of fine solids, primarily sodium nitrate, suspended in
a . viscous liquid medium and stored in double-shell tanks

double-shell tank (DST) - areinforced concrete underground vessel with two inner steel lin-
ers to provide containment and backup containment of liquid wastes; annulus is
instrumented to permit detection of leaks from inner liner

drainable liquor - liquid in waste storage tanks which can migrate by gravity through the
salt cake or sludge such that it could leak from the tank if it were breached below the
liquid level

drum - a metal or composition cylindrical container used for the transportation, storage, and
disposal of waste materials	 -

._,	 drum counter - an assay tool for measuring radioactive contents of waste packaged in barrels
(drums)

drywell - a drainage receptacle constructed by digging a hole and refilling with coarse
gravel; also a watertight well casing used for inserting monitoring equipment

ecology - that branch of biological science which deals with the study of relationships
between organisms and their environment

ecosystem - an assemblage of biota (community) and habitat

encapsulated waste - CsCI doubly encapsulated in stainless steel inner and outer capsules and
SrFp doubly encapsulated in 	 Hastelloy inner capsule and stainless steel outer capsule
in WESF water basins (see also WESF, Hastelloy O, fractionation)

engineered barrier - a manmade addition to -a disposal, site that is designed to retard or pre-
clude radionuclide transport and/or to preserve the integrity of the disposal site

environmental surveillance	 a program to monitor the effects on the surrounding region of
the discharges from industrial operations

ephemeral - lasting briefly

epiclastic - pertaining to the texture of mechanically deposited sediments consisting of
detrital material from preexistent rocks

evaporator/crystallizer - Hanford facilities to reduce the moisture content in tank waste to
minimize potential leaks from tank liner failures and reduce storage space needs (see
also waste concentration). 	 -
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evapotranspiration - the combined loss of water from soil by evaporation and from the sur-
faces of plant structures

excursion - a sudden rapid increase of power produced when a reactor or other system of fis-
sile material undergoes a sudden increase in reactivity

exposure - the condition of being made subject to the action of radiation;a measure, in
roentgens, of the ionization produced in air by x-ray or gamma radiation (see roentgen)

extraction - the mass transfer of an element or compound between two immiscible phases (see
also bismuth phosphate, PUREX and REDOX)

facies - part of 	 rock body that is differentiated from other parts by appearance or
composition

fallout - those radioactive materials deposited on the earth's surface and in the atmosphere
following the detonation of nuclear weapons

fast flux (fast neutron) - a stream of neutrons having energies (velocities) near that
imparted to them by a fission event; when applied to nuclear reactors, refers to those
using high-velocity neutrons to cause successive fission events

fault - a break in the continuity of a rock formation, caused,by a shifting or dislodging of
the earth's crust, in which . adjacent surfaces are differentially displaced parallel to

q	 the plane of fracture

feral - existing in a natural state

fertile isotope	 nuclide particularly capable of being transmuted	 o a fissile isotope

(especially 2N, which is transmuted in production reactors to Abpu)

fissile - describes material capable of undergoing fission by slow neutrons

fission (nuclear) - the division of a nucleus into two (and infrequently three) nuclides of
lower mass, usually accompanied by the expulsion of gamma rays and neutrons

fission products - the lighter atomic nuclides (fission fragments) formed by the fission of
heavy atoms; refers also to the nuclides formed by the fission fragments' radioactive

decay	 -

'	 fissionable - material capable of undergoing fission by any process

fixation - the binding or adsorption of certain radionuclides on soil particles

N	 fixative - a substance (such as paint, asphalt, or grout) used to stabilize loose
contamination

fluoride removal - a process yet to be developed for removing free.. fluoride from NCRW,
required if studies show fluoride inhibits setting of grout

food chain - a linear sequence of successive utilizations of nutrient energy by a series of

species

food web - the concept of nutrient energy transfers (including decomposition) between species
in an ecosystem

fractionation - as used here, refers to nuclide separation process

French drain - a rock-filled encasement with an open bottom to allow seepage of liquid waste

into the ground

frit - chemical additives mixed with waste which create a glass upon heating; examples
include fusible ceramic oxides and silicates (see also vitrification)
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FRP box - a package commonly used for burying LLW, a plywood box reinforced with fiberglass-
plastic; formerly used to store some TRU waste

fuel (nuclear, reactor) - fissionable material used as the source of power when placed in a
critical arrangement in a nuclear reactor

fuel separation (fuel reprocessing) - processing of irradiated (spent) nuclear reactor fuel
to recover useful materials as separate products, usually separation into plutonium,
uranium, and fission products

future waste - for purposes of this document, future wastes are those on and offsite-
generated wastes projected for November 1983 and beyond (The term "future" used in
combination with double-shell tank inventories, i.e., liquid, grout, slurry, etc., is
meant to imply inventories generated in the future during the current PUREX campaign.
It should not be misinterpreted to mean double-shell tanks to be constructed in the
future. Thus, the term "future double-shell tank" appearing in all the tables cited
implies the inclusion of all wastes being generated and disposed to double-shell tanks
during the current PUREX campaign. Use of the term "future" is independent of the
schedule for tank farm construction.)

gamma radiation - electromagnetic energy: emitted in the process of a nuclear transition

0
	 gamma scan - process of measuring the energy spectrum of the gamma rays emitted by a material

in order to determine its constituent nuclides

gastrointestinal (GI) dose - the dose to the stomach and lower digestive tract of humans and
animals via external exposure or via internal transport of radioactive material

genetic effects - radiation-induced effects (primarily mutations) that affect the descendants
of the exposed individual; also called "hereditary" effects

geologic repository - a deep (on the order of 600 m or more), underground mined array of tun-
.	 nets used for disposal of radioactive waste

glaciofluvial - pertaining to streams flowing from glaciers, or the deposits made from such
h.	 streams

greater confinement - a technique for disposal of waste that uses natural and/or engineered
barriers which provide a degree of isolation greater than that of shallow-land burial
but possibly less than that of a geologic repository

greenhouse - in radiation protection, a temporary structure, frequently of wood and plastic
film, used as a. confinement barrier between a radioactive work area and a nonradioactive
area to prevent spread of contamination

groundwater - water that exists or flows below the surface (within the zones of saturation)

grout - a fluid mixture of cementitious materials and liquid waste that sets up as a--solid
mass and is used for waste fixation and immobilization

grout plant - facility designed to combine liquid wastes with a grout binder for placement in
near-surface disposal units

habitat - the abiotic characteristics of the place where biota live (see also community)

half-life - the time required for a radionuclide's activity to decay to half its value, used
as a measure of the persistence of radioactive materials; each radionuclide has a char-
acteristic constant half-life

half-life, biological - the time required for an organism to eliminate by biological pro-
cesses half the amount of a,substance that it has absorbed

half-life, effective -the time required for an organism to reduce its radioactive content by
half as a combined result of radioactive decay and biological elimination
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halogenated hydrocarbons - organic compounds containing halogen atoms such as chlorine,
fluorine, iodine, or bromine

Hanford facility waste - radioactive waste, other than fuel reprocessing waste, that is gen-
erated by Hanford contractors other than Rockwell (formerly called customer waste).:

Hastelloy® - a trade name for a nickel-based alloy with corrosion-resistant properties and
used at Hanford for encapsulating strontium fluoride. It is manufactured by Cabot
Wrought . Products Division, Cabot Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana.

hazardous waste - at Hanford this term usually means nonradioactive chemical toxins or other-
wise potentially dangerous materials suchas -sodium,. heavy metals, beryllium, and some

organics

health effects - presumed radiation-induced - fatalcancersand genetic effects
I

helium leak check - a . method used during encapsulation at WESF to ensure the integrity of
weld seals on capsules.

HEPA filters - high-efficiency particulate air filters; material (usually a paper or fiber
sheet pleated to increase surface area) which captures entrained particles from an air
stream, usually with efficiencies of 99.95% and above

high-activity waste - any waste is above NRC Class C . (10 CFR61.55) waste

high-density concrete - a more effective shielding material produced by replacing some of the

_S0.
	 aggregate and sand in concrete with a denser material such as iron along with ahigher

Portland cement content -

high-heat waste - liquid radioactive waste which generates sufficient fission product decay
heat to cause self-boiling and self concentration. (see also self-boiling waste)

high-level waste (HLW) - the highly radioactive waste ,material that results from the repro-
Y"	 cessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing

and any solid waste derived from the liquid, that contains  combination of TRU waste
and fission products in concentrations as to require permanent isolation (DOE Order
5820.2)

hind cast - estimated for past periods of time by means of more recent information

hood - a canopy and exhaust duct used to confine hazardous materials in order to reduce the

,.	 exposure of industrial workers

hot cell - well-shielded enclosure for remote operations (see alsocanyon facility)

hot semiworks - a surplus facility formerly used to test processes, on a semiproduction basis,:
scheduled for decontamination and decommissioning in the near future; also called Stron-
tium.Semiworks	 -

hull waste - a type of cladding removal waste, usually refers to solid waste from FFTF fuel

decladding

hydraulic conductivity - the parameter relating the volumetric flux to the driving force in
flow through a porous medium (particularly water through soil); a function of both the

porous medium and the properties of the fluid

hydraulic .potential - a measure of the force present to cause groundwater flow; related to
the height of the column of water above the point relative to mean sea level

hydraulic sluicing - a method. for removing slurry from double-shell tanks by dissolving/sus
pending in water and pumping out (see also mechanical -recovery).
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hydrostatic equilibrium - the state of a fluid where no relative motion occurs between fluid
elements and the pressure at any point is equal to the weight of a unit cross-section of
a column of fluid above that point

hygroscopic - absorption and retention of atmospheric moisture

immobilization	 a process such as grouting or vitrification designed to inhibit mobility of
waste

inadvertent intrusion - human activity such as home excavation, resource mining, and well-
digging, which accidentally breaches a waste site

institutional control - continued control over the Hanford Site by legal ownership and man-
agement by the federal government

interstitial liquor - liquid in a waste matrix accommodated in the pore spaces; some is capa-
ble of gravity drainage while the rest is held by capillary forces

intruder - a person who ignores site and marker boundaries

inversion - a condition in which temperature increases with height in the atmosphere

ion exchange - process for selectively removing a constituent from a waste stream by reversi-
bly transferring ions between an insoluble solid and the waste stream; the exchange
medium (usually a column of resin or soil) can then be washed to collect the waste or
taken directly to disposal; for example, a water softener operates by ion exchange

irradiation - exposure to radiation by being placed near aradioactive source; usually in the
case of fuel materials, being placed in an operating nuclear reactor

isokinetic - a line in a given surface connecting points with equal wind speed

isopleth - in meteorology, a line connecting all points of equal air concentration

isotherm - a line joining points having the same temperature

isotope - nuclides with the same atomic number (i.e., the same chemical element) but with
different atomic masses; although chemical properties are the same, radioactive and
nuclear properties may be quite different for each isotope of an element

jet pumping - a technique for removing interstitial liquor from single-shell tanks (see also
interstitial liquor and salt well)

joule heating - method of applying energy to a crucible of solid material to achieve melting,
N	 and involving placement of electrodes into the material and applying electrical poten-

tial resulting in a current flow and heating (see also vitrification)

Kd - see distribution coefficient

knuckle - point where the side wall and the bottom curved surface of the tank meet

lag storage - space required to hold materials temporarily so that processes are not upset by
throughput variations

leach - to dissolve out the soluble components of a solid by contact with water or other
solvent

leachate - the solution or product obtained from leaching

leaching trench - an excavation used for the disposal of liquids so that the soil will remove
contaminants while allowing water and other solvents to pass through

liquid-waste disposal site - facilities used for discharge of contaminated liquids to the
ground (see also crib, pond, ditch, sump, reverse well, French drain)
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lithologic - pertaining to the characteristics and study of rocks

loess - a homogeneous, nonstratified, unindurated sediment, largely silt, mainly
wind-deposited

low-activity waste - for purposes of fractionation analyses of tank wastes in this EIS, low-
activity waste means any waste whose concentrations of radionuclides do not ex

c
eed:. those

given in the NRC criteria for near surface waste disposal, Subpart (5)(i) and (4)(ii) of
10 CFR 61.55, for Class C waste

low-level waste (LLW) - radioactive waste not classified as high-level waste, TRU waste,
spent nuclear fuel, or byproduct material (as defined by DOE Order 5820,2)

lysimeter - an instrument for measuring the water percolating through soils and determining
the materials dissolved by the water

magmatic - pertaining to rock derived from magma

manipulator - mechanical hands or some other device for performing work behind a barrier or
in a shielded cave

man-rem - the product of the dose equivalent in rem and the number of people receiving that

45rw,	 dose, a collective population dose

marker - a surface or subsurface monument or plaque of durable material containing a warning
and/or information message designed to inhibit intrusion

''-	 mass number (A) - the number of nucleons (protons and neutrons) in the nucleus of an atom

!+4	 maximum (or maximally) exposed individual 	 a hypothetical member of the public whose habits
tend to maximize radiation dose to a given organ; for the case where exposures from air-
borne radionuclides result in the highest contribution to dose, this individual is
assumed to reside continuously at the location of highest airborne radionuclide concen-
tration and to eatfood grown there

mechanical recovery - a means of removing waste from an underground storage tank without
using water; often conceptualized as a mining technique using a clam-shell scoop (see
also hydraulic sluicing)

mesic - of or pertaining to a habitat characterized by a moderate amount of water
r	

meteoric water - groundwater that originates in the atmosphere and reaches the zone of satu-
ration by infiltration and percolation

metric ton (tonne, t) - 1000 kilograms, equivalent to 2,205 pounds

monitoring wells - holes sunk in the ground to various depths where instruments are lowered
or water samples are taken to determine presence of radioactivity

natural barrier - physical, chemical, and hydrologic characteristics of the geologic environ-
ment at the disposal site that act, individually and collectively, to retard or preclude

transport of radioactivity

near surface - a location designation for waste disposed of within the first 30 m of the

earth's surface

neutralization - the reaction of acidic waste with an alkali (such as NaOH, Ca(OH) 2 , KOH)to

reduce corrosion and thereby increase the life-of waste containers

neutron - a particle existing in or emitted from the atomic nucleus; it is electrically neu-
tral and has a mass about equal to that of a stable hydrogen atom

neutron activation - the process of irradiating a material with neutrons so that the material
itself is transformed into a radioactive nuclide
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nitrogen oxides (NOx ) - a mixture of nitrogen-oxygen containing compounds primarily formed as
gaseous waste effluents in the combustion of most fossil fuels

nondestructive assay - analytical technique which can determine the presence and quantity of
an element(s) without altering the matrix material

normal operating conditions - operation, including startup, shutdown, and maintenance of sys-
tems within the normal range of facility operating parameters

nuclear fission - see fission

nuclear radiation - particles and electromagnetic energy given off by transformations occur-
ring in the . nucleus of an atom

nuclear reactor - a device constructed of fissionable material such that a chain of fission
events can be maintained and controlled to meet a particular purpose

nucleus - the positively charged center of an atom

nuclide - a species of atom having a specific mass, atomic number, and nuclear energy state

off-gas treatment -'generic name for equipment designed to clean up vent gases from pro-
cesses; may be adsorbers, sand beds, gas flares, HEPA filters, etc,

off site - any place outside the Hanford Site boundary

on site - any place within the Hanford Site boundary

out-year - budget term referring to estimates beyond the centrally identified period of
tom,	 concern

overburden - soil used to backfill an excavation containing solid waste or a liquid waste
s "	 disposal structure

`"_ 	 ozonization - a process for oxidizing (or destroying) complexants in recovered complexed con-
centrate from double-shell tank slurry (see also complexants) by reaction with ozone

packaging - assembly of radioactive material in one or more containers

paleoslope - the direction of initial dip of a former land surface, such as an ancient conti-
nental slope

particulate - generally refers to particles in an aerosol stream; usually can be removed by
filtration

partitioning - process of separating liquid waste into two or more fractional solutions

pathway analysis - the study of the movement of radioactive materials from the source to
locations of interest; may involve computer simulation

penetrating radiation - forms of radiation capable of passing through signif i cant thicknesses
of solid material; usually include gamma rays, x-rays and neutrons, also specifically,
radiation capable of penetrating human skin and exposing internal organs

percolation - gravity flow of groundwater through the pore spaces in rock or soil

periphyton	 organisms that live attached to underwater'surfaces

permeability - capacity of a medium for transmitting a fluid

phytoplankton - microscopic plants that live drifting in a body of water

ponds - surface depressions (sometimes called swamps) used to contain low-level contaminated
solutions (see also liquid waste disposal site)
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population dose (population exposure) - summation of individual radiation doses received by
all those exposed to the source or event being considered

porosity - the ratio of the aggregate volume of small spaces or pores in a rock soil to its
total volume

precertified - solid TRU waste packaged (see WRAP) to meet requirements of WIPP-WAC (see also
certification plan)

precipitation - in solution chemistry, solids separating out of solution and usually settling
by gravity; otherwise rain, snow, etc.

preconceptual - in early, prototype stages, usually with reference to a design

present worth - the amount of money that would need to be invested on a certain date at a
fixed rate of interest to provide the required funding to accomplish a planned action;
at the end of the action, the balance of invested money . has been reduced to zero and the
amount invested plus the interest on it equals the total expenditure to accomplish the
action

production reactor - a nuclear reactor designed for transforming one nuclide into another,
usually natural uranium into plutonium

M
programmatic - generic or broad-based; not specific to a site or facility; basic policy

psychrometric data - temperature and humidity data collected for tank ventilation air, used
to estimate heat content or thermal load of waste

PUREX - Plutonium URanium EXtraction, latest in a line of separation technologies, preceded
by bismuth phosphate and REDOX (see also extraction)

quality assurance - the systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that a
material, component, system, process, or facility performs satisfactorily, or as planned
in service

I	 quality control - the quality assurance actions that control the attributes of a material,
process, component, system, or facility in accordance with predetermined quality
requirements

rad - a special unit of measure for the absorbed dose of radiation; one rad equals 100 ergs
absorbed per gram of material

radiation (ionizing) - particles and electromagnetic energy emitted by nuclear transforma-
tions that are capable of producing ions when interacting with matter

radiation monitoring - a term covering application of a field of knowledge including deter-
mination of dose rates, surveys of personnel and equipment for contamination control,
air sampling, exposure control, etc.

radiation survey - evaluation: of an area or object with instruments in order to detect, iden-
tify and quantify radioactive materials and radiation fields present

radiation zone - area containing radioactive materials in quantities significant enough to
require control of personnel entry to the area

radioactive (decay).-. the undergoing of spontaneous nuclear transformation in which nuclear
particles or electromagnetic energy are emitted

radioactive waste - solid, liquid, or gaseous material of negligible economic value that con-
tains radionuclides in excess of threshold quantities except for radioactive material
from post-weapons-test activities
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radioactive waste management - the planning, coordination, and control of those functions
related to handling, treatment, storage, transportation, and disposal of radioactive
waste, as well as associated surveillance and maintenance activities

radioactivity - the property of certain nuclides of emitting particles or electromagnetic
radiation while undergoing nuclear transformations

radiofrequency drying - similar to microwave heating, a laboratory-tested process for
in-place drying of moist waste

radiolytic decomposition - the breaking up of a compound by radiation

radionuclide - a nuclide that is radioactive

radiosonde -.instrumentation for simultaneous measurement and transmission of meteorological
data

radiotoxicity - a material's ability to adversely affect biological organisms through nuclear
radiation

radwaste - radioactive waste materials

raffinate - that portion of a treated liquid mixture that is not dissolved and not removed by
a selective solvent

raptor - bird of prey

reactivity -a measure of a system's capability to maintain criticality; systems with high
reactivity are capable of undergoing rapid excursions of increasing power while those

rMY	 with low reactivity will undergo slower excursions and systems with negative reactivity
will not become criticai

reactor - see nuclear reactor

a
recharge - the net process of water percolating downward through the soil profile resulting

from the individual processes of precipitation, surface runoff and evapotranspiration

mw,	 recharge rate - the net rate of downward wailer rvement resulting from recharge; units
volume per unit time per unit area (cm /cm -yr = cm/yr): the equivalent depth of water

.._.y _	 hypothetically placed at the land surface that becomes recharged each year

redd - the spawning grounds or nests of salmon

REDDX - a facility and/or process for separating plutonium from irradiated reactor fuels by
w^ using successive steps of chemical REDuction/DXidationtogether with solvent extraction

redundancy - apoli.cy of including backup safeguards in design, e.g., stable waste form; con-
tainer, overpack, burial, engineered barriers and markers

regolith - rock "waste" or surface mantle of unconsolidated rock debris; in the Pasco Basin,
the basin-fill sediments that are the parent materials of the local "soils"

release factor - ratio of amount of a substance released from a process as waste to the tota l .
amount present

release limit (release guide) - the maximum concentration or amount of radioactive material
that may be released to the environment; usually derived from the limiting dose that may
be received by persons in the environment from suchreleases.

rem - the special unit of the dose equivalent; the radiation dose equivalent in rems is
numerically equal to the absorbed dose in rads at the point of interest in tissues,.mul-
tiplied by a quality factor, distribution factors, and all other modifying factors; one
rem approximately equals one rad for X, gamma, or beta radiation
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remedial action - activities conducted to reduce potential radiation exposure to people and
potential harm to the environment from radioactive contamination in the environment

remote-handled transuranic waste (RH-TRU) - waste having a surface dose rate greater than
200 mR/hr and requiring shielding from and distance between it and human manipulators

remote sensing - monitoring at a distance as opposed to bringing sample and detector in
direct contact

reprocessing - chemical processing of irradiated nuclear reactor fuels to remove desired
constituents

residual waste - that waste that remains after a major processing step. For example, the
waste in single shell tanks is removed from the tanks and processed in the geologic dis-
posal alternative to remove Sr, Cs, Tc and TRU and other nuclides; that not recovered
from the tanks and that remaining after such removal are forms of residual waste

retention basin - anexcavated and lined area used to hold fluids until radioactive decay
reduces activities to levels permissible for release or until sampling verifies that the
fluid is at a level permissible for release

retention time - the time that waste stream components are held up in a zone; a function of
s'II^e	 flow rate and chamber size

retired facility - a facility that has been shut down with no intention of restarting and has
had appropriate controls and safeguards placed on it

"Ljf
retrievably stored - interim stored waste retrievable with minimal risk and cost for further

-i	processing and/or disposal (see also "double -shell tank, asphalt pad, tunnel)

reverse well - an early Hanford liquid disposal waste structure consisting of a well (some-
times drilled into water table) into which waste solutions were pumped

riparian - living or located on a riverbank

riprap - an assemblage of broken stones often used to protect against water erosion

Rockwell - abbreviated form of Rockwell Hanford Operations

.^..	 roentgen - a unit. of measure of ionizing electromagnetic radiation (exposure) (x and gamma
rays); one roentgen corresponds to the release by ionization of 83.8 ergs of energy per

gram of air

rupture - a breach of the metal cladding of production reactor fuel elements, releasing radi-
oactive materials to reactor cooling streams

salt cake	 crystallized nitrate and other salts deposited in waste tanks, usually after
active measures are taken to remove moisture

salt well - a hole drilled or sluiced. into a salt cake and lined with a cylindrical screen to
permit drainage and jet pumping of interstitial liquor

sanitary landfill - a burial operation for disposing of nonradioactive waste or garbage

sanitary sewage - human waste and other nonradioactive material for disposal to preserve pub-

lic health

saturated zone - the subsurface zone in which all interconnecting voids or pores are filled

with water

seepage pond -an artificial body of surface water formed by discharge from Hanford process
operations

seismicity - the tendency for earthquakes to occur
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self-boiling waste - high-level liquid radioactive waste whose constituent radionuclides con-
tribute sufficient decay heat to cause the so l ution to boil and/or self-concentrate

shallow-land burial - disposal of waste in near-surface excavations that are covered with 
protective overburden

shielding - bulkheads, walls, or other constructions used to absorb radiation in order to
protect personnel or equipment

Shippingport reactor.- the Shippingport atomic power station was a pressurized water reactor
(PWR) built in the mid-1950s to demonstrate PWR technology andgenerate-electricity; the
reactor portion of this facility is scheduled for decommissioning, and the fuel is under
DOE control and may be reprocessed at PUREX

single-shell tank (SST) - older style Hanford HLW underground tank composed of a single car-
bon steel liner surrounded by concrete

slagging pyrolysis incinerator (SPI) - a facility to combine retrieved waste with contami-
nated soil or overburden to form a chemically inert, physically stable, .basalt-like slag

sludge - primarily insoluble metal hydroxides and oxides precipitated from neutralized waste

sludge washing . - sludge cleanup with water to remove soluble "impurities" that would increase
the glass volume if the sludge were vitrified

slurry growth - a change in volume of double-shell tank waste which results from a chemical
reaction of the organic components

soil plume - the trail of contaminated soil left behind due to adsorption from a liquid waste
discharge

solid waste (radioactive) - either solid radioactive material or solid objects that contain
radioactive material or bear radioactive surface contamination

,T	
solid waste burial site- a land area specifically designated to receive contaminated solid

waste materials for burial (see also burial ground trench, caisson, vee trench, vault)

somatic effects - radiation-induced effects that become manifest in the exposed individual;
at low doses and dose rates, these are statistically predicted delayed cancers

sorption - a general term used to encompass the processes of absorption, adsorption-, ion
exchange, ion retardation, chemisorption, and dialysis

sorptive capacity - the measure of a material's ability to sorb specific constituents from 
liquid as it passes through the material

source material - uranium or thorium or any ores that contain at least 0.05% of uranium or
thorium

source term - the quantity of radioactive material, released by an accident or operation,
which causes exposure after transmission or deposition

special nuclear material (SNM) - plutonium, 233U 2350, or uranium enriched to a higher per-
centage of the 233 or 235 isotopes than normal

spent nuclear fuel - fuel that has been withdrawn from a nuclear reactor following irradia-
tion, whose constituent elements have not been separated by reprocessing

stability (atmospheric) - a description of the atmospheric forces on a parcel of air follow-
ing vertical displacement in an atmosphere otherwise in hydrostatic equilibrium; if the
forces tend to return the parcel to its original level, the atmosphere is stable; if
they tend to move the parcel further in the direction of displacement, the atmosphere is
unstable; if the air parcel tends to remain at its new level, the atmosphere has neutral
stability
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stabilization - treatment of waste or a waste site to protect the biosphere from contamina-
tion (see also isolation, immobilization, active subsidence control, engineered barrier)

stabilize - as applied to wastes for disposal in place at Hanford, the application of pro-
cesses or actions that, if needed, will increase their resistance to chemical change or
physical disintegration

standby - the condition in which a facility or burial ground, etc., is placed in a nonoper-
ating condition but is maintained ready for subsequent operation

storage - retention of waste in a retrievable manner that requires surveillance and institu-
tional control

storage basin - a water-filled facility for holding irradiated reactor fuels or encapsulated
radioactive strontium or cesium; water acts as a shield and coolant

storage site - area dedicated to waste storage and related activities

strike-slip fault - a fault in which the movement (offset) of one wall with respect to the
other wall has been parallel to the fault's strike

subsidence - gradual or sudden sinking of the ground surface below natural grade level due to
..slow decay and compression of material or collapse of a large void space

subsidence accommodating barrier - barrier designed thick and rugged enough to withstand and
self-heal as the waste below compacts or decays; sometimes called a slump-and -fill
barrier

I ,,e
sulfur oxides (S0 2 , S0 3 ) - compounds formed as waste effluents in the burning of some fossil

fuels

sump - a collection point (depression or tank) for liquids prior to their transfer

supernatant liquors - usually refers to a distinct liquid phase resting atop a solid layer

suprabasalt - rocks overlying basalt

surplus facility - any facility or site (including equipment) that has no identified program-
matic use and may or may not be radioactively contaminated to levels that require con-
trolled access

surveillance - those activities that ensure the site waste remains safe '(including `inspection
and monitoring of the site, maintenance of access barriers to radioactive materials left
on the site, and prevention of activities on the site that might impair these barriers)

survey - an evaluation of the radiation hazards incidental to the production, use, release,
disposal, or presence of radioactive materials or other sources of radiation under a
specific set of conditions

syncline - a low, troughlike area in bedrock, in which rocks incline together from opposite
sides

tank - a large steel-lined concrete container located underground for storage of liquid waste

tank farm - an installation of interconnected underground tanks for storing waste

tectonic - pertaining to or designating the rock structures resulting from deformation of the
earth's crust

terrane - any rock formation or series of formations (also terrain)

tholeiitic - pertaining to a group of basalts composed principally of plagioclase, pyrozene,
and iron oxide minerals as phenocrysts in a glassy groundmass
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thoria process (and campaign) - aspecial PUREX fiowsheet designed for two limited process
campaigns of aluminum-clad thoriH 3dioxide (Th0 2 ) fuel; significant in that these cam-

'	 paigns contributed considerable	 U to the Hanford waste inventory (see also PUREX)

threshold quantity - quantity or concentration of radioactivity above which the waste must be
managed according to the requirements of the DOE Order and below .which the waste may be
disposed of as nonradioactive waste at an approved sanitary landfill

tiering - a method (see 40 CFR 1508.28) for preparing a network of environmental documents
branching off from a generic, broad EIS to optimize use of support documentation

tracer - radionuclide(s) or chemical introduced in minute quantities to a system or process
for using detection techniques to follow the behavior of the process or system

transmissivity - acoefficient relating the volumetric flow through a unit width of ground-
water to the driving force (hydraulic potential); a function of the porous medium, fluid
properties, and saturated thickness of the aquifer

transmutation - process whereby one nuclide changes (or is changed) into another; usually by
addition of nuclear particles

transuranic waste - without regard to -source or form, radioactive waste that at the end of
institutional control periods is contaminated with alpha-emitting transuranium radio-
nuclides with half-lives greater than 20 years and concentrations greater than 100 nCi/g

	

f;^n	 transuranium radionuclide - any radionuclide having an atomic number greater than 92

trench - a-large structure usually filled with solid radioactive wastes and buried

	

^.^	 trophic levels - pertains to groupings of organisms according to characteristics of their
intake of nutrients

tunnel - alarge underground storage structure for large pieces of equipment, often on rail-
road cars; PUREX storage tunnels

	

r	

turbidity - a measure of the degree to which sediments and other foreign matter are suspended
in water (cloudiness)

	

-w	200 Areas plateau - highest portion. (aside from Rattlesnake and Gable Mountains) on Hanford
Site, containing most of the waste processing and storage facilities

224-T - a building currently used to store plutonium on the Hanford 200 Areas plateau

unconfined aquifer	 an aquifer that has a water table or surface at atmospheric pressure

unplanned release - unplanned discharge of contaminated liquid or particulate onto the around

unsegregated solid waste - waste buried before 1970 which was not separated according to TRU
content, combustibility, or other criteria

vadose zone - the unsaturated region of soil between the ground surface and the water table

vault - another type of solid waste storage structure similar to a caisson

"vee" trench - a specific type of trench (see solid waste burial site) named for its charac-
teristic shape (cross sectional), constructed as a prototype CH-TRU waste storage and
abandonded in favor of asphalt pads

vermiculite - a micaceous mineral that is a hydrous silicate, used as a packaging material or
as an absorbent for liquid waste

vitrification - a method of immobilizing radioactive waste for eventual disposal in 	 geo-
logic repository; involves adding frit and waste to a joule-heated vessel and melting it
into a glass that is then poured into a canister
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void space - air space either above waste in a caisson, burial trench, or tank and/or within
pores or interstices of a bulk -material such as gravel or random barrels

volcanoclastic - volcanically derived sediments that have been redeposited by water

waste byproducts - material, other than special nuclear material that, if separated and
recovered from nuclear fuel cycle waste streams can be used for safe, environmentally
acceptable, and cost-effective applications (DOE 5820.2)

waste concentration - removal of excess water from liquid waste or slurries (see
evaporator/crystallizer)

waste container - a containment vessel for radioactive waste, including any liner or shield-
ing material intended for disposal

waste form - the form in which a waste exists at the time of interest

waste . package - the radioactive waste,. waste container, and absorber that are intended for
storage or disposal as a unit; in the case of contaminated, damaged, leaking, or
breached waste packages, any overpack shall be considered the container, and the origi-
nal package shall be considered. part of the waste

water basin - stainless steel-lined concrete pool with water circulation and treatment for
storing and cooling strontium and cesium capsules

'	 water table - upper boundary of an unconfined aquifer surface below which soil saturated with
groundwater occurs; defined by the levels at which water. stands in wells.. that barely.:
penetrate the aquifer

wind rose - a diagram designed to show the distribution of wind directions at agiven loca-
tion; one variation includes wind speed groupings by direction

WYE Burial Ground (300-Y) - an old waste burial ground off the 200 Areas plateau near the
site of the present WPPSS No. 2 Reactor; also designated as 618-11

m	X-rays - a penetrating form of electromagnetic radiation emitted when the inner orbital elec-
trons of an excited atom return to their normal state; always non-nuclear in origin,
x-rays originate external to the nucleus of the atom...

Zircaloy - a type of reactor fuel cladding composed of zirconium alloy (zirconium alloyed
with tin and iron)

Zirflex - a process for chemically deciadding Zircaloy-clad fuel elements, using an ammonium
fluoride, ammonium nitrate solution

4d

zooplankton- microscopic animals that live drifting in a body of water
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8.2 ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

a - alpha radiation

AEC . - Atomic Energy Commission

AECM - Atomic Energy Commission Manual

AED - Aerodynamic Equivalent Diameter

ALARA- as low as reasonably achievable

ALE - Arid Lands Ecology, a research reserve on the Hanford Site operated for DOE by
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories

atm - atmosphere

N - beta radiation, also bulk soil density

BNW - Pacific Northwest Laboratories of Battelle Memorial Institute, commonly referred to as
Battelle-Northwest

Btu - British thermal unit

BWIP - Basalt Waste Isolation Project 	 -

CAW - current acid waste

CCDF - complementary cumulative distribution function

CDR - Conceptual Design Report

CEQ - Council on Environmental Quality

CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and liability Act of 1980

CF - concentration factor

CFR - Code of Federal Regulations

CG - concentration guide

CGW - concentration guide for water

CH - contact-handled

Ci - curie

cm - centimeter

cm3 - cubic centimeter

CPF - Capsule Packaging Facility

CRW - cladding removal waste

D&D - decontamination and decommissioning

DEIS - Draft Environmental Impact Statement

OF - decontamination factor
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DMRHF - dry materials	 receiving and handling facility

DNW - direct neutralized waste 	 (see neutralization)

DOE - Department of Energy

i
DOT - Department of Transportation

dpm - disintegrations per minute

DST - double-shell	 tank

DSTS - double-shell	 tank slurry

DWSF - drywell	 storage facility

EDTA - ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EIS - Environmental	 Impact Statement	 -	 -

EPA - Environmental Protection Agency 	 -

- E/Q - nasalized time-integrate air concentration, Ci-sec per m 3 per Ci released (Ci-sec/

a` Ci-m ); also written sec/m

ERDA - Energy Research and Development Administration

ERDAM - Energy Research and Development Administration Manual

erg - a unit of energy, dyne-centimeter or gram-cm2/sec2

FDC - Functional	 Design Criteria

FEIS - Final	 Environmental	 Impact Statement

- FFTF - Fast Flux Test .Facility

FP - fission products

FRP - fiberglass-reinforced plastic or plywood box

...:,,
FSAR - Final	 Safety Analysis Report

g - gram (seismology, g = acceleration due to gravity)

-'" gal	 - gallon(s)	 _..

GI	 - gastrointestinal

Gy - gray, unit of absorbed dose

Y gamma radiation

ha - hectare = 10,000 m2 , equivalent to 2.47 acres

HDW - Hanford Defense Waste

HEDL - Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (operated by Westinghouse Hanford Company).

HEDTA - Hydroxyethylethylene-diaminetetraacetic acid

HEHF - Hanford Environmental Health Foundation
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HEPA - high-efficiency particulate air (filter)

HFW - Hanford Facilities Waste 	 -

HLW - high-level waste

HMS - Hanford Meteorological Station

HWVP - Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant

IAEA - International Atomic Energy Agency

ICRP - International Commission on Radiological Protection 	 -	 -

INEL - Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

INTE - Intera Environmental Consultants, Inc.

ISD - in-place stabilization and disposal

Kd - see . distribution coefficient

kV - kilovolt

kW - kilowatt

kWh - kilowatt-hour

L - liter

LANL - Los Alamos National Laboratory

LLI - lower large intestine

LLW - low-level waste

M2 - square meter

M3 - cubic meter

mb - millibars

MCi - megacurie (1 x 10 6 Ci)

mCi - millicurie (1 x 10 -3 Ci)

4Ci - microcurie (1 x 10 -6 Ci)

MeV - million electron volts

mg - milligram

MIB"K	 methyl isobutyl ketone (hexone)

min - minute

mL - milliliter

MPC - maximum permissible concentration

MPCW - maximum permissible concentration for water

mR - milli-Roentgen
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mrad - millirad

mrem - millirem

MSL - man sea level

MTHM - metric ton of heavy metal

MTM - metric ton of metal

MW - megawatt

MWDt/t - megawatt days-thermal	 per ton

MWe - megawatts, electric	 -

MWt - megawatts, thermal

NCAW - neutralized current acid waste

nCi	 - nanocurie	 (1 x 10-9 Ci)

- NCRP - National	 Council	 on Radiation Protection and Measurements

NCRW - neutralized cladding removal 	 waste	 (see neutralization)

w..S.
NOE - nondestructive examination

NEPA - National	 Environmental	 Policy Act of 1969

w't
NERP - National	 Environmental	 Research Park

No.	 - number

,. NPDES - National	 Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NPH - normal	 paraffin hydrocarbons

,..,,r. NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission

a NSC - National	 Safety Council

NTS - Nevada Test Site

NWPA - Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

ONWI - Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation

ORNL - Oak Ridge National	 Laboratory

OSHA - Occupational	 Safety and Health Administration 	 -

DWI - Office of Waste Isolation

OWW - organic wash waste

PANRG - Performance Assessment National 	 Review Group

pCi	 - picocurie	 (i x 10-12 Ci)

PFMP - Process Facility Modifications Project

PFP - Plutonium Finishing Plant	 (Z Plant)
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pH - a measure of acidity and alkalinity

PMF - probable maximum flood

PNL - Pacific Northwest Laboratory

ppb - parts per billion

ppm - parts per million

ppt - parts per thousand

PRA - probabilistic risk assessment

PUREX - Plutonium URanium EXtraction

% - percent

Q - release quantity of radioactive materials, Ci

Q' - release rate of radioactive material, Ci/sec

RADTRAN III - computer code (developed at Sandia National Laboratories) that calculates the
risk of transporting radioactive material

RCRA - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976

REDOX - REDuction OXidation

RH - remote-handled

SI - Systeme Internationale

SNL - Sandia National Laboratories

SNM - Special Nuclear Material

SPI - slagging pyrolysis incinerator

SRP - Savannah River Plant

SS - stainless steel

SST - single-shell tank

SWIMS - Solid Waste Information Management System

T - standard ton

t - tonne (metric ton)

TBP - tri-n-butyl phosphate

TGE - transportable grout equipment

TGF - Transportable Grout Facility

tonne - metric ton = 1000 kg = —2200 lb

Tri-Cities - area including cities of Richland, Pasco and Kennewick, Washington

TRU - see transuranic waste (in 8.1)

TRUSAF - TRU Storage and Assay Facility
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UNH- uranyl	 nitrate hexahydrate

WAC - Waste Acceptance Criteria

WESF - Waste Encapsulation and Storage facility

WHC - Westinghouse Hanford Company

WIPP - Waste	 Isolation	 Pilot .Plant

WIPP-WAC - Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Acceptance Criteria

WISAP - Waste Isolation Safety Assessment Program

wk - week

WNP-2 - Washington Nuclear Plant	 (Number 2)

WPPSS - Washington Public Power: Supply System; the utilities company which operates :WNP.and

the Hanford Generating Plant

WRAP - Waste Receiving and Processing 	 a

wt - weight

rw x- chi,	 concentration,	 Ci/m3

x/Q'	 - chi-bar/Q prime, normalize 	 annual	 average air concentration (Ci/m3 per Ci/sec

released, also written sec/m ); also called the annual average atmospheric dispersion

tr.,t
factor

fi
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8.3 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ELEMENTS AND SYMBOLS

Element Symbol Element Symbol Element Symbol

Actinium Ac Hafnium Hf Praseodymium Pr

Aluminum Al Helium He Promethium Pm

Americium Am Holmium Ho Protactinium Pa

Antimony Sb Hydrogen H	 -.	 - Radium	 _. Ra,

Argon Ar Indium In Radon Rn

Arsenic As iodine I	 - Rhenium' Re

Astatine At Iridium Ir Rhodium Rh —

Barium Ba Iron Fe Rubidium Rb

Berkelium Bk Krypton Kr Ruthenium Ru

Beryllium -	 Be Lanthanum La	 - Samarium Sm

Bismuth Bi Lawrencium Lr Scandium Sc

Boron B Lead Pb Selenium Se

Bromine- -	 Br Lithium Li Silicon ".	 Si'

Cadmium Cd Lutetium Lu Silver Ag.

Calcium Ca Magnesium Mg Sodium Na

Californium Cf Manganese Mn Strontium `	 Sr

Carbon C Mendelevium Md Sulfur S

Cerium Ce Mercury Hg Tantalum Ta

Cesium Cs Molybdenum Mo Technetium Tc

Chlorine Cl Neodymium._. Nd Tellurium Te

Chromium Cr Neon Ne Terbium Tb

Cobalt Co Neptunium Np Thallium T1

Copper Cu Nickel Ni Thorium Th

Curium Cm Niobium Nb Thulium ' Tm

Dysprosium Dy Nitrogen N Tin	 - Sn

Einsteinium- Es Nobelium No Titanium Ti

Erbium Er Osmium Os Tungsten w

Europium Eu Oxygen 0 Uranium U

Fermium Fm Palladium Pd Vanadium V

Fluorine F Phosphorus P Xenon Xe

Francium Fr Platinum Pt Ytterbium Yb

Gadolinium Gd Plutonium Pu Yttrium Y

Gallium Ga Polonium Po Zinc Zn

Germanium Ge Potassium K Zirconium Zr

Gold Au
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8.4 CONVERSION FACTORS

Length Mass
1 millimeter = 0.0394 inch	 1 gram = 0.035 ounce

1 meter = 3.281 feet	 1 kilogram = 2.2 pounds
1 kilometer = 0.6215 mile	 1 megagram = 2,200 pounds

Area Energy
10151 sq cm = 0.155 sq inch 	 1 QUAD =	 Bfi1L

1 sq meter = 10.76 sq feet = 3 x 10	 kWh
1 sq kilometer = 0.386 sq mile = 33GWe-yr

= 247 acres	 1 therm = 105 Btu
l kilocalorie = 3.96 Btu

Volume 1 kWh = 859 kilocalories

1 cu meter = 1,000 liters	 i GWe-yr = 8.76 x 10	 kWh

= 106 cm3
= 35.31 cu ft
= 264 gallons

Multiplier Prefix Symbol	 Equivalent

1012 tera T	 trillion

109 giga G	 billion

106 mega M	 million

103 kilo ' k	 thousand

102 hecto h	 hundred

10 1 deka da	 ten

10-1 deci d	 a tenth part

10`2 centi c	 a hundredth

10-3 milli m	 -	 a thousandth

10- 6 micro µ	 a millionth

10-9 nano n	 a billionth,

10-12 Pico p	 a trillionth

10-15 femto f	 one thousandth of a millionth of a millionth

10-18 atto a	 one millionth of a millionth of a millionth
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0
INDEX

Section

accident(s)

accident probability
explosions
ferrocyanide
injuries
transportation
unplanned releases
upper-bound accidents.

actinides

adsorption

air (pathway)

air quality
ambient standards
impacts

allowable surface contamination levels

americium

aquatic biology

aquifer system
intercommunication
modeling

archaeology	 -

assumptions

atmospheric dispersion

Atomic Energy Act

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)

3.4.1.2, 5.2.2.2, 5.3.2.2, 5.4.2.2,'5.5.2.2,
5.6.2.2, Intro to Apps, Appendix H
I.4.2
H.1
H.1
Appendix G, L.2.2, L.4.2, L.5
Intro to Apps, I.4
A.4
H.1

8.1.2.1

P.1.1, S.3.4

4.1

6.3, Appendix G, L.3, see also pollutants
T.1
T.1

I.1.1.1

Chapter 1

4.6.2

0.2, 0.3
0.3, 0.4

3.4.5, 4.8.5, 6.10

Q.2

4.5.4

Chapter 2

Chapter 1, Chapter 2	 -

B Plant

background radiation

barriers, protective

capillary
barrier performance
intruder scenario
protective barrier and marker system
simulations

Basalt Waste Isolation Project.(BWIP)

Ben Franklin Dam

biota (radionuclide concentrations in)

A.1.5, C.2, C.5, D.2

4.1, Appendix N

3.3, 3.4.2.2, 3.4.2.3, Intro to Apps, B.1.4.3,
M.1
M.1.1.1
Chapter 1, 5.2.4.2, 5.3.4.2 0-.3.1.1
F.3.3.2, M.3, 0,3.1.2
6.1.4.3, D.8, M.2, M.7
M.5

C.4, 0.1

4.4.1

4.1
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bismuth phosphate
	

3.1.1, 3.1.2

blended solids feed system
	

D.1, D.3.3

borosilicate glass
	

See glass

bounding analysis
	

Intro to Apps

caisson

capsule waste

cesium

chracterization, tank

chemicals, hazardous

acid waste
cladding removal waste (CRW)
ferrocyanide
leachability
neutralized current acid waste (NCAW)
organic complexants
organic wash waste
organics

chemisorption

climate

Cold Creek

Columbia River

commercial waste

commercial repository

community, regional.

fiscal conditions
housing
schools
social conditions
traffic/transportation
utilities and other services
work force

compliance, regulatory

Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act
of 1980 (CERCLA)

computer programs
ALLDOS
code verification (dose)
RADTRAN III
RECON
TRANSS

A.5, A.6, 8.1.1.4

See strontium, cesium

Chapter 1, 3.2.3, 3.3.1.3, 3.3.3.3, 3.3.4.3,
6.8, A.3, B.1.2.1, B.1.3, C.4, D.4, D.2

Chapter 1, A.1.3, A.1.5

3.2.7, 3.3.5.1, 3.3.5.5, 3.3.6, 3.4.6,
4.4.2.2, 0.4.4, U.1
A.2.1.1
A.2.2.1, C.5, D.2, D.4
H.1
C.4
C.5, D.2, D.4
C.5.1
A.2.2.2
A.1.5, A.2.2.2, 8.1.2.1

0.3.4

3.4.2.1, 4.5

4.4.1, 0.2, Q.4

Chapter 1, 4.4.1, Q.4, R.1.4.3

Chapter 2

Chapter 1

4.8.1, 4.8.2, 4.8.3, 5.2.3,:5.3.3, 5.3.5,
5.3.6, 5.4.3, 5.5.3, 5.6.3, K.3
K.4
K.3.1
K.3.3
K.5
K.3.2
K.3.4
K.1

3.4.7, Chapter 6

Chapter 1, 3.3.6, 3.4.7.1

F.3.1
H.2.3
F.3.3
Intro to Apps, 1.3.1, I.4.2 I.4.3,. I.5
J.1
0.4.3.2, 0.4.3.5
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UgSATlo

construction of facilities
manpower profiles
manpower requirements

contaminant transport

costs, repository

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)

Capsule Packaging Facility (CPF)

cribs

crystalline ceramic

cumulative impacts

customer wastes

curium

M.5.1

B.1, L.2.2, L.2.3
K.1
K.1

0.3.3

Chapter 1, 3.4.1.7, 5.2.2.6 5.3.2.6, 5.4.2.6,
5.5.2.6, 5.6.2.6, 8.1.1.1, C.9, D.8, E.8,.
Appendix G, I.7, Appendix J, L.2.4, L.4.4

Chapter 1

3.3.2.3, B.1.3

A.4, V.2

C.4

5.1.4

A.2.2.3, D.2, D.4

Chapter 1

IV

ew=.

decontamination and decommissioning

Defense Waste Management Plan

Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF)

diffusion

disposal alternatives

disruptive scenarios

dissolution

distribution coefficient

ditches

dose

dose, occupational
allowable radiation dose rates
exposure parameters
external dosimetry
inhalation dose
internal dosimetry
radiation doses, types

dose, public
air submersion dose
allowable radiation dose rates
critical groups
exposure parameters
external dosimetry
ingestion dose (food crop)
inhalation dose

3.4.1.8

Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.3

Intro to Apps, C.1, C.4

0.4.1.3, P.1.4, S.3.2

3.3.6, see specific alternatives

3.4.2.2, 3.4.2.3

P.1.3, S.3.1

Intro to Apps

A.4

Chapter 1, 3.4.1, 4.1, 6.1

F.1.1.1, Appendix G
I.1.1.1
F.3.2
F.1.4
F.2.2, I.3.1.2
F.1.5
F.1.3

Intro to Apps, C.7, D.7, E.7, Appendix H
F.2.1
I.1.1.1
F.1.5.1
F.3.2
F.1.4
F.2.4, I.3.1.2
F.2.2, I.3.1.2
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internal	 dosimetry F.1.5	 -
maximally exposed individual H.1
radiation doses, types

double-shell	 tanks See tanks, tank waste

drilling/excavation ..See scenarios

drinking water Chapter 3,	 Q.5,	 R.1.4.1	 -

Dry Materials. Receiving and Handling
Facility	 (DMRHF) D.1

drywells	 - B.1.3

Drywell	 Storage Facility	 (DWSF) . Chapter 1, 3.3.2.3

dust,	 fugitive 8.1.1.1,	 B.1.1.3,	 0.6,	 I.3.2.1,	 1.6.1,	 L.3,

.. ,..	 L.4.1	 ..	 -.

earthquakes See seismicity

ecology 3.4.1.5,	 4.6, 5.2.2.4,	 5.3.2.4,	 5.4.2.4,
5.5.2.4,	 5.6.2.4

education See community

Ellensburg formation 4.2

emergency response I.1.1.3,	 I.8

emission Appendix G,	 L.2.1,.L..4.1,	 L.5

emplacement	 (repository) .Appendix J

employment k.2

endangered/threatened species 3.4.1.5,	 4.6.1,	 4.6.2,	 6.10

Energy Research and Development
Administration	 (ERDA) Chapter 1

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Chapter 1, 3.3.6, S.1

erosion, wind and water	 '. -	 M.3, M.6,	 R.8

evapotranspiration Chapter 1, M.3.1, M.5.1.2

existing tank waste See tanks, tank waste

exposure pathway Intro to Apps
cloudshine _I.3.1.2	 -
groundshine 1.3.1.2

facilities Appendix B, see also specific facility.

Fast Flux Test Facility	 (FFTF) ,.Chapter 2, A.2.2.3	 -

fatalities _	 H.1	 —
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fire/police	 See community

flooding	 4.4.1

French drains	 A.4, V.4

fuel, spent	 D.4, Appendix G

future tank waste	 See tanks, tank waste

Gable Mountain/Gable Butte 4.4.2,	 4.8.4, 4,8.5, Q.4

genetic effects Appendix N

geochemical	 interaction 0.3.4

geologic disposal	 alternative Chapter 1,	 3.3.1,	 5.2, B.1, B.2.1, 	 H.1, H.3,
L.2

geology of Hanford Site 4.2

glacial	 flooding 4.2, 0.2	 '.

glass,	 borosilicate Chapter 1,	 3.3, B.1.2, C.1, C.3, C.4

Grand Coulee Dam 4.4.1

groundwater Chapter 1,	 Intro to Apps, B.1.1.5, R,1
contamination 3.4.2, 4.4.2
monitoring 4.1
pathway 4.1, 4.4.2

grout Chapter 1, 3,3.1.1, 8.1.2.1	 8.1.4.2,	 C.5,	 D.3,
P.2.3

formula D.3.1
immobilization E.3.4
leachability Intro to Apps, C.4
mixing D,1, D.3.4
pumping D.1, D.3.4
solidification D.3.5

Hanford formation 4.2

Hanford Meteorology Station 4.5

Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) 3.3, 8.1.2.2, Appendix C,	 D.1,	 D.3.1

hazard index Chapter 1

Hazardous Waste Management Plan 3.2.7.2

health effects N.1

high-level waste 6.5, A.2.1

hydraulic
conductivity 0.4
head See models, numerical
gradient model 0.4.1.1
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hydrology	 4.4

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) 	 E.1

illnesses Appendix G, L.2.2, L.5

impacts 3.2.2,	 3.4.1, Chapter 5
long-term 3.4.2,	 5.2.4,	 5.3.4,	 5.4.4,	 5.5.4,	 5.6.4
nonradiological 3.4.1,	 5.1.4.2,	 5.2.2.3,	 5.3.2.3,	 5.4.2.3,

5.5,2.3,	 5.6.2.3
radiological 3.4.1.1,	 5.1.4.1,	 5.1.4.2,	 5.2.2.1,	 5.3.2.1,'

5.4.2.1,	 5.5.2.1,	 5,6.2.1

incidence rates Appendix G

Indians 3.4.4,	 4.8.4,	 6.10

infiltration M.3.1, M.5

in-place stabilization Chapter 1,	 3.3.2

in-place stabilization and disposal
alternati.ve 5.3,	 B.1.4,	 B.2.2,	 H.1,	 H.4,	 L.3

institutional	 control	 (loss of) 3.3

interim storage Chapter 1

intrusion Chapter 1, 3.4.2.3,	 5,2.4.3,	 5.3.4.3, 5.4.4.3,
5.5.4.3,	 5.6.4.3, M.3.3, M.3.4,	 M.4,	 S.4

irrigation 4.4.1

land use 4.7,	 5.2.7,	 5.3.7,	 5.4.7,	 5.6.7

linear hypothesis Appendix N

linear release See dissolution

longitudinal	 dispersion 0.3.3

low-level waste 3.2.4, A.2.2,	 B.1.1.3

lysimeter M.3,	 P.2.3.1

magmatic activity	 R.9

Manhattan Project	 Chapter 1

manpower	 See construction of facilities, also
Appendix G, L.2.2

markers	 -	 See barriers

maximum pollutant concentrations	 T.5

mechanical retrieval
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mechanical strength
	

C.4

medical services
	

See community

meteorlogical data
	

T.3

microbiological effects
	

0.2

migration
	

R.1.3

model calibration
	

Chapter 1

modeling -	 .Intro to Apps, F.2, J.1

models, numerical 	 -
	

0.4, P.1, P.2, Q.3, Q,4

molecular diffusion
	

P.2.1

monitoring
	

Chapter 1

multilayer cover
	

See barriers

N Reactor	 Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.1, A.2.2, A.2.2.3, D.4

National Academy of Sciences	 Chapter 1

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 	 Chapter 1, Chapter 2

neptunium	 Chapter 1

newly generated tank waste	 See tank, tank waste

nitrogen dioxide (NOx)	 L1

v:.w.	
no disposal action alternative	 Chapter 1, 3.3.4, 5.5, B,2.4, H.1, H.7, L.5

nonradiological	 Appendix G, L.2.1, L.4.1
emissions	 C.8, D.6, E.6, I.6
impacts	 I.3, I.6

Northwest Citizens Forum	 Chapter i

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 	 6.11

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)
	

Appendix G

off gas
	

8.1.2.1, C.3

organic complexants
	

see chemicals, hazardous

other disposal alternatives
	

3,3.7

packaging
	

See transportation, Appendix G

parks/recreation
	

See community

Pasco .Basin
	

4.2
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performance assessment

plants
cover
intrusion

plutonium

Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP)

Plutonium Uranium Extraction (PURER)

pollutants

ponds

population distributions	 -

pore water velocity

precipitation

pre-1970 buried suspect TRU-contaminate d
solid waste	 -

ryi i,
precipitation

'LY `' preferred alternative

..,.

probabilistic	 risk	 analysis	 (PRA)

probable maximum flood

Process Experimental Processing Plant

protective barrier

public doses	 (population dose)

Public Law 97-90

ON pumping

purpose	 (of EIS)

R.I

14.5.2.4
M.3.3

`Chapter 1, 3.1, C.4

3x1.6, A.2.2.3, C.5

3x1.4, 4.1, A.1.5, A.2, C.5 D.2, D.4

5.2.2.3, 5.3.2.3, 5.4.2.3, 5.5.2.3, 5.6.2.3,
6.3, Appendix G, L.2.1, L.3, L.5, T.1

_A.4, V.6

.See community, F.3.2.1

0.3.3

M.5.2.2

See transuranic waste (TRU), 3.3.2.6,. 3.3.3.6,.
3.3.4.5

Chapter 1, 4.5.3

Chapter 1, 3.3.5, 5.6, 8.1.2.3, B.1.3, B.2.5,
H.6

S.1

4.4.1

E.1

See barrier

F.1.1.2, F.3.2.1, F.3.2.3, K.5

Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.3.4

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

radiological
emissions
impacts

radionuclide
concentration of	 B.1.2.1

inventories	 E.5, H.2.2

movement of	 A.4

recharge	 Intro to Apps
artificial	 4.4.2, Q.4

Record of Decision	 Chapter 1

recovery	 See retrieval

C.7, E.5
0.7, I.3.1, I.5
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REDOX

reference alternative

regulatory compliance

releases
models

resource commitment

resource requirements

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
of 1976 (RCRA)

retrievably stored and newly generated TRU

retrieval
and processing
transfer of liquid
transfer sluicers/pumps

reverse wells

Ringold formation

riprap, basalt

risks
reduction factors

3.1.3

Chapter 1, 3.3.3, 5.4, 8.1.2.1, 8.1..2.3,
B.1.3, B.2.3, H.1, H.5, L.4

See compliance, regulatory

Intro to Apps, B.2
P.1, P.2

5.2.2.5, 5.3.2.5, 5.4.2.5, 5.5. 2.5, 5.6.2.5

C.6, 0.5, E.4, Appendix G, L.2.3, L.4.3

Chapter 1, 3.3.6, 3.4.7.1, 6.7

See transuranic waste (TRU)

Chapter 1, B.1.1
Appendix J
A.1.4
8.1.1.1, B.1.1.2.

A.4, B.1.1.5, V.5

4.2, 4.4.2

M.2

8.1.1.1, M.4, Appendix N
M.4

S Plant

saltcake

saturated zone

scenarios
drilling/excavation
falling objects
full garden
irrigation
post-drilling

seismicity.

sensitivity analysis

Shippingport Naval Reactor

single-shell tank(s)

simulation

slagging pyrolysis incinerator

sludge

slurry
double-shell slurry (DSS)

D.2

A.1.4,6.1.1,1, 6.1.2.1, P.2.1

0.2, 0.3.2

M.8, R.1
3.4,2.3, R.3, R.4
R.2
8.1.4.2, R.5
Q.8, Q.9, R.1.2
P.5.3

4.3, M.6, R.10

S.6

Chapter 2, 3.1

See tanks, tank waste

See model

B.1.2.3, H.1

A.1.4, A.2.1.2, B.I..1.1, 8.1.2.1, 8.1..2,2,
P.2.1
8.1.1.1, B.1.2.1, B.1.2.2, D.1
C.5, D.2, D.4
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socioeconomics

solid waste

solubility-controlled

solute transport

solvent extraction

Special	 Handling and Packaging Facility

spent fuel

storage

Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant.

stratigraphy

- streamlines
t^

M +u

streamtube

ate,
strontium/cesium capsules .	-

t

'subsidence

sulfur dioxide	 (SOx)

superfund

supernatant liquids

3.4.1.6, 4.8, 5.2.3, 5.3.3, 5.4.3, 5.5.3,
5.6.3, Appendix K

B.1.1.3, B.1.2.3

P.2.2, S.3

Q.5, Q.6

C.5.1

E.1

Chapter 1, 3.1

Chapter 1

'E.1

0.1

Q.4

See contaminant transport

Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2.3, 3.3.1.3, 3.3.2.3,
3.3.3.3, 3.3, 4.3, 3.3.5.3, A.3, B.1.2.1,
B.1.3, C.4, D.4, H.3.3, H.4.3, H.5.3

Chapter 1, 3.3.2, 3,3.4, B.1.4

T.1

Chapter 1

D.4

T Plant

tanks, tank waste
double-shell tank(s)

existing tank waste

fill material
future tank waste

integrity
leachability
newly generated tank waste
nonpumpable liquids
pumpable liquids
sampling/sample
settling tank(s)
simulation/model/modeling
single-shell tank(s) (SST)

tanks contents

x

D.2, P.2.1, P.2.2, P.3
Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2.1,..A.1.1.2; $.1.1.1,
8.1.1.2
Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2.1, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.2.1,
3.3.3.1, 3.3, 4.1, 3.3.5.1, 6.5, A.1, H.3.1,

H.4.1, H.5.1
Appendix G
Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2.2, 3.3.1.2, 3,3.2.2 9

3.3.3.2, 3.3, 4.2, 3.3.5.2, 3.4.3, 6.5, A.2,
H.3.2, H.4.2, H.5.2
Intro to Apps
C.4
Chapter 2, 3.3.4.4
A.1.4
A.1.4
A.1.3
A.4
A.1.3, Intro. to Apps.
Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2.1, 3.3.5.1, A.1.1.1,

B.1.4.1
3.1.9

thermal emissions	 D.6
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L

thermal stability

thorex

transpiration

Transportable Grout Equipment (TGE)

Transportable Grout Facility (TGF)

transportation
Department of Transportation (DOT)
local transportation
packaging
regulations, transportation
routing
shipping casks
Type A packaging
Type B packaging

transportation services

transuranic waste (TRU)
contamination

contact-handled (CH)
EPA standards for
newly generated
pre-1970
pre-1970 buried suspect TRU-contaminated
waste
remote-handled
removal
retrievably stored and newly generated

transportation of
TRU-bearing sludge
TRU-contaminated soil sites

Treaty of 1855

,3,.',pti 	 trench(es)

TRUEX

TRUPACT transport container

C.4

3.1.5

See evapotranspiration

D.1

3.3.1.2, I.1.1.1

Appendix G, Appendix J, L.2.1
I.1
K.3.2
I.1.1.1
I.1
I.1.1.3
I.2
I.1.1.1

I.4.1

See community

E.1, P.2.4, P.2.5
A.4, B.1.1.3, 8.1.1.5, 8.1.2.1, H.3.4, H.4.4,
H.5.4
A.6, E.1
6.5
A.6
A.5, H.3.5, H.4.5, 11.5.5

Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2.6, 3.3.1.6, 3.3.5.6
A.6, E.1
A.2.2.1
Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2..4, 3.3.1.4, 3.3.3.4,.
3.3.4.4, 3.3.5.4, A.6, H.3.2, H.3.6, H.4.6,
H.5.6
5.1.4.3, 6.6
D.2
Chapter 1, Chapter 2, 3.2.5, 3.3.1.5, 3.3.2..5,
3.3.3.5, 3.3.4.5, 3.3.5.5

4.8.4

3.3.1.1, A.4, A.5, A.6, D.1

3.3.1.1, B.1.2.1

E.3.5, I.2, I.4.3

unsaturated water flow
	

0.3.1, Q.3

U.S. Geological Survey
	

Chapter 1

uranium
	

3.1, 3.2.2

vadose zone
	

See contaminant transport

vapor diffusion
	

P.2.1

vaults
	

Chapter 1, 3.3.1.1, D.1, D.3.4.5, D.6, D.7
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vitrification	 Chapter 1, 3.3, Appendix C

Washington Public Power Supply System Chapter 1

waste acceptance criteria (WAC) E.1

waste feedstreams C.5,	 D.4

waste fractionation plant 3.1.7

Waste Encapsulation and
Storage Facility	 (WESF) 3.1.8,	 B.1.3

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant	 (WIPP) Chapter 2,	 3.3.1,	 8.1.2.3,	 E.1,	 Appendix J,
L.2

waste pretreatment C.5.1

Waste Receiving and Processing
Facility	 (WRAP) Chapter 1, B.1.3.3, Appendix E,

waste site descriptions Appendix A

waste site inventories K.1, Appendix . A,	 Intro to Apps

water quality standards 6.2

water/sewage services See community

windstorms 4.5.1

West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) C.1,	 C.4

Yakima River	 4.4.1, Q.4

Z Plant	 D.2
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A. UNITED STATES

1. United States Senate

Honorable John C. Stennis
Chairman,. Committee on Appropriations

Honorable Mark 0. Hatfield
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Appropriations

Honorable J. Bennett Johnston
Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy

and Water Development
Committee on Appropriations

Honorable Mark 0. Hatfield
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee. on Energy and Water

Development
Committee on Appropriations

Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services

Honorable John Warner
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Armed Services

Honorable J. James Exon
Chairman, Subcommittee on Strategic

Forces and Nuclear Deterrence
Committee on Armed Services

Honorable Strom Thurmond
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Strategic Forces

t.	 and Nuclear Deterrence
Committee on Armed Services

Honorable Brock Adams**

Honorable Daniel J. Evans

Honorable Mark Hatfield

Honorable James A. McClure

Honorable Bob Packwood

Honorable Steven D. Symms

I. GOVERNMENT

2. United States House of Representatives

Honorable Jamie L. Whitten
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations

Honorable Silvio 0. Conte
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Appropriations

Honorable Tom Bevill
Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy

and Water Development
Committee on Appropriations

Honorable John Myers
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Energy and Water

Development
Committee on Approriations

Honorable Les Aspin
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services

Honorable William L. Dickinson
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Armed Services

Honorable Samuel S. Stratton
Chairman, Subcommittee on Procurement

and Military Nuclear Systems
Committee on Armed Services

Honorable Robert Badham
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Procurement and

Military Nuclear Systems.
Committee on Armed Services

Honorable Les AuCoin**

Honorable Don Bonker**

Honorable Rod R. Chandler

Honorable Larry E. Craig

Honorable Peter A. DeFazio

Honorable Norman D. Dicks

Honorable Thomas S. Foley

Honorable Mike Lowrey

Honorable John R. Miller

Honorable Sid Morrison

Honorable Denny Smith

Honorable Robert F. Smith
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Honorable Richard H. Stallings

Honorable Al Swift

Honorable RonWyden**

3. Federal Agencies

Bureau of Indian Affairs

ATTN: Frank Khattat

Corps of Engineers
ATTN: Richard Cook.

Council	 on Environmental Quality
ATTN:	 Dinah Bear, General	 Counsel

Office of Management and .Budget
ATTN:	 Barbara Gittleman,

Budget Examiner

U.S. Department of Commerce
Herbert Clark Hoover Building

1'ti„1 U.S. Department of Commerce**
Ecology and Conservation

.,, Division

National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration

ATTN:	 David Cottingham

^-.
U.S. Department of Commerce**
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration

National	 Marine Fisheries
°ea

Service

Environmental	 & Technical
Services Division

ATTN:	 Dale R. Evans, Division Chief

l U.S. Department of Defense
The Pentagon
Director of Environmental Policy

`as1
U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services (3)
Director of Environmental Affairs

U.S. Department of the .Interior
Environmental Project Review Office

U.S. Department of Interior** (14)
ATTN: Bruce Blanchard
Director, Office of Environmental

Protection

U.S. Department of the Interior**
ATTN: John R. Woodworth
Regional Environmental Officer

U.S. Department of the Interior*
Fish and Wildlife Service
ATTN: Charles A. Dunn
Field Supervisor

U.S. Department of Transportation
Assistant Secretary for Policy and

International Affairs

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (5)
Region X
ATTN: Dan Steinborn

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency** (5)
Office of Federal. Activities
ATTN: Richard Sanderson, Director

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
McNary NWR

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Umatilla Refuges

U.S. General Accounting Office
ATTN: John W. Sisson

U.S. Geological Survey
National Center

ATTN: George Dinwiddie

U.S. Geological Survey
Water Resources Division

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission**,* (12)
Division of High -Level Waste Management
ATTN: Robert E. Browning, Director

4. U.S. Department of Energy

U.S. Department of Energy
ATTN: Mary L. Walker, Assistant Secretary,
Environment, Safety and Health

U.S. Department of Energy
ATTN: Troy E. Wade (Acting)Assistant
Secretary, Defense Programs

U.S. Department of Energy
ATTN: Charles E. Kay, (Acting) Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
ATTN: J. Michael Farrell, General Counsel

U.S. Department of Energy (25)
Washington Office Headquarters
ATTN: Gerald H. Daly, Director,

Waste Research and Development Division
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Westinghouse Hanford Company (150)
ATTN: C. DeFigh-Price, Program Manger for

Environmental Documentation

B. STATE

1. Washington - Executive

Honorable Booth Gardner, Governor**
State of Washington

John A. Cherberg
Lieutenant Governor

Brian Boyle
Commissioner
Dept. of Natural Resources

Ken Eikenberry
Attorney General

Ralph Munro
Secretary of State

Washington - Senate

Senator Max Benitz

Senator Jeannette Hayner

Senator Irving Newhouse

Senator E. G. Patterson

Senator Al Williams**

Senator Hal Zimmerman

Washington - House

Forrest Baugher
State Representative

Peter T. Brooks
State Representative

William A. Grant
State Representative

Shirley Hankins
State Representative

Jim Jesernig -
State Representative

Louise Miller
State Representative

Darwin R. Nealy
State Representative

a. U.S. Department of Energy Field Offices

U.S. Department of Energy
Richland Operations Office
ATTN:	 M. J. Lawrence, Manager

U.S. Department of Energy	 (100)
Richland Operations Office
ATTN:	 J.	 R.	 Hunter,	 Director,

Testing and Development Division

U.S. Department of Energy (10)
Richland Operations Office
ATTN:	 Ronald D. Izatt, Director

BWIP Division

U.S. Department of Energy (3)
Albuquerque Operations Office
ATTN:	 Denny Krentz

U.S. Department of Energy	 (3)
.... WPO/JIO/Sandia

U.S. Department of Energy (5)
Idaho Operations Office

r° = ^• ,. ATTN:	 J. E. Solecki, Director
Field Processing. and Waste
Management Division

L,.`y
U.S. Department of Energy* (1)
Savannah River Operations Office
ATTN:	 R. L. Chandler, Director

`^- Process and Weapons Division

3 U.S. Department of Energy* (5)
Savannah River Operations Office

p., ATTN:	 D. C. Fulmer, Deputy Project
Manager, Defense Waste Program

U.S. Department of Energy (5)

..._. Chicago Operations Office
ATTN:	 Jay 0. Hunze, Director

Technology Management Division

_ U.S. Department of Energy (5)
Nevada Operations Office
ATTN:	 Carl P. Gertz, Project Manager

Waste Management Project Office

U.S. Department of Energy (5)
San Francisco Operations Office
ATTN:	 Rudolph Bredderman, Director
Defense Program Division

U.S. Department of Energy (5)
Oak Ridge Operations Office
ATTN:	 W. D. Adams, Director

Research and Waste Mangement Division

b. U.S. Department of Energy Contractors

Pacific Northwest Laborato ry ,(150)
ATTN:	 P. E. Bramson, Manager

Hanford Defense Waste EIS Program
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Dick Nelson**
State Representative

Busse Nutley**
State Representative

Eugene A.	 Prince
State Representative.

Margaret Rayburn
State Representative

Nancy Rust
State Representative

Dean A. Sutherland**
State Representative

Washington - Staff/Agencies

Fred Adair**
-. House Energy Committee.

Analysis and Planning Section
Department of Natural

' Resources

Dr. John Beare
- Department of Social & Health

.,».. Services

--. Duane Berentson, Secretary (3)
Department of Transportation

ry„w^

Dr. Surinder Bhagat
„., State of Washington

Water Research Center

-"^ Robert Bratton, Chairman
Utilities/Transportation
Commission, Highways

- Dr. Bill	 Brewer
Office of Nuclear Waste Management

Ellen Caywood
Institute for Public Policy

Jane A. Van Dyke, Commissioner**
.Clark County Public

Utility District

Jim Connolly
Energy Facility Site Evaluation

Council

Alan Pettibone	 (3)
Director
Department of Agriculture

Curt Eschels, Chairman	 (3)
Energy Facility Site Evaluation

Council

Dr. Royston Filby
State of Washington
Water Research Center

Dr. William Funk
State of Washington
Water Research Center

Jack Howerton
Habitat Management
Department of Game

Terry Husseman
Office of Nuclear Waste Management
Department of Ecology

William Johnson, Manager
Department of Natural Resources

Dick Milne, Press Secretary
Office of Governor

Leo LaClair
Governor's Office of Indian

Affairs

Ralph Larson, Director (3)
Fisheries Management Division

Dr. Raymond Lasmanis.(3)
Department of Natural

Resources

Frank Lockard (3)
Department of Game

Ed McGuire
Washington State Energy

Office

Doris Minor
Washington Department of Ecology
Low-Level Radiation Waste

Program

Duane Phinney
Habitat Management
Washington Department of Fisheries

Eleanor Price*
Staff Research Analyst.
Washington State Senate Committee

on Energy and Utilities.

Don Provost
Department of Ecology

Jules Sugarman, Secretary (5)
Department of Social and
Health Services

Jeanne Rensel (3)
Department of Ecology
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Andrea Beatty Riniker, Director (5)
Department of Ecology

Charlie Roe
Assistant Attorney General
Department of Ecology

Greg Sorlie
Environmental Review
Department of Ecology

T. R. Strong, Head*
Radiation Control Section
State of Washington
Department of Social and

Health Services

Al Bauer**
State Senator

Warren A. Bishop, Chair** (20)
Nuclear Waste Board

Washington State Nuclear Waste
Advisory Council '(14)

Warren A. Bishop
Department of Ecology

Jacob E. Thomas
Department of Community Development
Office of Accounting and Historic

Preservation

Richard Watson, Director
State Energy Office

Bill Wilkerson
Director
Department of Fisheries

2. Oregon

Honorable Neil Goldschmidt, Governor**
State of Oregon

Pat Amadeo
Special Assistant to the Governor
State of Oregon Energy and

Natural Resources

Bill Dixon (20)
Oregon Department of Energy

A. M. Alsworth**
Oregon Department of Energy

Lynn D. Frank, Director**
Oregon Department of Energy

Dan Saltzman, Vice-Chairman**
Oregon Hanford Advisory

Committee

State Clearinghouse (6)
Intergovernmental Relations Division

3. Idaho

Honorable Cecil D. Andrus, Governor**
State of Idaho

4. California

Congressman Douglas Bosco

C. LOCAL OFFICES

Benton City Council (6)

Benton County Commission (3)

Benton County Planning Department

Board of County Commissioners
Adams County

Franklin County Commission (3)

Franklin County Planning Department

Dennis C. Illingsworth**
WASCO-Sherman Public Health Department

Kennewick City Council (6)
City of Kennewick

Kennewick, City of
Bobby F. Kirk, Fire Chief**

Kennewick Planning Department
City of Kennewick

King County Commission

Gene Mueller, Mayor**
City of Lewiston

Jack E. McGuire
Mayor, City of Hoquiam

Multnomah County, Oregon**
Caroline Miller
Commissioner, District 3

Multnomah County, Oregon**
Charles P. Schade, M.D. -
Health Officer
Department of Human Services
Disease Control Office

Pasco City Council (6)
City of Pasco

Pasco Planning Department
City of Pasco
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Portland, City of** Bill	 Burke
Dick Bogle, Commissioner. Confederated Tribes of the
Bureau of Water Works Umatilla Indian Reservation

Portland, City of** Columbia River Inter-Tribal.
Mike Lindberg, Commissioner Fish Commission**

Portland City Council ATTN:	 S. Timothy Wapato
Executive Director

Portland, City of**
Dr. Leonard Palmer Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla

Representative of the Indian Reservation**	 (2)

Portland City Council ATTN:	 Elwood Datawa

Associate Professor Geology
Portland State University 	 - Donald C.	 Hatch, Jr.

Chairman of Tulalip Tribes
Portland, City of**
Margaret D. Strachan Nez Perce Tribal	 Executive Committee (2)

Commissioner of Public ATTN:	 David C.	 Holt

Utilities
Nez Perce Tribe**

Portland, City of**	 - Nuclear Waste Policy

Edward Tenny, Administrator Act Program

Bureau of Water Works
J. Herman Reuben, Chairman

.^„„. Richland City Council	 (6) Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee

City of Richland

f
Bob Taylor

Richland Planning Department Bureau of Indian Affairs

City of Richland
Wanapum Indian Nation	 (2).

Charles Royer, Mayor ATTN:	 Rex Buck, Jr.
City of Seattle

Yakima Indian Nation** (2)IN
. 

•^ Vicky McNeill, Mayor** ATTN:	 Russell Jim

City of Spokane Manager, Nuclear Waste Program

The Dalles, City. of** . III. LIBRARIES
....,.,, John Mabrey, Mayor

1. Washington

Thurston County Commission
Anacortes Public Library

Carol C. Hansen** ATTN:	 Doug Everhart

City of Vancouver
Auburn Public library

°- Walla Walla County Commissioners ATTN:	 John L. Holmes

City of Walla Walla
Bellingham Public Library	 -

West Richland City Council	 (6) ATTN:	 Claudia J. McCain

City of West Richland v
Central Washington University

Yakima County Planning Department ATTN:	 Frank A. Schneider

II, INDIAN INDIVIDUALS, TRIBES /NATIONS Eastern Washington University
John F. Kennedy Memorial Library

Affiliated Tribes of ATTN:	 Charles H. Baumann

Northwest Indians**
ATTN:	 Faith Mayhew, Executive Director Ellensburg Public Library.

ATTN:	 Carolyn S. Willberg

Clarice Barnes
Nuclear Waste Study Program Everett Public Library

Umatilla Tribe ATTN:	 Mark A. Nesse

Fort Vancouver Regional Library
ATTN:	 Tom Taylor
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El

N

Gonzaga University
Crosby Library
ATTN: Robert L. Burr

King County Library System
ATTN:. Hebert F. Mutschler

Kitsap Regional Library
ATTN: Irene C. Heninger

Longview Public Library
ATTN: Marion J. Otterman

Mid-Columbia Library
ATTN: Shirley Tucker

Mount Vernon Public Library
ATTN: Bud Southworth

Neill Public Library
Pullman Public Library
ATTN: Helen L. Snediker

North Central Regional Library
ATTN: Linda Barb

North Olympic Library System
ATTN: Leslie Spotkov

Pacific Lutheran University
Robert A. L. Mortvedt Library
ATTN: John Heussman

Pasco Public Library

Penrose Library
Whitman College
ATTN: Joe Brozen

Pierce County Rural Library District
ATTN: Dean Hampton

Renton Public Library
ATTN: Clark H. Petersen

Richland Public Library

Seattle Public Library
ATTN: Ronald A. Oubberly

Seattle University
AA Lemieux Library
ATTN: Lawrence Thomas

Spokane County Library District
ATTN Rehan Robinson

Spokane Public Library
Comstock Building Library
ATTN: Toni Savalli

Tacoma Public Library
ATTN: Sue Galliner

Timberland Regional Library
ATTN: Vicky Armstrong

University of Washington Libraries
ATTN: Merle N. Boylan

Walla Walla Public Library
ATTN: Steve Towery

Washington State Library
ATTN: C. E. Bolden

Washington State University Library
ATTN: Donald Bushaw

Western Washington University
Mabel Zoe Wilson Library
ATTN: W. Robert Lawyer

Whatcom County Public Library
ATTN: John Halloway

Whitman College
Penrose Memorial Library
ATTN: A. D. Jonish

Yakima Valley Regional Library
ATTN: Richard E. Ostrander

2. Idaho

Boise Public Library & Information Center
ATTN: Lynn Melton

Boise State University Library
ATTN: Timothy Brown

Caldwell Public Library
.ATTN: Elaine Letpert

Coeur d'Alene Public Library
ATTN: Julie Meier.

Idaho State Library
ATTN: Jane Houston

Idaho State University Library
ATTN: Joseph Lu

Lewiston City Library
ATTN: Don Hampton

Madison County Library District
ATTN: Geraldine Jacobs

Magic Valley Library System
ATTN: Linda Parkinson

Nez Perce County Free Library District
ATTN: Edward Linkhart

Pocatello Public Library
ATTN: Howard Downey
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University of Idaho Library.
ATTN: .Dennis Baird

3. Oregon

Albany Public Library
ATTN: Wayne L. Suggs

Baker County Public Library
ATTN: Paul Crouphamel

Beaverton City Library
ATTN: Dorothy M. Shaver

Cedar Mill Commercial Library
ATTN: John Switzer

Corvallis Public Library
Corvallis-Benton County Library
ATTN: Kay Salmon

Deschutes County Library.
ATTN: Ralph Delamarter

Eugene Public Library
ATTN: James D. Meeks

Hillsboro Public Library
ATTN: Deborah Broadie/Diane Gatkey

Josephine County Library. System
ATTN: Jean M. Smith

Klamath Falls Library
ATTN: Betty Emmert

LaGrande Public Library
ATTN: Barbara Elam

Library Association of Portland
Multnomah County Library
ATTN: Cecil Carpenter

Oregon State Library
State Library Building
ATTN: Wesley A. Donk

Oregon State University
William Jasper Kerr Library
ATTN: Melvin R. George

Portland State University
Branford Price Miller Library
ATTN: C. Thomas Pfingsten

Salem Public Library
ATTN: George Happ

The Dalles-Wasco Public Library
ATTN: Margaret Amara

Umatilla County Library
ATTN: Barbara Bishop

University of Oregon Library
ATTN: William Schenck

University of Portland
Wilson W. Clark Memorial Library
ATTN: Joseph Browne

Washington County Cooperative library
Pacific University .Library
ATTN: Donna Selly

Willamette University Library
ATTN: Sandra Weronko

4. Other

Nevada State Library
ATTN: Pat Deadder

Smithsonian Archives
ATTN: Alan Bain.

Freedom of Information Reading Room
U.S. Department of Energy
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IV. INTERESTED GROUPS/AGENCIES

American Nuclear Society
Eastern Washington Section

American Water Works**
Association

ATTN: John E. Dennee

Association of Washington Cities

Audubon Society of Portland*,**
ATTN: Diana Bradshaw

Audubon Society
ATTN: Hazel Wolf

Audubon Society of Salem**
ATTN: Robbie Earon

Coalition for Safe Power*,**
ATTN: Nina Bell

Nuclear Waste Project*
Environmental Policy Institute

Hanford Oversight Committee*
ATTN: R. Eileen Buller

Hanford Oversight Committee*
ATTN: Larry L. Caldwell

Center for Defense Information
Coalition For Safe Power
ATTN: C. W. F. Bell

Columbia Gorge Coalition
ATTN: Chuck Williams

New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority**

ATTN: T. K. DeBoer, Director

Edison Electric Institute

Educators for Social Responsibility
Freeze Campaign

Physicians for Social. Responsibility

Environmental Policy Institute*,**
ATTN: Robert Alvarez

EWA, Inc.

Fellowship of Reconciliation
ATTN: Nora Hallet

Friends of the Earth

Geo-Trans, Inc.

Greenpeace Northwest**
ATTN: Robert Rose

Hanford Clearinghouse

Hanford Education Action
League**

ATTN: Tim Connor

Hanford Education Action League
ATTN: Rev. W. Houff

Hanford Education Action League
ATTN: Joan Mootry

High-Level Nuclear Waste Office

H. T. Reserve Center

Inland. Empire Regional
Conference**

ATTN: John R. Hebner, Chairman

Kennewick, Port of**
ATTN: Sue Watkins, Manager

League of Women Voters**
ATTN: Ruth Coffin

League of Women Voters**
ATTN: Norma Jean Germond

League of Women Voters
ATTN: Lynn Kittleson

League of Women Voters of Portland
ATTN: Leeanne MacColl

League of Women Voters
ATTN: Nancy Pearson

League of Women Voters
ATTN: Marilyn Perkins

League of Women Voters**
ATTN: Helen E. Ramatowski

L. Lehman & Associates

Lower Columbia Basin Audubon Society
ATTN: Carl Berkowitz

Ebasco Services, Incorporated*
ATTN: Kathleen E. Lind-Howe

MAZAMAS Conservation Committee**
ATTN: P. J. Oberlander

National Academy of Sciences and
Engineering Institute of Medicine (15)

ATTN: Dr. John S. Sieg

National Science Foundation
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National Wildlife Federation

Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc.**

North Olympic Peace
Fellowship**

ATTN: Jennifer Paine

Northwest Citizens Forum on
Defense Waste**

ATTN: Clarence Barnett

Northwest Citizen's Forum
on Defense Waste** (30)

ATTN: Bernard J. Coughlin SJ,.Chairman

Northwest District
Association**

ATTN: Frank Dixon, President

Nuclear Waste Programs
ATTN: Director

Oregon Rainbow Coalition**
ATTN: Susan Giese

Oregon State Public Interest
Research Group**

ATTN: Sara L. Lauman

Portland Chapter of
Physicians for Social
Responsibility**
ATTN: Richard Belsey, M.D.

President, League of Women Voters of the
United States

Religious Society of Friends,
(Quakers)**

ATTN: Janet J. Berleman

Salem Fellowship of Reconciliation

Save the Resources Committee**
ATTN: David Burroughs, President

Search Technical Services"
ATTN: Norm Buske

Seattle King County Nuclear
Weapons Freeze Campaign**

ATTN: Carole Woods

Seattle Women Act for Peace**
ATTN: Anci Koppel

Sierra Club Oregon Chater**
ATTN: Betty McArdle

Sierra Club
Northwest Representative

Sierra Club**
Regional Vice-Presidents Forum
ATTN: Ann Bringloe

Snake River Alliance

Southwest Washington Health
District**

ATTN: Thomas L. Milne

Oregon Project Notification* (B)
and Review System, State
Clearinghouse

ATTN: Dolores Streeter

Students for Nuclear
Awareness**

ATTN: Jo Broadwell

Tacoma Audubon Society

Tri-City Industrial Development Council
(TRIDEC)**

Sam Volpentest

U.S. Council on Energy Awareness

U.S. Ecology, Inc.

Washington Environmental Council

Washington Public Interest
Research Group

ATTN: Svend Beecher

Washington Public Interest
Research Group

ATTN: Susan Krala

Washington Public Interest
Research Group

ATTN: Wendy Wendlandt

Washington Public Interest**
Research Group
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V. INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS

d

^*

Thomas Abraham

James Acord**

Gregory Adams**

Peter Allen

David Anderson

Mary Voegtlin. Anderson**

Mr. & Mrs. Rodger J. Anderson**

Frank C. Armstrong

Nick Arnis**

H. Harold Aronson

Dennis R. Arter, P.E.

Daniel A. Ashburn

Priscilla Attean

Denise Attwood/Ric Conner

Professor Atwater

Steven Bachhuber

William Douglas Back

Cliff Bailey

Grant Bailey

Lynn W. Baker**

Donald K. Balmer

Terri L. Barfield**

John Bartels**

John W. Bartlett, Ph.D.

Michael Bauer

Frances S. Bayley**

Barry Bead

Deborah Beadle

Thomas M. Beasley, Ph.D.

Clarissa H. Beatty

Becky Bechtold

Pam Behring**

W. R. Belcher

Garland Bell

Dick Belsey, MD

Jeff Benjamin

Gerry Sennett**

Phillip L. Bereano**

Sandy Berger

Irwin Berman

Rosalie Bartell, Ph.D., G.N.S.H.*

Gary Bickett**

Gary Bickett

Bruce Bishop

Chuck Boatman

David Bodansky, Ph.D.

Patti Bodzioch

K. A. Goes

Paul Bolson

Cheri Borland

Gerald H. Bosch**

Jeff Boscole**

Sally Bourgeois

Philip Bourque

Jalair L. Box**

Lina Schraufnagel Boxleitner

Julie Boyle**

Ann Bradford**

Pat Brady

Eldon Bray

Deanna Brayton

Donna Brehrend
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D. Kamala Bremer**

George Brewder

Corrine Bright

Gary Brill**

Roger C. Brown**

Bob Bryce

William Budd

David Buecker

Kenneth W. Burchell**

Roger Burchell

David Burroughs'

Helen C. Bushman**
^i

Beth Buzzard**
..m,

Andrea Campbell

Dane Campbell

Greg Campbell

G. S.	 Campbell,	 Ph.D.
.w"

Jackie Campbell

Belle Canon

Colleen Carl

Patricia M. Carpenter
& Family**

Don Carrell

Bonnie Carver

Rochelle Cashdan**

Sara Cate

Ray C. Chesbrough**

Ed Chrisman

Neil	 Chrisman

John R. Christofferson**

Marilyn Christofferson**

Barbara Clark**

Bud Clark

Michael L. Clark**

E. E. Clawsen

Daniel N. Clayton

Bill Coah

John Connelly

S. D. Conner

Theresa Connor

Tim Connor

F. Robert Cook

Cliff Cooper

John A. Cooper

Michael A. Corcoran

Dick Corlett

Theodore C. Coskey**

Joseph'Cospito

Karen Cotton**

Thomas Cotton

Marilyn Couch**

Bernard J. Coughlin**

Christy A. Crandall**

Christine Cremo

Sheila Crofut

Connie Cummings

Ruth Currie**

Grant Daily

Pat Dalton

Donna Davis

Mark Davis*

Stanley N. Davis, Ph.D.

Carol Dayton

Gretchen de Grasse**

Kim de Jong
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Jim DeLaHunt

Gwen Demombynes

Bill	 Dempsey**

Charlotte Denniston**

John Desring

Paul Dewey	 -

Dorothy Diehl**

Joyce Drennan

Pat Domenico, Ph.D.

Virgil	 Donovan

Teresa Dowling

Richard Dunford
E w4

Riley Dunlap

Richard Durford

Dana Dwyer

r
Joan Edwards

Heidi M. Edinger**

nW'h

Sue Eipert

William Elhoff

,MBA Dr.	 Frederick E.	 Ellis**

Margaret Ellsworth

Richard Emery

George Erb**

Brad Erlandson

R.	 B.	 Evans

Robert A. Ewing

.Mrs, Jack Fancher

Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Ferber**

PatFerguson-Steger*

Jim Ferris

Sam Figuli

Victoria Flower

Cynthia B. Flynn, Ph.D.

Peter Ford**

Laurence Foster, MD

Melvin Foster

James Fouty

Joseph Franco

Fred Frank

Eldon Franz

Udell Fresk

C. J. Frompovich, Ph. D.

Jess Frost

Peter Frothingham**

Pam D. Gardine**

Andrew Gardner**

Jana Garlinghouse

Richard H. Gates

Tom Geise

Joseph P. Geraci

Norma Jean Germond

Alberta Gesould**

Gina Glaze

Tracey Gooding

Mary S. Grafious

Joan Grammon

Margaret Green, M.D.

Trevor Griffiths**

Slade Gorton**

Kim Hargrave Grotz

Marcia Gullekson

Karin Gurno**

Richard Haard

Shirley Hagman**.
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George Halekas & Family**

Marilyn Hales**

Jerrolyn Hall**

Bob Halstead

Ida Mae Hamilton**

Roslyn Hamilton

Kathy Hammock

Catherine Hampton

Richard C. Hannon

Janet Hansom

Tom Hanson

A. Hansvold

Mr. & Mrs. Goodwin W. Harding**.

Merle Harmon

Harmon and Weiss

Bob Harris

Steve Hart

Susan Hartford

Robert & Susan Haverfield

John W. Healy, Ph.D.

John Held

Glen Hellman

Carolyn Hempstead**

Charles M. Henderson

Mary Henterly**

Tom Heston**

Paul Hildenbrand

Orville F. Hill, Ph.D.**

Sue Hill

Vernon R. Hill**

Daniel Hillel, Ph.D.

Jack W. Hirsch**

Dolores M. Hodge**

K. L. Hoewing

Vivian Hoidorf**

Marilyn Holt

Kenneth R. Hopkins**

William Harper Houff, Ph.D.**

James B. Hovis*

Dave Howe

Mary Howell

Leo Huff

Roger L. Humphrey, M.D.

Byron Hunt, D.O.**

Tom Hunt

David Hutchison

Hiroshi igarashi

Ray Isaacson

Bob Jackson

Kenneth L. Jackson, Ph.D.

Ken Jacobsen

Jennifer Jaech

Marci James**

Dick Jansen

Susan E. Jasniewski

Aileen Jeffries**

Carl R. Johnson**

Lee Johnson

Susan B. Johnson**

Michael P. Jones

Sunny Jones

Nansie Jubitz**

James Juntuner**

John Kamerrer
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Judy Kanz

Steve Kapp

Jean W. Kasper

Keith Decie

Amrit Kendnck

Dr. Bruce Kennedy

Jean Kepenes*

David Kerschner

Esther Khoo	 -

Daniel J. Kinney, Jr.**

Patricia Kirch

J. Howard Kittel

James A. Kittrick, Ph.D.

Andrew C. Klein

Sherry Klink

Dan L. Kniesner**

George J. Konzek

R. L. Koontz

Nancy Korb**

Mary Ann Kruslicky

Don Kuntz

Donn Kuntz

Dean Kurath

Victor LaCourse

Barbara La Morticella*

Melissa Laird*

John S. Lamb

Nothman Lane

C. Lanigan

Debra Larson**

Greg Larson

L. F. Latvala**

Jeffrey C. Laufle

Sara Laumann

William F. Lawless**

Lorna Leavy

Michelle LeBaron

Gwen Lee

Kai N. Lee, Ph.D.**

Deborah Leighton

Mike Lelend

Bonita E. Lenk

Estella B. Leopold**

Opa Leopold**

David Lewis

Nick Lewis

Nick Lewis

Carol A. Lieberman

Eric J. and Marilyn Lindell**

Dorothy Linn**

Frederick G. Lissner

P. R. Loe

Bill Loftuf

Marilyn Lohr**

Jim Long

Cornelius Lopez**

Mary C. Lorence

Rocky Losli

Rob Lothrop

Jim Lourie

Robert Loux

Lisa Lyons**

John Maclaren

Mimi Maduro**
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Ann Magill

Scott Majuriz

Seth V. Makepeace

Margo Malone

Al Mangan**

Lloyd Marbet

Eva Mart

Judith R. Martin

David Mathiason

Mary Mattson**

Betty McArdle**

Richard G. McCain

Russell E. McDuff

Kevin McKeigue**

Douglas McIntosh**

Heather McIntosh**

Margretta McIntosh**

Susan J. McIntyre

Mike McKenzie-Carter

Charles L. McLaughlin

Laine McLaughlin**

Denise M. McPhail

W. P. Mead

Vicki Mercer

R. Meyers

Amy Mickelson

Allan Miles

John Stuart Miller, P.E.

Joseph Miller, Jr. 	 ,.

Mary Miller

Thomas L. Milne

Walter & Vicky Mintkeski**

Maria Mitchell

A. Alan Moghissi, Ph.D.

Robert Mohn

Milton H. Monnier**

Anita Monoian

James P. Monroe

Joe Montgomery	 -

Audrey Moore**

Emmett B. Moore, Jr.*

Richard D. Moore, M. D.**

Anthony Morrell

Joan Mootry**

Patricia Morgan**

M. Mozzetti

Barbara Muller**

Colleen Murphy**

John & Gloria Murphy**

Malachy R. Murphy

Raymond Murray

Evabelle Myers**

Reuel Myers

Rich Nafziger

Donald H. Nelson.

Mari Hoffmann-Nelson"

Lee Nelson	 -

Nancy Nesewich

A. E. Nevissi

J. Richard Nokes**

Daphne Norwood

Maureen Norwood

Kip O'Kelley

Doug Oliver
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Ray Dram, Jr.**

Chet Orloff**

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Osenberg**

Joni Packard

Vince Panesko

Frank & Peggy Panisko

Frank L. Parker, Ph.D.

Harvey W. Parker

Claudia E. Patterson**

Donald Pay*

Eva Perret**

Cheryl Perrin

Ruth Peterson

Christian Petrick

Carol Petti

Candace Pierce**

Thomas H. Pigford, Ph.D.

Russell Plaeger**

Chris Platt

Eileen Poeter, Ph.D.

Delores Porch**

Teresa Posakony

Theresa Potts

Art Powell**

Walbridge J. Powell**

Max Power

Linda Powers

Richard Premzic

Gary W. Prescott

John Proctor**

Robert Quillan

Daniel L. Raphael**

Bonnie Rathod**

J. W. Ravell

Dixy Lee Ray, Ph.D.

H. P. Ray

Ben D. Rea*

Julie Reddick

Carol Reece

Annabell F. Reed

Sam Reed

Josie E. Reichlin, CSJP**.

Mary Renaud*

Jack B. Rice

Bill Richmond

Wayne Chapman Riggsbee

John C. Ringle

Ruth Riordan**

Paul Roberts**

Mark Robinowitz

Hope Robison

Kathleen W. Rockwell

Dave Rogers

Gordon Rogers**

Wyatt Rogers

George S. Rokkan

Karen Roothan*

Alan Rose**

Bob Rose

Richard and Rochelle Rosenberg**

William D. Rowe, Ph.D.

Bob Ross

Erica S. Rubin**

Tony Ruckel
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Stephen Ruden

Cheryl Runyon

Jill Ruspi

Tony Rutz

Al Sarabee

Dorothy Saran

Michelle Saranovich

L. R. Sarles

Peter Sasasski

Charles P. Schade, M.D.

John Schilling

William N. Schlax

Jens Schmidt

Jerald L. Schnoor, Ph.D.

Joanne Schoettler

Shantelle Scott

Victoria A. Seever**

Pat Serie

Roy Seidenstein

Mark E. Shaffer

Mark Shapley

Della Sherman

David Shively**

Alice Shorett

Neal Shulman

Tom Sibley

Carolyn L. Siebe**

Mary Siedlecki

Dennis Simmelink 	 -

Enid Slivka

H. Smail

J. L. Smith, Ph.D.

Julian C. Smith, Ph.D.

Mona Smith

Helen Snediker

Daniel Spatz**

Michael B. Spranger*

William Stahl

Frank Standerfer

Don Starr

David W. Stevens

Jeanne Stewart

Alan Stine

Bob Stordeur

Rena M. Strahl**

Dawn Sumner**

Leon D. Swenson

John A. Swez, Ph.D.

Thomas Sykes

M. J. Szulinski**

David Tarnas

David J. Tauben, M. D.**

Jeanette Taylor**

Ted Taylor

R. 0. Tedeschi

Charles Templeton

K. Thirumalai

James P. Thomas**

Jim Thomas

Larry E. Thomas

Stephan Tilley

Rebecca Timson

Gretchen Tinkle

Michael Tippie
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Mike Todd

Evelyn Tourville

Dean Tousley

Diane Trainer*

Francis Trapani**

Sonia Trapani**

Jolene Unsoeld

Kevin A. Utt

Ted Van Arsdol

Duane Vander Pluym

Betty Verbrugge

James W. Voss

Mr. Wakamo

John F. Walenta**

Robert W. Wallace

Juanita M. Wallin**

A. W. Warrick, Ph.D.

Alan Wasserman**

Jim Weaver**

Melissa J. Webster**

Ed Weeks, Ph.D.

C. S. Weiler**

Ruth Weiner, Ph.D**

Sheila Weinmann

John A. Wells

E.G. Wheeler

Eugene Whitaker

Steve Whitaker, Ph.D

Mary Whitman

A. G. Wikjord

Dan C. Wilkerson

Don J. Wilkes

Kathy Williams**

T. D. Williams**

Wayne Williams

Margy Willis**

M. Winkler

Dr. Gary Witmer

Robert Wolaver

Richard H. Wood**

Merryl Woodard**

John Worth

Yvette Wright

Paul H. Yancey**

Kifar Yosemite**

Shari Youngstrom**

Georgia Yuan

E. Zahn**

Dick Zais
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VI. MEDIA

Susie Schiffer
NBC News

Elouise Schumacher
Seattle Times

Karen Dorn Steele
SpokesmanReview/Spokane

Daily Chronicle

Angelo Bruscas
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Nick Geranios
Associated Press

John Wiley
Associated Press

Assignment Editor
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Sally Bachman
Everett Herald

C. Caravaggi
ABC News

Chris Sivula
Tri-City Herald

Keith Ervin
The Weekly

Janet Goetze
The Oregonian

Hope Robertson
Oregon Public Broadcasting
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